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INTRODUCTION.
Nevertheless, the task of confronting all possible experience is beyond the power of any man; and we
should be foolish to embark on it, unless we are prepared to go slowly, searching for the elements which are
both simple and also universal. But not expecting to grasp their full significance. I can then hope gradually
to build up a world picture of ‘THE SEG CONCEPT’. At: first, in outline only, which I am doing,
afterwards filling in details where I can find possible time. This can be called the method of ‘progressive
approximation’, and it will be discussed in detail in all my documents. It’s chief character is that it starts
with a total concept that is necessarily vague and faulty, rather than with a concept that, though perhaps
precise and convincing, is necessarily abstract and incomplete.
I shall begin with the total given ness of all experience and without forgetting the limitations of our powers
of perception and thought. I must see that the totality as one. I shall not look therein for simplicity or clarity.
I shall not expect that I shall be able to express my intuitions in satisfactory language or to communicate
them otherwise than most inadequately, until the research is complete at the laboratory in California, U.S.A.
on the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.). I have, moreover, to accept the inevitability of error in present data,
also upon the structure data of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) data presented here, until it can be
remodeled and tested.
At this time, I take for granted that the data released in these documents are correct, but as yet not tested. I
feel certain that all data that has been released have been found to be correct. The immediacy of sense
perception and the reliability of logical deduction have little part in the attempt to penetrate to the form of
experience, which is in the true sense metaphysical – that is, beyond the senses and not subject to the
limitations of thought. The concrete form for which I search is a mockery to the empiricist – but it is also a
stumbling block to the rationalist. Moreover, I embark upon my task with the presupposition that it can
never be finally accomplished without help. Nevertheless, it is the search, and effort to complete this project
that matters. For it is the manifestation of the true human nature: the meaning of which I am striving to
understand.
The speed by which this project moves, does relate entirely to available funds for the time being. Once the
generator is operating, the finance situation, we hope will change for the better.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Secretary General.
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SEARL in this document will be dealing with materials and magnetism. Everything which man or nature creates needs
materials before it can be seen as an object by the human eye. What are materials? In this first section searl will
cover two conditions which are elements or insulators. Let me inform you now that in itself is a massive subject. But
if you are going to invent something you must use materials. Therefore the more you know and understand the
better are the chances of getting your product to function – NOTE structure and functions are two different
domains, which must be got correct if the results you are searching for are to be found.
Before the S.E.G. can be created as a power device, one must first create a concept that might produce such a
device. Searl states all materials, infinite in possible numbers, derive from only 92 natural elements. Searl reminds
you it is as basically simple as that, but the varying forms and usages are so intertwined in all the industries that a
person can have no real comprehension of the characteristics and economics of any one of the materials which he /
she procures for his / hers own use unless he / she has an intelligent overall grasp of its varying forms and usages.
Here is the problem Searl hears all the time – You can make the S.E.G. under $1000 USA dollars – you can buy all the
magnets from the local shop. This expert is great at one thing bullshit. What does amaze me is the number of people
who loves the smell of shit, they lap it up. Then you got that inventor who will be launching his fly saucer in 2 weeks’
time, but not yet built it. People actually send him money to do it but he works in an office 20 floor up. One person I
notice was sending him a check to help him out. Strange there in his home was a man who had a device to produce
power termed the S.E.G. instead of supporting him, he gave big sums of money to Brain Collins of Australia who
could do it quicker and cheaper than Searl – strange how fools can be sucked out of money by conmen – did Brain
Collins made it? No he had no idea how to do it; now he is in hiding as so many are after him for robbing them. We
must understand the materials to select the best options to use in this ever increasing cost of today.
Searl Magnetics Inc., key task is to test and identify the best choice of materials to use for a mass production system
that has never been done before – Searl created that concept as the best system for mass production mode. It is not
the only option but should prove to be the quickest option for the class of mass production that we need to get to
the market place. That means time, sad to say that today is becoming one of the most costly parts of R&D.
Unfortunate every one of us has made that so and will continue forcing the cost up by simply increasing the
population which the market cannot meet demands.
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Searl points out that R&D is always the most costly part of every company – some have closed this section down. The
S.E.G. is a new concept which differs to all other products in manufacturing today. Instead being based on sizes it is
based on density – you think that’s simple – come and show me; I love to learn, simply that I wish to know things
absolutely. You think that is all bullshit then prove it come and show me an S.E.G working 100% by simply drawing a
dimension size to machine to. If you can then you sure can give me a spanking, but I know you cannot make that
way. Hundreds have tried and lost their money. Even though I told them that they would fail, but they do not listen.
Its self-importance that is their ego – they cannot help it so let them waste their money.
Searl informs you that the selection of data and examples in these documents have been made with a view toward
giving the readers an intelligent overall insight. Searl points out that it is not the purpose of this document to provide
an exhaustive treatise on any materials, as Searl assumed that the reader will consult producers of the materials for
detailed specifications. Searl intensions here are to present his real world in this domain, as to what he knows and
understand and why he selected such an element or an insulator. From which he hopes you will then begin to
understand the problems of research and development. Searl points out a FACT whatever substance we speak of
relates to ATOMS, which includes the S.E.G. and even you.
Searl states that no law of nature, however general, has been established at once, its establishment is always
preceded by many presentiments, but the acknowledgment of the law does not take when it is recognized in all its
significance, but only when it is confirmed by experiment which the scientific man / woman must look to as the
correctness of his / her conjectures and opinions – Searl agrees with Mendeléef 1834 – 1907 Russian chemist. He
developed the periodic table and successfully predicted the discovery of several new elements.. Searl agrees that not
all materials used in the S.E.G. are elements, but are compounds. Compounds means more than one element has
attached itself to another one.

These are commonly known as rare earths, which are the elements vital in the design of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G.)
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This is an example of what Searl Magnetic Ind. Requires to understand. And in fact all companies engage on
materials need to understand this kind of information by which they can design materials to get the best out of them
for the produce functions. Even designing a safety pin requires a lot of knowledge on materials to get the product
correct for the marketplace. So far here I am dealing with simple issues that one need to understand.

It is not just material but also the equipment best to use for our objective. Here is the floor being resurfaced ready to
installing the equipment which is needed for the work. It takes hard work to obtain the image one needs for a R&D
unit. We do need to make an impossible product to become possible.
Searl is giving general information, with the most commonly accepted comparative figures, is given on materials in
their group classification in order to give a general picture; selected processed materials and patented and trade
name material are then described to give a more specific understanding of commercial applications. The relative
position and the length of description of proprietary materials are for purposes of illustration and bear no relation to
the relative merits of the products of any one producer.
Searl appreciates that a virtual revolution in materials has been taking place, resulting in new types and grades of
materials – plastics, metal alloys, rubbers, textiles, finishes, foodstuffs, chemicals, and animal products that are being
developed at an exponential rate. So you experts that state that the S.E.G is impossible – STOP – THINK – then
SPEAK – it will save you from being termed a nut and fruit cake person later. THERE IS NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE
EXCEPT THAT YOUR MIND MAKES IT SO after all these new materials have been developed and many more will
follow over the year. Is just insane to say that the S.E.G. don’t work – that still remains to be proven.
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Here I present the image of what
a section of Searl Magnetics Inc.
will have to cover, A knowledge
of chemical formulae will be a
vital part of the pharmacist’s
stock in trade. Here, a compound
is being prepared using the
traditional pharmacist’s
measuring glass. Unfortunate all
my measuring glasses have done
a walks, except for 2 large heavy
ones brought recently.
I have no doubt that time will
create a situation where we
create the materials we need.

This is indeed the tools of my
trade. I had to learn about
magnetism as it was then known
in my days; so long ago that time
has now forgotten. In 1947 I too
was using these measuring
glasses. Replacement is possible.
Searl remind you of that statement – and in the air men and women shall be seen. In white and black and even
green. A great man then shall come and go. For the prophecy declares it so. Well I think that you must agree that
prophecy has been around, in reality, for many years, and now at last it has been ful filled. The question that remains
who is this great man who shall come and go, or was it Albert Einstein and why will he be great? Or has he yet to
come?
Searl points out that experts claim that everything is made out of atoms; therefore the periodic chart is designed to
give the physicist, chemist, and student a vivid grasp of the unity of atoms, their structure and behaviour, their mode
of formation and disintegration. The atom is today the outstanding topic of interest to the world of science. When its
magic is realized, the atom will become as fascination for popular study and experiment as the camera, motor and
radio. Indeed, Searl states that the individuality of the atom and its varied properties already form subjects of
surpassing interest – light giving phosphorus P.15 year 1669, magnetic iron Fe.26 year BC, odorous bromine Br. 35,
year 1826. light sensitive selenium Se. 34, year 1818: the super hardness of crystal carbon C.6, BC; and softness of
lead Pb.82. year BC; the toughness of tantalum, Ta.73, year 1802; the explosive radium, Ra.88, year 1898; the inert
helium, HE.2, year 1895; the active oxygen O.8, year 1772: calcium Ca. 20, 1808; the bone maker: nitrogen N. 7.
Year 1772, the keystone of unstable molecules of food, drug, and high explosives: copper Cu. 29 year BC, the
speedway for electrons: chlorine Cl.17, year 1774; the scavenger: Iodine I.53. year 1811;controlling body growth:
energetic uranium U.92 YEAR 1789: chromium Cr.24, year 1798; the colour maker; and scores of others having
equally interesting individuality and unique behaviour. Apart from the intrinsic interest in the new knowledge of the
atom, the importance of such knowledge is seen in the vision of a new power given to the chemist of tomorrow to
create forms of matter and energy having any desired properties. Yes Searl must understand all of this, that is why
he worked in electricity, electrons, pharmacy, hospital, and engineering to understand how we use these elements.
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1946 This became my world – now Searl
Magnetics INC – USA will become that
world. It is the world of induction – yes I
am talking about magnetism. This is an
illustration of my learning curve. Dear
FB, this is not a bum hole and Boeing
you put nothing in that centre hole –
never put petrol in that hole. It works
the same as that demonstration of the
S.E.G. where that hole worried you – as
to where the petrol goes in? No petrol
goes in but induction does. I accept that
it is hard for scientist to understand this
as they are brainwashed that you have
to burn something to get energy – Searl
ask a simple question why do you have
to burn something to get energy. In this
section of the company I shall be dealing
with this issue. I have number the
images so when I deal with this issue I
shall quote their reference number to
save redoing them again. These
drawings go back to 1946 – a long time
ago. In those days I couldn’t colour them

Searl states that all you people really want to learn you have come to the right place. Note that so long ago it was
stated that in water, iron Fe 26 then shall float. As easy as a wooden boat. Gold Au. 79 year BC. Shall be seen in
stream and stone. In land that is yet unknown. This prophecy has now been fulfilled and now it’s up to you to
complete all of that prophecy – and I know you will for the prophecy declares it so.
Searl accepts that it is possible that more people know that Henry D. Hubbard is named as the creator of the
element chart. In reality it was not, but he rearranges the table to fit in all those new ones which was being
discovered.
Searl only know too well that on occasionally, a mind trained in the classics is confronted with a task in handling
problems of a scientific nature and finds the change surprisingly attractive and absorbingly interesting, Like Fernando
D. Morris in California; who gave up his job to work full time on the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). Another who
without knowing also helped to pave the way for the creation of the S.E.G. such a mind was Henry Hubbard’s, the
designer of the Chart of the Atoms, was the first secretary of the National Bureau of standards and served
continuously in that capacity from 1901 until his retirement in 1938 – which means that I was just 6 years old – how
interesting – that is the figures quoted from the language of numbers. Searl Dream: for 6 years: 6 ingredients for the
I-G-V. Of course Morris: were still free atoms in space, waiting for someone to use collect them. Clearly Searl and
Morris certainly never meet Hubbard that was a shame.
Searl understands that as secretary Hubbard was also the editor of the Bureau’s publications and, of course, like Sir
Isaac Newton, this contact automatically kept him in touch with every scientific problem handled at the Bureau over
this long period. You forget that Searl simply had thousands of research papers form the British Government 14
laboratories, to which he studied, of course he will see what you cannot see; just like Hubbard and Newton; it’s a
nature trigger which fires the subconscious into seeing solutions to problems and your conscious mind must have
tune receptors to receive such information either by dreams or some even – nature or unnatural before your inner
eye sees that which others cannot see.
Searl states that all our functions are based on trigger actions – but if not interested then no trigger will fire. And can
be consider as lack of education – or poor range of education by many.
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SMI-CA-USA the magnetic R&D centres to develop special class of magnetisers which are not available on the
marketplace yet. Every so often a new window breaks open to explorer – Searl Technology has done just that – it has
now to be develop for mass production use. Like everything else of complex nature it takes time to establish how
best to achieve this objective. Like everything that has been achieve we shall likewise win. This is Morris in charge of
that R&D function.
1946 Searl feeling about magnetism based on what he was learning in his employment to train as an electrical
engineer and his studies at home was on what you call Magnets, which I first will describe what a magnet is. You no
doubt have seen straight bar magnets, and many people around the world including John Thomas Jr of Rochester
New York had seen and checked and found them to be different in function. Then there are common U shape
magnets which I guess you have seen. Since my days there have appeared sphere or ball magnets and Alnico
magnets in many shapes, and usually a hole in the middle. It is this hole that is in the middle of the plates which
confuse bosses of large engineering companies. WHY – what do you put in it? Well that is up to them I can make
suggestions if they need help, but I prefer to leave them empty. Searl states that in all magnets one end of the metal
is North Pole and the other South Pole, and those which have no end one side is North Pole and the other South Pole
Yes, Searl has no problem in accepting that issue, base on common magnetic functions. But it is here where the
problems lies you are magnetising at a set frequency. Searl is magnetising at variable frequency, which is not
common function – you do not want eddy current, Searl do want eddy currents. Thus clearly there is a complete
difference in concept between both parties.
Searl says what about the sphere magnet. Let say I had a very strong magnet by which I could change the poles in
the sphere in any side you want or takes the poles out on the sphere will not be a magnet any more. That may seem
strange to you, but what is more strange in Germany our man had magnetic cubes which when you shake them they
became magnets and you shake them again then they are not magnets, but strange as that may seem it will continue
to repeat those two states. This was the problem in 1948 that Searl had, based upon what has just been stated, Searl
accepting that a magnet can be shifted and concentrated and also you can see that the metal is not the real magnet.
Searl looks at this problem two ways – first – The real magnet is the substance that is circulating in the metal. Searl
opinion is that each particle in the substance is an individual magnet by itself, and both North and South Poles are
individual magnets. They are so small that they can pass through everything. Simple test – place a magnet each side
of your hand and let go – there will stay there – to Searl mind this as proof that these particles are passing through
his arm and returning to the base and will continue to do so until they are pulled off the arm. Searl ask will they now
be less strong or will they still be equal as before the event? They will be found to be equally after as before.
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Wednesday 15.05.2013: photo update from Hollywood-USA of our new team forming in China under the Good lady
who is basic dress in Blue is the boss of the team which is growing, which by the way the gentleman at the door who
belongs to the team request his position in the photo to say – CHINA OPENING THE DOOR TO YOU – you are most
welcome to come TO China and joins us in creating a cleaner world for all of the planet. Searl reply: On behalf of
all my teams we accept your kind invitation and look forward to the day that China, Asia and Middle East are all part
of our effort to rid this planet of pollution. It has been and interesting time to actually talk with Karla – sad to say not
yet use to her Chinese name due to the fact that I have lost the hearing bones. Thus I am using her translation of her
name I hope I am right on spelling. Keep watching this space I have a feeling they will show you what you have been
missing all these years, sooner than you think.
Searl says that they can in fact move through metal easier than through air, based upon the fact of how far they
move out in air – what is needed is to test how they move through different gas and particles in the atmosphere to
see if they all test take the same time. Surely today with our technology we could prove this issue that could play a
vital part of future development. Searl has always since 1946 accepted that they are in constant motion, as Searl see
it that they are running one kind of magnets against the other kind, as the law of the squares declares it so; and if
guided in the right channels they possess perpetual power. Since 1946 Searl has stated that in his view the North and
South Poles magnets they are cosmic force, to Searl mind they hold this planet and everything on it. Searl still
accepts that each of North and South Pole magnets is equal in strength, but the strength of each individual magnet
Doesn’t amount to anything. As Searl has stated so often to be of practical use they will have to be in great numbers.
Let Searl put this in another way – if you were just one cell only, then you would amount to anything, but you are
made of multimillions of cells to make you into you. Searl agrees that nature is strange but not as strange as many
people are. Example – a man who had been supportive for years suddenly chances and make insult about the latest
video clip that a bird without head dies – therefore the S.E.G will die – Searl states that he need to go and have his
eyes tested or his brain as the head is there so why make such crap – interesting while the SEG was being knock he
supported it for his image, but now the SEG image is winning and appears to be reducing his image he attacks it a
normal trigger action to try to recover his image – I guess you know who I mean.
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Here we see the band called Rubylux which were on tour in the U.S.A. at the time I was in LA. I presented them with
a copy of the DVD upon my life and work and they stated that they will visit me in the UK, as they are an UK band.
Yesterday I received news that Clar Coslett Hughes informed Bradley Lockerman that they have 7 shows to do in the
South of England; if any one passes through Glastonbury they will visit me. Well that would be a surprise, But today
Friday 17th May 2013: I actually received my TV licence, which I have been waiting for since I was 75 – amazing at 81
years I just got it from Darlington not Bristol, I am still waiting for them to send the 19th inspector around to see me
about not having a licence and the reason was I was on the move between countries which meant no address in the
UK to send it to – that fooled them – where is that Searl – is he in heaven or is he in hell; that excusive Jonny Searl?
Searl is aware that in permanent magnets they are circulating in the material in great numbers, and they circulate in
the following way. Each kind of the magnets are coming out of their own end of the pole and are running around and
are running in the other end of the pole and back to its own end, and then over and over again. I have to admit that
they have far more energy than I have Gunga Din. Searl states that all the individual magnets do not run around.
Some run away and never come back, but new ones take their place. If this is true than it supports the S.E.G.
principle that whatever the lost is in electrons new ones will replace them.
Searl accepts that the Earth itself is a great magnet. In general these North and South Poles individual magnet are
circulating in the same way as in the permanent magnet metal; the Law of the Squares declares it so. The North Pole
individual magnets are coming out of the earth’s South Pole and are running around in the earth’s North Pole and
back to its own pole, and South Pole individual magnets are coming out of the earth’s North Pole and are running
around, and in South Pole and back to its own end. Searl says, then both North and South Poles individual magnets
start to run over and over again.
Searl presents this information to help you to understand future statements that will appear.1946 at 30 Crawley
Road, Turnpike Land, London, and Searl had to start really learning about induction as his job depended on his
understanding of this subject – education was not that well developed. There is a possibility that some of the
illustrations and explanation may sound odd to you as that were 67 years ago – things as I knew them in those days
have changed. Sometimes its better to see the world as it was then as it is now so one can compare if life is better or
worst. Yes, some will say worst and some will say better that is the law of the squares.
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Friday 17th May 2013: received photo update from SMI-CA-USA. Jason in the lab searching for a problem that
occurred on a power unit and found it, the data upon the part or its fault was not disclosed. But it was a part of his
training to work in the laboratory on magnetising research.
Electro-magnetic induction:

The Ballistic Galvanometer;

Searl says if a current is sent through an ordinary galvanometer, the needle swings until it comes to rest in such a
position that the magnetic forces due to the current and the external field are balanced. Searl says but suppose that
the current is stopped before the needle has finished swinging, then after a few swings the needle will return to
zero. Searl states the distance through which it travels in its swing will depend on:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The strength of the current:
The time during which it flowed:
The force tending to bring the needle back to zero.

Searl agrees, now it is possible to make a galvanometer so that its first swing will be proportional to the product of
factors (i) and (ii) so long as the time during which the current flows is small. Such a galvanometer will give the same
swing when 1 ampere is passed for one-hundredth of a second as when 2 amperes are passed for one-twohundredth of a second. Searl states that in fact its first swing is proportional to the number of coulombs sent
through so long as the current is stopped before the needle has made any appreciable part of its first swing.
Searl states that such a galvanometer is called a ballistic galvanometer, and is used to measure quantities of
electricity whose time flow is short.
Experiments on Electro-magnetic Induction:
Searl states that you can wind a long piece of insulated wire round a cardboard tube – Searl says that a used toilet
centre tube will do and connect its ends to a ballistic galvanometer. Searl states that now take a bar magnet and
quickly introduce it into the cardboard tube. A deflection of the galvanometer will be observed, but the needle will
return to zero. Searl states:
Searl states that from this experiment we may conclude:
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S.E.G.
The
future
meant
to be.

To the future
Thank you all
for your
support, P.J.S.
The law of the squares states clearly that there are two states good and evil, evil will always try to stop the good –
how true. I see the crap people suck up as honey and use it as FACT to stop the very work which could save their
lives in events which are now happening – due to the fact they have not yet experience this hell which many have
now taste some of it, they think that they are safe – I feel sad for their families who base their minds on evil. My pass
has nothing to do with the present or the future. What I am doing is to teach those who wish to learn and it’s free.
More than those with evil minds are doing.
Continue from page 14:
(i)
(ii)

That introduction of a magnet inside a coil induces a current:
That the mere presence of a magnet does not induce a current; it is the act of putting the magnet in, and
not of keeping it there, which is effective.
Searl says, now withdraw the magnet quickly. The galvanometer is again deflected, but this time in the
opposite direction. Repeat the experiments once or twice, noting the extent of the galvanometer’s first
swing; it will be found that the currents induced by introducing and withdrawing the magnet are equal
in amount, but opposite in direction.

Searl says, let us suppose that up to now we have been putting the N-pole of the magnet in first; Searl say let’s try
the effect of putting in the S-pole first. It will be found that:
(i)
(ii)

The amount of the induced current is not affected by the way in which the magnet is introduced:
The direction of the induced current depends on the direction of the lines of force of the magnet
introduced.

Theoretical Deductions:
Searl states that when we introduced the magnet we were increasing the number of lines of magnetic force inside
the coil of wire. Searl states that when we withdrew the magnet we made a corresponding decrease in the lines of
force. Searl points out that now; when we introduced the magnet N-pole first we introduced lines of force in the
opposite direction in agreement with the law of the squares, to those due to the same magnet introduced S-pole
first. Searl says that if this all sounds double Dutch to you; don’t worry about it, you will get the hang of it. Rome
was not borne in a day, and this technology will take time to understand it.
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Figure MI-66: 1947 SEARL LEARNING CURVE, yes, indeed it was a tough going; it was hard learning with everyone
knocking you down instead of helping me, as you should have already read within my books. This is something I have
never done to any child that want’s to learn I have always been there to help – in fact that is what I am doing right
now teaching absolute free of charge anyone and everyone – you who love crap what are you doing that is of value
to this dying planet? Let’s get rid of this evil NOW and start to live like human beings.
Continue from page 15:
Searl states that we can represent this by saying that when we introduce the magnet N-pole first we introduce + n
lines of force, and when we introduce it S-pole first we introduced – n lines of force. Searl now points out that our
four observations are therefore made according to the law of the squares by:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Introducing
Withdrawing
Introducing
Withdrawing

+ n lines of force:
+ n lines of force:
- n lines of force:
- n lines of force.

Notice that without even noticing that the law of the squares shows up here, it sure does pop up as it does in all
things, one way or another. The changes in lines of force are therefore:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

From
From
From
From

0
+n
0
–n

to
to
to
to

+n
0
–n
0

or a change of + n
or a change of – n
or a change of
or a change of + n

lines of force:
lines of force:
lines of force:
lines of force.

Searl states, by looking at it in this way we see that experiments (i) and (iv) are magnetically the same and are found
to give the same induced current, while experiments (ii) and(iii) are same as one another, but exactly opposite to
experiments (i) and (iv).
Figure MI-67 which will be discussed shortly in this
section of this document. Searl says if the coil and
galvanometer are examined, it will be found that the
directions of the currents induced in the coil by
experiments (i) and (iii) are such that they would
produce magnetic lines of force in the coil in a direction
opposite to those due to the magnet, while the currents
induced in experiments (ii) and (iv) would produce a
field in the coil in the same direction as those due to the
magnet.
In experiments (i) and (iii) the current tended to
diminish the field due to the magnet by producing a
field in the opposite direction; in experiments (ii) and (iv)
the current tended to increase the field due to the
magnet. Over the years he seen claims that they have
made the S.E.G. on-going to check their claims the set
up just wobbles – and they think that they got it. Well
what can I say but keep trying maybe someday in the
future the special magnetisers will be available to do it.
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Figure MI-68, 1946, London, UK. My;
learning curve so long ago. This illustration
is part of this section of the document. In
experiments (i) and (iii) a magnet was being
introduced, and therefore the field was
increasing in strength; since the effect of
the induce current was to diminish the field,
we may say that the induced current
tended to stop this increase.
Searl says that in the same way the current induced in experiments (ii) and (iv) tended to oppose the diminution of
the field.
Searl states that we may sum up these experiments by saying that – when a change takes place in the number of
magnetic lines of force enclosed by a circuit a current is induced in such a direction that the magnetic field due to
the current tends to oppose the change.
Lenz’s Law:
Searl states, repeat the experiment, using a magnet of different strength: it will be found that the induced currents
are either greater or less than before. This shows that the amount of different current depends on the number of
lines of force changed.
Searl states that these experiments illustrate Lenz’s law that – The amount of induced electricity is proportional to
the total change in the number of magnetic lines of force running through the circuit.
Earth Inductor – V and H:
Searl says take a wooden frame - such as shown in figure MI-67 – and having a diameter of about 30 cms. Searl says
now wind insulated wire round the outside of this, and connects its ends to a ballistic galvanometer. Hold the coil
upright so that its plane lies east and west. The lines of force of the earth’s field will then be running through it as
the vertical section shown in Figure MI-68 (a) indicates. Turn the coil quickly so that its plane lies in the earth’s
magnetic meridian. Searl points out that there are no lines of force will now be running through it Figure MI-68 (b).
The throw of the galvanometer will be proportional to the change in the number of lines of force.
Figure MI-69, London – UK – 1946, my learning curve

My learning curve to the S.E.G. was a tough one, but I never gave up.
Searl says that if total intensity of the earth’s field is 1, and the angle of dip is δ, we know by M, that this may be
considered as two fields, one = H = 1 cos δ acting horizontally, and one = V = 1 sin δ acting vertically. The same
applies to the S.E.G. Searl is sorry that some mathematics are popping up, which cannot be helped if you want to
know how I made the S.E.G. concept, which to you may at this stage look very complicated – that is correct unless
you are prepared to study to win over all the complications which you will see within this set of documents, but
maths will get worst - that is the price of research and development. I shall try to do my best to explain things.
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Figure MI-70: 1946 – London – UK: Part of my
learning curve for my job. All my life has been
and still is a learning curve for the Searl
Technology. The illustration shown on the left
will shortly be discussed. At this stage I am
still at an elementary stage. The more
advanced progress will appear as I reach that
section of my study. I shall try not to rush you,
but there is vast amount of data before you
will understand how the S.E.G. functions. I am
surprised that it is catching on faster than I
expected.

Today, Saturday 18th May 2013: I have been invited to lecture in Greece at the event to be held on the 13 – 14
September 2013. I shall have 6 days in China late August and the BEM in October, and there is the Tesla event in July
and without a doubt there will be many hours of radio broadcast to handle throughout the year. At least I can hope
this air time will continue in our interest.
Searl states that if the throw will therefore be proportional to H, I, e., 1 cos δ. Searl now says we now lay the coil
quickly flat on the table. The field running through it will be V = 1 sin δ, and the change will be from 0 to 1 sin δ, and
therefore the galvanometer throw is proportional to 1 sin δ.
Searl states that the ratio of the two throws will be 1 sin δ  1 cos δ, i.e., tan δ. Searl explains that the value of δ
corresponding to this result can be looked up in the tables and compared with the value obtained from the dipcircle.
Searl says now hold the coil with its plane east and west, tilt it over until it is inclined to the horizontal at an angle to
the angle of dip – Figure MI-69 (a)). Searl points out that no lines of force now run through the coil. Searl now ask
you to turn it round so that its plane is in the earth’s magnetic meridian Figure MI-69 (b)). Searl state that there
should be no throw in the galvanometer since there has been no change in the number of lines of force through the
coil. Searl reminds you that if the coil was not set exactly at the angle of dip there will be a slight deflection. Searl
says by trying various positions for the coil until one is found in which no deflection is produced on turning the coil
north and South the correct angle of dip may be found.
Experiments on Electro-magnetic Induction with an Electro-magnet:
Searl says take a cardboard cylinder about 10 CMS. Long and wind insulated copper wire round it until there are
about 100 coils. Searl says now take another shorter cardboard cylinder wide enough to slip over the first, and wind
fine insulated wire round this; several hundred times.
Searl now say connect a cell through an ammeter and a resistance box to a reversing key – Figure MI-71, and
connect the other terminals of the key to the inner coils of the apparatus. Connect the outer coils to a ballistic
galvanometer. Searl accepts that all this is double Dutch to you young ones, only because you are in an entirely
different world to this time under review of 1946 onward. Searl states that it is wrong to state something is
impossible until you know how they claim to have done it – for in the laws of nature there is nothing which say that
it is impossible – only your mind makes it so.
Searl will now try to explain to you in what follows we shall call the inner coils which are connected to the cell and
ammeter ‘the primary’; the outer coils will be referred to as ‘the secondary,’ and the two coils together will be
called the ‘Inductorium’. This last term may be unknown to you, but it is correctly used for this function under
discussion here upon my education of that period of time. You may have seen other issues in this document which
you are not familiar with, but I can assure you that is how I was trained back in the 1946 onwards and is therefore
correct to university standards of education. Searl states that it saddens his heart to see this lack today of
intelligence for not being able to see the real light from the dark light, How minds love evil and not the truth.
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Figure MI-71; 1947 London – UK: My education training that will play an important part of my S.E.G. study in the
future. Bear in mind that Searl was trying to find the answers of his two dreams which kept reoccurring, as his
apprentice ship term of training required from him. It was this training that solved the answers for him. Inventors
over the centuries had solved most of the answers for him. This above sketch is the matter now under discussion.
Searl says; now adjust resistance so that a current of about 1 amp flows through the primary. On lifting the key so
that this current is stopped a small deflection will be observed in the ballistic galvanometer. Searl now say to fill up
the inside of the primary with iron wires laid side by side. On starting the current in the primary a throw will be
obtained in the ballistic galvanometer, and on stopping the primary current the throw of the ballistic galvanometer
will be in the opposite direction.
Searl states; if the iron wires are not magnetised there are no magnetic lines of force inside the inductorium when
there is no current flowing – this to Searl mind said that electrons, light, current and magnetism were one of the
same seen from different dimensions, to be such; it surely has to be wave? At this stage it do not matter if it’s a
wave or particle as we are looking at his education and not his thinking, lets continue – but when the current is
turned on there will be a magnetic field whose direction can be determined by means of the screw law. Searl states;
that the result of turning on a current in the primary is therefore exactly the same as that of putting a magnet inside.
Searl continues; if the directions of the induced currents obtained by starting the primary current in different
directions and stopping it are compared, it will be found that the rule “when a change takes place in the number of
magnetic lines of force enclosed by a circuit a current is induced in such a direction that the magnetic field due to the
current tends to oppose the change is obeyed. Searl remind you that the magnetic lines of force of the induced
current tend to stop the change in the number of lines of force inside the inductorium.
Searl states: that is clue number one as to why the S.E.G. functions. But he will continue so you can learn more how
he was able to make the S.E.G. Searl states: that the induced current when the iron core is in the inductorium is
about ten to twenty times as big as when there is no iron. Searl says; this is due to the superior permeability of iron
as compared with air.
Iron Fe 26 an element year discovered B.C. so we have no idea
when actually it was discovered or by whom or how, or what it
was first used for. All I know is that it’s a strong, hard magnetic
silvery-grey metal. Recent times: much used for construction and
manufacturing, especially in the form of steel. Searl will have
more to say about iron later on. The Iron which Searl used was
specially processed for him to meet his testing of materials.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Start in direction A
Stop current in primary
Start in direction B
Start current in primary

I

I
I
I
I
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Result in secondary
Throw of N divisions in direction
Throw of N divisions in direction
Throw of N divisions in direction
Throw of N divisions in direction

B
A
A
B

Searl states that the same magnetising force produces many more lines of force in Iron Fe 26 than in air. Which
clearly show why Searl used Iron Fe 26 first in his experiments back there in 1946 on to 1953. Searl states; by filling
the inductorium with various materials and comparing the induced currents produced in the secondary by equal
changes in the primary currents the magnetic permeability of various materials may be compared.
Searl states that all subsequent experiments will be made with iron Fe 26 in, as that was what he started his
research with.
Effects of Starting, Stopping, and Reversing the Primary Current:
Searl state; by putting the key down in different ways the current in the primary may be sent round in different
directions. Searl says let us call these directions A and B; looking at the primary from one end; one of these
directions will be clockwise, and the other counter-clockwise.
Searl says; by noticing the direction in which the needle of the ballistic galvanometer moves we can find the
direction of the induced currents in the secondary and described these as A and B.
Searl says now turn on the current in the primary in the direction B. When the galvanometer needle: has returned to
zero, turn the reversing key; quickly so that the current is turned on in the direction A. Searl explains that this is
called reversing the current, and is equivalent to performing experiments (iv) and (i.) simultaneously. Searl explains
that as we should expect, it produces the effect of (iv) and (i.) added together; we obtain a throw of 2 N divisions in
the direction B. Searl continues; by turning the key rapidly back to its original position we again reverse the current
and perform experiments (ii.) and (iii.) simultaneously, and so get a deflection of 2 N division in the direction A.
Verification of Lenz’s Law:
Searl now say; alter the resistance of the primary circuit so that the current flowing is less than an ampere, and
record the ammeter reading. Searl states that you should observe the throw of the ballistic galvanometer when the
current is reversed.
Searl states; again alter the primary current and note the throw obtained on reversal. The experiment should be
made with several different current strengths in the primary. Searl states; that the results would be such as are given
in the following table:-

Searl states; that it will be observed that the throw of the ballistic needle is exactly proportional to the strength of
the current in the primary.
Searl states; now the number of lines of force in the primary is directly proportional to the strength of the current
flowing in its coils, and therefore the experiment proves that the amount of induce current is directly proportional to
the change in the number of lines of force inside the inductorium. Searl says think hard on this issue it applies to the
S.E.G.
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Figure MI72 – London 1946 UK: I shall be discussing this illustration very soon here.
This is Dr Robert Lipman, who
was my doctor for over 25
years. But he was more than
my doctor but a sincere
friend who backed this work,
and in his meal time he came
to help me to see I did not fall
while I was rewiring the
damage done by the robbers.
He believes I would in the
end win over these evil minds
.
It is sad that even today evil minds try to stop this work – they are mentally ill they have no idea what dangers lie
ahead that sure will need the S.E.G. as the only power source that would had been available if instead of destroying
what is vital for the future they actually help to make it so. To me, that means that they have no care for their
children or the great grandchildren should they manage to live in what is approaching us. They even fail to see the
destruction during the last few years, because so far it has not happen to them – but don’t worry you will get your
share soon. Then I shall see what your song is then – I can guess what it will be – why me?
Self-induction:
Searl state; that it is obvious that in the inductorium the lines of force are inside the primary and that when the
current is started or stopped in the primary the number of lines of force running inside it is changed. Searl points out
this will cause induce currents in the primary; and since the direction of these induced currents is to oppose change,
their effects will be to prevent the current rising at once to its full value and to prevent its being stopped
instantaneously.
Searl remind you that every circuit encloses magnetic lines of force, as the S.E.G. does, and hence there will be selfinduction in every circuit, as each roller set is a circuit, but the effects will not be noticeable in most cases. Searl
states; in such a circuit as the primary of the inductorium the number of lines of force produced by starting the
current is comparatively large; this also apply to the S.E.G. on start from cruise the lines of force increases
comparatively large, which will continue with increase drainage; and the effects of self-induction will be
correspondingly large and the current will take a correspondingly long time to arrive at the full value. But this is the
point where the S.E.G. differs – WHY? Elementary, because you have 66 rollers sets all starting at the same time;
that should make your hair stand on end if nothing else does.
Searl states that the effects may be looked at from the point of view of energy. When the current is flowing the coil
forms an electro-magnet. Now Searl states; now a magnet can do work by attracting other magnets to itself, and
therefore possesses a store of energy. This energy to Searl mind cannot be supplied instantaneously by the current,
and so the magnet does not attain full strength instantaneously. Searl states; similarly, when the current is stopped
the energy of the magnet cannot be destroyed. Searl states which he has done since 1946, that is why when the
load for current is turned off the rollers will continue to rotate at a cruising speed until current is again drawn
from it – so simple so elementary that as a child I could understand that. Searl agree that in this experiment which
is being reviewed if the energy cannot be destroyed then it must appear in some other form; the energy of the aftercurrent is the equivalent of the loss of energy of the magnet. Searl points out that in the S.E.G. there is no loss of
energy as it continues to function and never stops.
Searl states; if we take such a circuit as shown in Figure MI-72 above it will be seen that the region which includes
the letter A is not inside the circuit since the current going round it in one direction is opposite in its effects as the
Law of the Squares confirms to that going in the other direction. Searl clearly states; there will, therefore, be no
induction due to any change in the magnetic lines of force near A. Searl today is shocked at the ignorance of so call
experts who think they know it all when they are years behind the reality of today - I’m meeting them all the time.
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Figure MI-73 – London 1947 – UK:
Searl learning curve. No: Searl do
not expect you to make this in
your bedroom or kitchen – yes in a
workshop is far the best place to
undertake such experiments. This
illustration is all related to this
document of Searl studies. This
played a part in Searl concept of
the S.E.G. You state impossible for
the S.E.G. to work – agree because
you lack the knowledge by which
you could make it, which is just
elementary understanding of your
brain functions.
This is all part of the S.E.G. concept – you never knew that? What a shame, what school did you go to? I need to
educate your teachers to have an open mind to progress and use their brains as to how that could possible work –
which might surprise yourself that it works.
Searl continues from page 21; If the wires are close enough together the magnetic fields, due to currents flowing in
them, will be equal and opposite at all points, and the total magnetic field will therefore be zero. This status was
conceded by Searl carefully in the design of the S.E.G. concept and he found the solution to the problem. Searl
accepted that such a circuit will therefore have no self-induction. Searl states; that if the coils of the resistance box
which he will be dealing with in another section of this document are examined, it will be seen that use has been
made of this principle in their construction – yes, Searl did have such a resistance box in 1946, that too did a walked
on moving from London to the Midlands; and he knows who stole it with other new equipment as he was caught
selling a unit, who want to be a father of children who are simply robbers, compulsive liars. That is why I have no
family today.
Ruhmkorff’s Induction Coil:
Searl states; this is an inductorium provided with an automatic apparatus for starting and stopping the current. Searl
points out that this contrivance is similar to that used in the electric bell.
Searl presents in Figure MI-73 a photograph of the coil and in Figure MI-74 is a sectional diagram.
Figure MI-74 – London 1946 UK. This is a sectional
diagram of that coil which the primary consists of a few
turns of thick insulated wire wound round a bundle of
soft iron wires. Opposite one end of the primary is a
lump of iron mounted on a flexible strip of metal A.
Behind this is a stiff metal rod from which a pointed
piece of platinum projects B. The stiff upright is
connected to one pole of a battery; in the position of
rest the platinum point touches a plate of platinum
welded to the flexible upright, and so makes electrical
connection between the two uprights. The current flows
up the fixed upright, across to the flexible upright,
through a wire to the primary, and back to the battery.
Immediately on the current starting the iron core of the
primary becomes magnetised and attracts the lump of
iron on the flexible upright; this breaks the connection
between the two uprights, and so stops the current. Just
elementary stuff you all should understand.
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Here is an illustration of a plate and a roller as being research at Searl Magnetics Inc. CA. U.S.A. We are the future
that is meant to be. For in those wondrous far-off days. The women shall adopt a craze to dress like men, and
trousers wear. And to cut off their locks of hair. They’ll ride astride with brazen brow as witches do on broomstick
now as the prophecy declares it so. A man shall come to change the world, for the law of the squares declares it so.
Above is the sign that he has arrived which hallows in that new age, where women shall be men and men shall be
women just to show how insane we are, yet shall there be signs of light for the future of planet Earth; by those few
who cares about the future generations yet to come, only if we make it so – thus the spirit of the future has spoken.
It’s up to you to make it so.
Searl continues from page 22:
Searl states; the iron core is no longer magnetic, and the flexible upright springs back and the whole series of
operations begins again. The whole contrivance is called Interrupter.
The secondary of Ruhmkorff’s coil consists of a very large numbers of fine insulation wires. The insulation of this is
usually improved by soaking it in melted paraffin wax. Which; is used in the bearing and brushes manufacturing, in
this case to protect the bearing in storage and transport. The making and breaking of the primary circuit induces
currents in alternate directions in these coils.
Searl states; that now, when the current is started in the primary, self-induction prevents its immediately reaching
full value. Searl quotes; the change in the number of lines of force is therefore gradual and extends over an
appreciable fraction of a second, and consequently the coulombs induced in the secondary are spread over the same
time. Searl states that the rate of flow or strength of current in the secondary is therefore not very large. Searl
states; that the breaking of the primary circuit: is done by making a gap between the platinum point and plate in the
interrupter.
Platinum the chemical element of atomic number 78 which
is a precious silvery-white metal and symbol: Pt. Year
discovered 1737 c. It was first encountered by the Spanish
in South America in the 16th century, and is used in
jewellery, electrical contacts, laboratory equipment and
industrial catalysts. Often as modifier – greyish white or
silvery like platinum a platinum wig. Well that is a start on
this element you may be hearing more later. To understand
the S.E.G. is vital – this is the way to learn.
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Here is an photo from SMI CA-U.S.A. showing
materials under research and development to
form the construction of the segments, which
totals eight of per roller set. As they are not in
constant motion we have to cover them to protect
them from pollution in the atmosphere and that
of bacteria and viruses invasion.
I feel sure that you can see that each segment has
the same four materials in it and of the same
density and size. Each material has a different
density in it. Each material has a precise function
to perform. It is the combination of the total
functions that makes the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) so unusual in its operation, in the way the
coordination of these functions must be precise
on three different levels as they must match like a
mechanical gear does, otherwise there will be no
movement possible, as it depend upon the
magnetic lines of force for its functions, no oil!

Searl states that over the centuries pass much prophecy has been made. Many of which have been proven true
others yet to be fulfil. One I like to quote here: A house of glass shall come to pass in England. But alas, alas a war
will follow with the work. Where dwells the Pagan and the Turk. These states will lock in fiercest strife and seek to
take each other’s life. When North shall thus divide the South and eagle build in lion’s mouth. Then tax and blood
and cruel war shall come to every humble door. Yes that war was claimed to be the end of all wars. I am afraid that
will not be so. Another shall come that will be far worse than any other before it as that event is already being
prepared, when and how is the question that remains to be answered. The S.E.G. is vital to save lives in that battle,
without it; many will die.
Searl continues from page 23:
Searl claims that it is a merely mechanical matter to do this so rapidly that the current is broken almost
instantaneously. Searl points out that while the gap is opening the self-induced current may be sufficient to form a
spark, but not for long. Searl says; since the making of the primary circuit is so much less rapid than the breaking of
it, the time of flow of the secondary current is far longer at make than at break; as Searl states consequently the rate
of flow is far less, and, in fact, the current induced by making the primary circuit is quite insignificant in strength
when compared with that induced at break.
Searl looked at this problem from an angle that to every problem there is an answer, but some takes time to find.
Searl suggest that in order still further to increase the rapidity of break a condenser is used. The two plates are
connected to the bases of the uprights of the interrupter. At break the induced electricity charges this condenser
instead of leaping across the gap in the interrupter, and the breaking of the primary circuit is thus more rapidly
finished. As Searl states; when the circuit is again completed the condenser discharges, and so helps in starting the
primary current. That was sure elementary task son.
Searl states that the coil is usually provided with a reversing key called a commutator in order that the direction of
the primary current may be changed.
Eddy Currents: Arago’s Disc:
Arago noticed that when a copper disc is rotated rapidly below a freely suspended magnet, then the magnet slowly
revolves in the same direction as the disc – today that experiment of the 1946 – 1963 can be demonstrated, that was
why Searl use such metals, and still will do for the same reason as in 1946. Searl will discuss this effect on the next
page.
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MI-76B

Searl states; suppose that the disc is turning clockwise as is indicated in Figure MI-75, where the magnet is indicated
by NS. Searl points out then in the region round the letter a the number of magnetic lines of force running upwards
through the disc is increasing, while those in the neighbourhood of b are diminishing in number, which is absolutely
correct to the Law of the Squares. Searl states; that currents will therefore be induced in the disc in such directions
as to cause magnetic lines of force running downwards at a and upwards at b. Searl states that these currents are
indicated in Figure MI-76A. Searl points out that a similar argument applies to the points c and d. Searl hopes that it
will be seen that the lines of force due to the induced currents leave the disc at b and c and enter at a and d. How
strange to Searl mind – hence, the disc behaves as though its upper surface had induced N-poles at b and c and Spoles at a and d Figure MI-76B, and therefore the S-pole of the magnet is repelled by a and attracted by b. Searl see
this as being similar attractions and repulsions are experienced by the N-pole of the magnet, and the magnet is
consequently drawn round with the disc. Similar: to the effects of the S.E.G.
Notice to those who thinking for a post on
SMI INC. there will be an examination to
undertake, such as these:
1
Describe a form of galvanometer suitable for
detecting and comparing induced electric
currents.
2
What is meant by an induced current?
Describe experiments illustrating the
circumstances in which a current is induced
in a circuit.
These are just a sample what to expect you
need to answer, if you want that job. As jobs
are hard to come by.
Figure MI-77 Faraday’s rotating cube.
Searl reminds you that it will be seen that the electric currents induced in the disc are similar in form to the eddies
produced by drawing a solid through a liquid, and they therefore have received the name of eddy currents.
Faraday’s rotating cube:
Searl states; if the magnet in Arago’s experiment were not free to rotate, the forces due to the eddy currents would
still exist and would act by tending to stop the movement of the disc. Searl reminds you that it is therefore harder
to rotate a disc in presence of a magnet than when the magnet is absent. Searl says that Faraday illustrated this by
suspending a copper cube between the poles of an electro-magnet. Searl says; the thread by which the cube hung
was twisted, and the cube therefore rotated rapidly, but as soon as the magnet was energised by turning on a
current the cube stopped owing to the drag due to the eddy currents induced in it.
Searl agrees under conventional magnetising this is what happens – but the S.E.G. works – HOW?
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Monday 20th May 2013 – SMI-CA-U.S.A. latest S.E.G concept absolute now is the target of
SMI to achieve; not as a one of; but for mass production around the world. It is the future
technology which is meant to be. Within these documents you are reading how it was
achieved and it’s free for you to learn. It has cost well over 3,000,000 BP to date and the
cost is still rising. But after all this suffering and cost there is a green light showing all
around the world that the day has at last arrived that the world is waking up to the
danger around us that the S.E.G. is a solution that will help the planet to recover. But it
will take you to make it so. You created the massive problem; it is you who must help to
save the planet. Never mind saving the whales, leave them alone they will save
themselves – It is you who needs to be saved – not tigers or loins or elephants, they will
save themselves – it is us that cannot save ourselves. Millions who have died just these
last few years is shocking because they well fit and healthy nothing wrong with them
accept they did not listen to a wise old man – they had convinced themselves that they
were wiser. The cost was death.
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Monday 20 May 2013 update from SMI-CA-USA of the
correct construction of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.)
now being research and developed in the USA for mass
production throughout the world. Already massive sections
of the planet are getting prepared to get into production
fast. As one can notice the evil minds on the web are still
thinking they will stop it – that is the insanity level today of
the Homo sapiens. I shall never allow evil minds to win.
The world is dying fast, it needs help fast, someone must
try to help it to recover, before it’s far too late – or is it
already too late? I can only hope that it is not so; that the
S.E.G. can be got out there fast enough to save the planet.
If not we have to accept the punishment nature will deliver
in return to our misuse of the planet. It is now up to use to
save the planet if only for the sake of our children and their
children if they lucky to live to have some. I will continue as
long as my body will allow me to in helping planet Earth.
If you study Searl documents careful you will see how Searl solved this problem of magnetic lines of force and eddy
currents, in the S.E.G. How he gets them to work together – to Searl mind that was just elementary task to solve as
he was just passing through the stage of being a boy to that of an adult. Most children at that stage are just excited
about what it’s like to get married or getting in bed with a girl. Searl never had that excitement. His excitement was
nature, electricity, magnetism, electronics, medical and the atom. Girls had no interest in him – maybe they could
not see him. Today, there are times where he wished that he had accepted in commission in the military at least he
would not be worried about a home or pension. Of cause you may think that officers in the forces are not protected
who wants them, they are just forgotten once their job is completed. By the way for those who are ignorant about
the uniform seen me wearing let me inform you that the military designed it and made it and registered it in their
records and we discuss what rank it should be listed under and agree air marshal as I would be in charge of the flying
side and responsible to see no accidents happen due to failures on our part. Being in charge of what will become a
large international organisation that handle all legal documents of operation and training; is term a secretary general
I trust this now will shut up these idiots.
Searl continues from page 25:
Searl understands that the effect of these currents is most easily observed by attempting to move a sheet of some
light metal backwards and forwards between the poles of a powerful electro-magnet. Searl like to inform you that
there is another very striking experiment is to drop a small sheet of magnalium which is an alloy of magnesium Mg
12 and aluminium Al 13 with a very low density between the poles of a powerful electro-magnet. As Searl has
stated so often that the sheet falls slowly as though it were in a sticky liquid.

Magnesium + Aluminium = Magnalium you will be hearing more about these two elements later.
Now that Searl is teaching you how he was able to create the S.E.G. concept, he hope that you will all wake up and
take note of FACT and not crap, which for some unknown reasons you have love to listen to?
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Searl states that learning is the route to success, I accept that in the past learning at schools generally was boring –
today he believes things have changed – to Searl mind his concern is it for the better? – Looking at the emails it is far
away from being better its bloody awful appears no intelligence shows up at all. Where is all these millions spent on
education gone too? The square 4 shown here is one face of the cube, but not the one that dream one suggest, as
this face is opposite to the one it was showing me.
Searl points out that similar experiment should be tried with pieces of vulcanite and of glass. In these cases Searl
says; that no opposition to motion will be observed, since no currents can flow in non-conductors.
Experiment to show the existence of eddy currents:
Searl says; set up a metal disc so that it can be rotated between the poles of a powerful magnet – as in Figure MI-77.
Searl says now get a sensitive galvanometer and connect wires to its terminals. Searl says; let one of these wires
touch the edge of the disc and the other the axle. Then when the disc is rotated a deflection of the galvanometer will
be observed. Searl will now let you think about this and he will move deeper into the learning process which he
underwent in the target to prove his dreams were more than just a disturbing effect of your sleep. He is not alone to
have dreams which created new technology and he will not be the last one either.
Remember Searl had two advantages over you – first = he was not brainwashed with standard education, and
secondary = he had 2 dreams for 6 years perfect in every detail that being 24 dreams in 6 years clearly meant
something. The hopscotch game must contain important information- actually perform 100% correct on maths
which Searl had never been taught. The village steam roller now massive in size must mean something then just a
wet dream. All the children who went to school with him suddenly vanished. Really that do not mean anything
everyone has dreams. Prove it let see you do the squares before cameras in the time he does them, all people
appears that they cannot even start solving the answer. While do the school records show Searl went missing – is
that not what the dream told him all the children he knows will vanish – that was true – it was him that vanished.
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Searl had to understand his dreams, after a simple event which took place at the British Rewinds Limited, then at
Greys End Road. London - UK. Where a store order for wire stated 22 this was another trigger action to make
reference to dream one as Searl termed it. Asked his foreman what does this mean? He replied 2 square. At that
point if any other boy had questioned it would had no doubt accepted that and be gone. No, Searl was not going to
accept that he wanted to understand what 2 square actually meant. The foreman stated that it meant 2 x 2 = 4 and
draw a block square containing 4 squares. No Searl was still unsure about this, after all that was a structure, and all
structures must have a function. Thus he asked what values do these squares contain, he reply nothing it’s a
formula. Searl then went to the stores to get the wire. But it had not stopped there Searl wanted the truth and was
determined to find it.
When Searl arrived back at his digs at 30 Crawley Road he worked on this problem. He accepted in the end that 12
and 22 were not real squares so there was another problem what were they? He then tackles 32 and to his surprise it
worked the stone in square 3 meant that was the first true square. What Searl did was simple; he put a set of values
in vertical columns, than add all line up in all directions to see what happens as to his mind the dream was saying
there is something wrong with the squares and found when the numbers were in uniform mode their results was in
random mode.
Searl accepted that he was always standing in square 2 that it meant that there were 2 states in everything and they
were basically opposite and equal. Searl had to accept that on the grounds everything was built upon that order in
nature. There is positive and negative, there is right and left there is dark and light, in and out these were functions
of nature. Male and female this also applies in electronics male and female plugs and sockets. I could carry on and
on about this paring. One thing was clear to Searl due to his employment that positive state attracts negative states.
But then Searl learnt that if an atom loses an electron the term changes to a negative iron and a positive iron, OK
Searl is happy about that issue. Thus, thanks for being in the right place at the right time; he was gathering
information which would bring his dream into the world of reality. But unknown to him then was that these effects
were already well known of the S.E.G and in early 18th century was being demonstrated, even movies were using
them to generate excitement in late 18th century.
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Swallow Command Audio Vision communication centre announces that the energy world will change from burning
material to working with nature naturally instead of hitting it with a sledge hammer; as Searl shows that nature will
work with you if only you will work with it.
Searl work is not new, and then what is new? He has managed to put all the information of the early 18th century
into one design of a generator, which they could not have done then because the tools were not available to them to
do so it took 200 more years for the tools to become available, only from the year 1946 did all the tools come
together that made it possible – today it’s the cost that delays it. And the urgency of it means something new has to
be created for mass production, which is well on the way to success.
Searl states; in the study on any subject it is always necessary for the student or inventor to grasp the fundamental
principles and to become thoroughly acquainted with them, as they form the basis upon which the entire study is
founded; Searl agrees thus in the study of electricity it is necessary for the student or inventor to understand the first
principles. Remember Searl Technology Inc. is to create the energy that I what the S.E.G has to produce. Is design to
do.
As Searl says that it is up to the teacher to find ways to make such learning as simple as possible – that is some task
to perform; but Searl will try to teach the way he was taught and add anything which he feels will make it easier to
follow and that will also be a hard task to perform.
Searl would like to point out that there are one or two points which may be called the starting points for matters
electrical, and at present I propose only to deal with those starting points and to give a few simple experiments
which I undertook so long ago. Searl states that the true nature of electricity still remains a mystery, Searl states that
much is known of the laws governing its observed effects. To Searl understanding that about the year 600 B.C. a
Greek scientist – Thales of Miletus – by the way I have been invited by Dimitris Barbadimos, who I have known for
a long time to lecture to the Greece scientific wold event 13 – 14 September 2013 in Greece, since that
communication I have receive a further request that I stay 6 more days to lecture at another University in Greece;
who discovered that if a piece of amber were rubbed with silk it developed the power of attracting light bodies such
as small pieces of cork, straw, feather, bran, etc. This power is called Electricity from the Greek word Elektron
meaning amber. Ebonite, if rubbed with fur, also develops the power of attraction, and there are a number of other
substances possessing the same quality. The word electricity is used for all and is retained to this day, not only for
these early notions, but also for the most modern developments of the science.
Bear in mind that here Searl talks about his life experience as a young man in 1946 – terms used then may have
today 2013 been updated to suite modern concepts. I ask all those experts on the web not to try to mock what Searl
states in his documents as a warning to prevent you from looking like a over ripe banana, or idiot, but that of course
the choice is yours as to what you want to look like. I myself like to at least look intelligent. Searl can state that over
the last 20 years Europe have made chances in terms and as to what materials you cannot use today. So bear in
mind materials Searl quotes may only relate to his time and now are not used. As some of the materials used by
Searl in 1946 on his research to create the S.E.G are no longer available, they have been replaced with cheaper
materials which take less processing time to create.
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2013: This is our target of Searl Magnetics Inc. Termed the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). I have just received new
update from LA – USA. That China has agreed to set up first Hong Kong base company to be registered as Searl
Energy Group (S.E.G.). Searl understands that this area comprises Hong Kong Island, ceded by China in 1841, the
Kowloon peninsula, ceded in 1860, and the new territories, additional areas of the mainland which were leased for
99 years in 1898. All were returned to China in 1997. Hong Kong has become one of the world’s major financial and
manufacturing centres, with the third largest container port in the world. It is also a special administrative region on
the SE coast of China, a British dependency until 1997; population 7,346,600 estimated in 2009; official languages,
English and Cantonese; capital, Victoria. I think that is enough for the time being, except that I have tried for many
years to get into Hong Kong, now at last it will happen as prophecy declares it so.
Electrification:
Searl points out that this is the term used to express the state or condition of any body or substance in which
electricity has been generated by friction. Thus, as Searl reminds you that when a piece of amber is rubbed with silk,
it becomes electrified and the electricity so generated is known as STATIC ELECTRICITY.
STATIC ELECTRICITY:
Searl reminds you that this is the word used to describe the electricity which is stationary in a body and does not
flow along a wire like the current electricity which is used for electric lighting, tramways, etc.
Just because Searl is clinical deaf, does not say that he lacks knowledge or understanding – or that he is a conman,
which ignorant so call experts claim. Just because he is soft nature human being; who only wish is to help others
before him self to obtain a better life style regardless; does not mean he is stupid either. Searl accepts that some
groups of people have a slight form of image mental illness which converts softness as being stupid – instead of
being beautiful and human.
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The world is on continue change, therefore we must also change our energy production systems to survive.
Here at SMI INC. CA. U.S.A. that change is under research and development – a condition now urgent to change our
Here at SMI INC. CA. U.S.A. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT in alternative energy production systems is underway.
Other places in China, Asia, Middle East, Australia, have joined in to speed up production of the mass production
version of the S.E.G.
The China unit first in Hong Kong is registered as SEARL ENERGY GROUP (S.E.G) and we shall inform you as soon as
the next place has been registered in China. I, Prof. Searl, hereby welcome China, Asia and the Middle East to the
world of tomorrow that is meant to be that was prophecy of centuries ago that declares it so. From out of the east
shall come the dragon will cross the sky and when the dragon’s tail is gone, man forgets and smiles, and carries on
And in some far off distant land some men – oh such a tiny band will have to leave their solid mount and span the
Earth, those few to count to teach all how to live in peace and love that no more wars will come to pass. You think
this strange – but it will come true.
Is this that prophecy about to be fulfilled? If so, it may just be in time to save us from what is coming our way. Real
clean energy can only do so much that can help the earth to recover; the rest is up to you. I search for the future for
our great grandchildren, alas I see nothing but hell and why? We are that problem; we are generating it by our
ignorance and greed, our lack of respect for the planet as a whole, clearly means hell to the future for those who
follow in our footsteps. I can only teach which is given completely free for the sake of future generations that are, if
we can save them in time. But the clock waits for no man. Time is running out. By understanding Searl and his
learning curve will I hope help to slow down the death of the planet by better respects for it. But it’s entirely up to
you. So let us return to Searl learning and try to understand what he is saying.
Searl remind you that the law of the squares declares that within this universe, that everything therein is based
upon a structure that contains two states and they or opposites but not completely equal. Proof:
Positive and Negative Electrification:
Searl states: that for you to understand this subject well, try the following experiment. By means of a thread suspend
a glass rod which has been rubbed with silk, then bring towards it another glass rod which has been electrified in a
similar manner. Searl states that it will be observed that the first rod is repelled by the second. Now say that the
S.E.G will not work. In principle the similar reaction takes place with each roller set. Searl says, now repeat this
experiment, using, instead of glass rods, two sticks of sealing wax which have been rubbed with flannel. Searl says
now observe that repulsion again takes place. Now Searl says, suspend one of the electrified glass rods and gently
bring towards it one of the sticks of sealing wax. Searl states that you will notice that the glass rod will be drawn
towards the sealing wax, therefore attraction takes place. Since the two glass rods repel and the two sticks of sealing
wax also repel each other, we see that bodies possessing the same kind of electrification repel, which is precisely
why the rollers of the S.E.G repel each other. And, as the glass rod and the stick of sealing wax attract each other, it
shows that bodies possessing unlike electrification attract. Searl states this is basic knowledge study it before
downing the S.E.G. and show the world your lack of knowledge, you can’t stop idiots showing they are fools, I guess.
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Note: that this is an illustration of the research and development project now under study at SMI-CA-U.S.A. this will
shortly start up in Hong Kong as well with other units to follow. We are being feed with statements about global
warming – if so where is it. This is our summertime in Somerset. UK, but well in hell is this summer, strange I can
only remember 3 days of spring this year. Have the scientist got it wrong that it’s not heating but cooling is the
problem, due to cutting down far too many trees which get the land over heated there which then effect other
countries by heavy rains cooling down the overall temperature. Results that clouds block out the sun, surely that is
elementary dear Watson.
Searl reminds you that these results also show us that the glass rod possesses one kind of electrification and the
sealing wax another. Searl states that he recalls Franklin applied the term “Vitreous Electricity” to the electrification
which is generated on the glass rod and “Resinous Electricity” to the electrification on sealing wax. Searl says thank
heaven that these terms, however, have been abandoned in favour of the expressions “Positive Electrification” and
“Negative Electrification”. Searl agrees that the use of these expressions prevents us from thinking that there are
two kinds of Electricity. But Searl says that there are two kinds of Electrification, but only one kind of Electricity.
Natural Magnetism:
Searl needs you to understand that a natural magnet is a piece of mineral possessing the property of attracting iron
and certain other metals. The mineral called lodestone or magnetite was first found in Magnesia in Asia Minor. From
the name “magnesia” is derived the word “magnet”. This comes under chemistry magnesium oxide. Chemical
formula MgO. Note: hydrated magnesium carbonate used as an antacid and laxative. You see you never know what
your gut is receiving do you? Searl points out that a piece of lodestone or a magnet if suspended by a thread at the
centre will come to rest in a definite position and will point approximately north and south. Searl states; if a piece of
steel or iron be rubbed with lodestone, some of the magnetism is communicated to the iron or steel, and such a
piece, if suspended by a thread, will also take up a definite position, pointing approximately north and south.
Artificial Magnets:
Searl points out that here that such consist of bars of steel or iron which have been magnetised – by a process which
he shall explain later – and possess the property of attracting small pieces of metal; sometimes they are bent into
the shape of horseshoe – of course you have seen them. Strange that they are then called horseshoe magnets, yet I
have never hear of a horse wearing them – or do they?
Permanent Magnets:
Here Searl like to explain that these have the property of retaining their magnetism practically unaltered for a great
length of time. Searl agrees that hard steel when once magnetised will remain as a magnet for a very long time
period, but soft iron soon loses its magnetic effect.
I am aware that Martin and Ken told one of my ex-workers that I suggested them to use steel – unfortunate that is
untrue – when they told me that they had brought steel from Sweden that if it words they could offer them a
bargain. As they got it already I told them right show me that it works; I sure would like to see that happen.
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Shown in first photo is myself with one of the three 12 channel recorders type 12676 at my home in Mortimer –
Berkshire – UK. Middle photo is extremely interesting. Here you see three of 12 channel recorders type 12676 in use
at then the Rev. George Nicholson home. What is so interesting is that chap bending with the dark top whose name
is Peter King, this was the only time he was involved in one of my press meetings. Yet based on that event which he
pushed himself in told John Thomas in Rochester, New York. USA: that he had more rights than he had to everything
of mine. For all readers this was the master mind of that massive robbery of £38,000.00 BP of equipment
containing my life’s work after poisoning me to get me into hospital: so they had clear time to rob me. They have
never been brought to justice yet. The UK police class this as civil not criminal. Sometime they shall have to be
rounded up in a civil court and punished to the level of their crime not only against me but everyone. The man
standing in white smock is no other then myself. That third photo shows what an automatic mass production line will
look like.
Magnetic Substances:
Searl agrees; that all metals are not affected by the influence of a magnet. Searl states that there are very few
substances capable of becoming magnetised and the most important then was iron Fe 26, steel, nickel Ni 28, and
cobalt Co 27.

Here Searl points out to these idiots on the web – in 1946 this was the only known elements that could be
magnetised, as you see steel is not shown because that is a compound and not an element. This will come under
discussion much later. Note that Peter King was my Brother Peter Eric Paul Searl D.O.B = 28.10.1936. But: no longer
accepted as my brother a conman, compulsive lair and a perfect burglar. He is now known as Peter King no
connection to me. The only time I want to see him is in court. Who want evil people, when you have an evil family
around you. People say I shall forgive him WHY? He stopped you having an S.E.G.
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Figure 1.3 1947 – London – UK, this
was part of my education curve, for
my employment. This represents the
conventional teaching of 1946
onwards. But still played a part in the
developing the S.E.G. concept.

Magnet Poles:
Searl points out that this refer to conventional magnets which you know about – it does not refer to Searl magnetic
devices known as roller sets, which are completely different. And as this document deals with my learning status of
1946 – 1968 from which Searl was able to develop the S.E.G. concept into today’s mass production unit, which is a
completely different approach, for the same system.
Searl states; When a suspended bar-magnet is allowed to come to rest, one end points approximately to the north
and the other end to the south. Searl points out that the magnetic poles of the Earth have a tendency to move
slightly away from true North Pole. This will no doubt become a statement later upon this movement. This
movement is more important to flying errors then shipping, but they are still affected by this movement. Searl
remind you that the two ends therefore have distinct properties, and are called the poles of the magnet. Searl also
remind you that the end pointing north is called the North Pole and that pointing south is called the South Pole. This
to Searl mind makes sense.
Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion:
Searl again suggests that you suspend a bar-magnet and mark the North Pole N and the South Pole S. Searl now say
remove this magnet and suspend another, and mark its north and south poles N’ and S’ respectively. Searl ask you to
keep this magnet suspended, bring the North Pole N of the first magnet near to the North Pole N’ of the second.
Searl says make certain that you observe that you get repulsion. Now, Searl says, when the suspended magnet has
again come to rest, bring the pole N near the pole S’. Searl says that this time you have attraction. Searl states; if this
not what happen for you, then clearly you are not on Planet Earth – aliens have taken you to planet Mars. Lastly,
Searl states; bring the pole S near to the pole N’ Searl states that we again have attraction, or you should have. Searl
points out that from these results we arrive at the fundamental law of magnetic action:

Like poles repel and unlike poles attract: this law is even of more importance than the analogous law in Static
Electricity.
Magnetic Induction:
Searl states; that this is the power possessed by a magnet of imparting magnetic qualities to a magnetic substance.
Searl claims that this phenomenon can easily be explained by following experiment: - Let the north pole of a magnet
be brought near a short piece of iron Fe 26, as shown in Figure 1.3 above. A south pole S’ is induced at the end of
the iron Fe 26 nearest the North Pole N of the magnet and a north pole N’ at the opposite end of the iron Fe 26.
Searl reminds you that this induction always precedes the attraction of a previously un-magnetised body. That is also
TRUE Mary Kioman for your records Or should I address you as GOD! This woman has no respects for her elders or
for the state of this planet. That is the kind of insults that inventors have to suffer, ignorance.
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education learning curve – agree this is
absolute elementary. Then all subjects at the
start are elementary. Do not let that fool you.
Elementary it may BE, but there before your
eyes is your first step to the S.E.G. It is term
magnetism. Ways in which magnetism
functions, their capabilities is just scratched
upon here. As I increase my understanding
you too will understand.

Searl declares that all inventions start simple and grow just like any fruit tree does, by getting complicated and you
start banging your head on the wall as one tiny bit of link is missing, and you just cannot see it. In my case I was in
the right place, may not been happy – but there I would receive the triggers, which you all never had, If he had never
been placed there he would never receive the triggers which he needed.
As Searl has stated before; when two permanent magnets are brought near each other, there is already an existing
attraction or repulsion according to the way in which they are presented to each other. Searl states that also applies
to the S.E.G., but there is a major difference, but let’s keep to his learning. Magnetic induction is the power
possessed by a magnetic pole of inducing a magnetic condition in a neighbouring piece of magnetic material, so that
the end nearer the magnetic pole has unlike polarity and the more distant end like polarity. You might have
spotted in the list of magnetic materials Searl did not quote Neodymium Nd 60. That is correct at that time it was
unknown that it could be magnetised, it was only used by glass manufactures either to polish glass or to tint it in
the purple band. Searl wanted to know what would happen if it was hit hard at a set frequency; strange it work
but that is another document to follow.
Construction of magnets:
Searl points out those magnets can easily be made by rubbing pieces of steel in a suitable manner with one or two
magnets. Searl states that the law of the squares declares it so: states that there are three methods of doing this,
and the principle employed in each case is the same.
1. Method of single touch:
In Figure MI 2 above; AB is a bar of steel to be magnetised. Searl says stroke the bar from A to B with one end of a
bar magnet, keeping it inclined as in the position shown. Searl says repeat the process many times, always stroking
AB in the same direction. Each time the end of the magnet arrives at B, it should be lifted up and brought back to A,
at a distance from the steel so that it describes the dotted line in the direction of the arrows as shown in the Figure
MI 2. Searl reminds you that if the North Pole end of the magnet is used, the end of the bar where the magnet
leaves it will be a south pole and the opposite end a north pole – which is all elementary.
Searl states that it should be carefully observed that the end of the bar, where the stroking pole leaves it, is of
opposite polarity to that pole – should this not be so, than Searl has some bad news for you – you are not on
Planet Earth, you have been abducted by aliens - please cell phone us as soon as possible as to where you are, so
NASA can arrange terms to collect you that is if you are worth the cost.
2. Method of divided touch:
Searl explains that in this method the opposite poles of two magnets are employed to stroke the steel bar. Searl say
that suppose the end A of the bar AB is required to be a north pole. Support the bar on two magnets, with the end A
resting on a south pole and the end B on a north pole, as shown in Figure MI 3, next page. The two other magnets
are then held in inclined positions, with opposite poles resting in the middle of the bar. The bar is then stroke a
number of times with these magnets, starting from the middle and bringing them back at a distance above the bar,
as indicated by the dotted lines. The steel bar will then be magnetised with a north pole at A and a south pole at B.
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UK: My learning education curve.
Reference: to statement at lower
part of page 38. What was your
learning curve?
This was without question a vital
stage in Searl creating the S.E.G.
concept. It was during the first 2
days of employment that
brought the game of hopscotch
back to mind – critical trigger for
the S.E.G. concept.

Searl says that you appear to think dreams or of no value – except wet dreams – how wrong you are – most dreams
have value of function – and though work dreams are rare to come across, they have happen and when they do they
create changes in our base knowledge in physics understanding. This is also the case of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G), as it sits on the fringe of physics, which is now being accepted slowly.
Figure MI-4 – 1947 – London – UK:
My education continue learning
training, as it was in my time so
long ago. Time changes our
thinking as it does to everything
that exists in this universe. I am
accepting that this matrix is some
kind of information system based
upon a human mind can create a
receptor that can tune in to the
communication, and then only
they can see the answers which
are meant to be.
Method of double touch:
Searl states that this method is similar to that of the divided touch and is shown in Figure MI-4. Instead of the
stroking poles being separate, they are merely kept a short distance apart by means of a piece of wood, and both
poles are moved together to and fro along the bar. Searl states thus, starting at the middle of the bar, the poles are
moved along to B., then back along the bar to A, then from A to B, until the surface has been stroked many times,
finishing off finally at the middle.
Searl informs you that these methods, however, are seldom use in practice, as very powerful magnets can easily be
made by means of a spiral wire through which an electric current is passing. Searl states this method termed
Electro-magnetism will be treated later in this document.
The Magnetic Field:
Searl points out that the magnetic field of a magnet is the space surrounding it within which it can exert an influence
upon the magnetic materials. Searl states that this term Magnetic Field is confined to the region wherein the
magnet is capable of exerting an appreciable effect, because, Searl states, that strictly speaking, the field is of infinite
extent – WHY? – There must be a reason as to why – and Searl feels that he knows that answer, nevertheless, but in
practice the magnetic effect is diminished so rapidly that at a comparatively small distance from the magnet it
becomes negligible. Searl will be explainging how he reasons this problem out.
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Figure MI-5 – 1946 – London – UK: This is
part of Searl continue education, which
plays a vital part of his mental capacity to
perform function, which many do not have
that kind of capacity. Searl needs you to
understand his world, now gone so long
ago, but plays a part of your world as well. If
you cannot understand this he understand
that your brain is wired up in a different
condition to his, even when you have one
running in your house you will never
understand how it works – let’s face the
truth – it is not if it works – it is if your brain
accepts that it works that counts.

Searl continue education that made it possible to create that S.E.G. concept, was based upon dreams and the world
which he observed. Then: being in the right place at the right time, clearly allowed his brain to function in the correct
direction. The birth of a new dimension was created. Yes, it is complex only in the fact that it deals with the atoms at
their dimensions instead of forces them into our dimensions.
Searl says just imagine a single North Pole n which is all that we can do at this date, to be placed in the magnetic
field, as shown in Figure MI-5. This isolated pole is repelled by the North Pole of the magnet in the direction np, and
is attracted by the South Pole in the direction nm. Searl points out that these two forces acting on the single pole will
have a resultant force nr, that is, a force which would have the same effect as the two forces acting along np and
nm. Searl states that as this pole n would therefore move along in the direction nr. As this pole n moves, the
directions and magnitudes of the forces, with which the bar magnet of the forces, with which the bar magnet acts
upon it, also alter, and the direction of the resultant will vary from place to place, as shown at n’r’ and n”r”. Searl
quotes that this pole n is urged along a closed curve and will ultimately reach the South Pole of the bar magnet. This
closed curve is called a line of force.
Figure MI-6 – 1946 – London – UK: Searl continue
education. Searl suppose the single North Pole n to be
replaced by a small magnetic needle suitably supported.
Searl states that you will be readily seen that the needle will
set itself in each position at a tangent to the curve. Searl
reminds you that by this means we can map out the lines of
force in a magnetic field on a sheet of paper, by marking
the ends of the needle in different positions, as shown in
Figure MI-6. Searl states that it must be remembered that
lines of force pervade the whole space surrounding the
magnet, and not merely the flat plane of the paper.

Searl states: that just because you cannot invent the S.E.G that nobody else can – never knock those who give their
lives in the effort of giving your children a better living conditions and employment which this technology offers the
world. You either take it or lose it that is elementary dear son. You create the future or destroy it. That is the choice
we all have to make. I am sad by the events which I see today – we are down on death row – and you do not care.
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Figure MI-7 – London – UK: Searl continue
education training. Searl agrees that today that is
elementary. But then to Searl this was hard study
work that required hands on experience to obtain
the real FACTs and not assuming you understand
them. Searl need to understand them. Searl says
that in Figure MI-7 to SM-11 illustrate a few
examples of the formation of the lines of force in
various magnetic fields as Searl learnt as he went
on his way. Searl refer you to Figure MI-7 The
magnetic field due to a single pole consists of
straight lines passing through its centre. Searl says,
that if it be a North Pole, their direction is from it,
and if a South Pole towards it. Searl reminds you
that this can easily be shown by standing a long bar
magnet upright on one end, placing a piece of
cardboard over its upper end, and sprinkling iron
filings on it. Searl says that if the cardboard be
gently tapped, the filings will arrange themselves in
straight lines passing through the pole.
Figure MI-8 1946 – London – UK: Searl continue
education curve. Searl states that this illustrates
the field due to an ordinary bar magnet. Searl
points out that the lines of force form a series of
oval curves, the greater number of which strike the
ends of the magnet. Searl points out that the
arrows indicate that the direction of the lines is
from North end to the South end of the magnet.
Searl states that this could not be more elementary
than he has explained here. You can take it as crap
or except is FACT, the choice is yours. I have no
intensions to force you to believe it. If you want to
look like a fruit and nut cake that is your rights.
Figure MI-9 – London- Uk – 1968: his continue
education curve which plays a part in his S.E.G.
concept. It mainly plays a part in all magnetics
systems. Searl says in figure MI-9 a magnetic field is
shown, due to two unlike Poles of two bar magnets.
The lines in the centre position emerge from the
North Pole and enter the South Pole. Searl says that
the influence of the other poles of the magnets can
be distinctly felt, and is shown by the lines of force
to the right and left of the diagram bending round,
as in the case of the single bar magnet.

Searl ask you to remember that he is talking about 1946 – 1956 period of time. Words now used today may differ as
our knowledge base changes with time. Note that Searl is a long way to go in this report upon his learning and
functions. It is complex in nature and may appear strange in reality; only because you have not been educated in the
same way as Searl has. The base difference with you and Searl is that your base knowledge differs from his in many
ways. His is based upon what he observes while yours is based on your school teaching. There is a large river running
between these two states, and you have to build that bright to cross that river over to Searl if you want to
understand his studies and opinion on what he understands, not on what is assumed. Time in the end will prove him
right or wrong, until then carry on reading and watching us at work its free.
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Figure MI-10 – 1946 – London – UK: This was Searl further education
training system. Clearly he was beginning to understanding the picture,
then of the concept of magnetism. Such a magnet was seen in media
reports upon his work in the past. This Figure depicts the field of a horse
shoe magnet. Searl point out that the lines in the region near and above
the poles take the same form as that shown in Figure MI-9, and the field
between and on the outer sides of the prongs consists of lines of force
which are nearly straight. In the next figure MI-11 I shall show a very
interesting magnetic field of the two North poles of two magnets.
Searl states, that the repulsion of these like poles is clearly seen by the
lines of force from each pole bending away from each other, and an
open space is left in the centre. Searl says that the influence of the
South poles attracts the lines which are nearer the centre of the
magnets.
Searl says that all the above figures can be verified by placing a sheet of
paper over the magnets and sprinkling iron filings upon it. On gently
tapping the paper the filings will arrange themselves as shown in the
sketches.
Figure MI-11 – 1946 – London – UK: Searl
continue education training. I know some
words have changed over the years, but I
am using the terms of that time as I knew
them. Searl hope that this will help all
who want to learn about magnetism. It
represents the history of the human race
progress through time. I shall stop here
and look at things in 1963.
Searl understands that in a permanent magnet bar between the poles there is a semi-neutral part where there is not
much going in or out, but on the Earth there is no place: where the magnets are not going in or out, but the magnets
are running in and out at pole ends more than at the equator. Searl says, now you get the equipment and I will tell
you so you can see for yourself that it is in the way I have told get a permanent bar magnet four inches long. Searl
says then a U shape magnet that is strong enough to lift from ten to twenty pounds. An Alnico magnet: about three
inches long, two and one half inches wide, one inch thick. Hole in the middle and poles in each end, several feet in
length of hard steel fishing line. Line when it is not in coil it stays straight and a soft steel welding rod one-eighth of
an inch thick and three feet long. Searl says now from the fishing wire and the welding rod you will make magnets or
compasses, and if you hang them up in line threads by middle and keep them there they will be permanent magnets.
Searl reminds you that when you are making a magnet pole in the welding rod use U shape magnet. South Pole
magnet to make North Pole magnet in the rod and use U shape North Pole magnet to make South Pole magnet in
the rod. Searl states that you can drag the magnet over the rod from end to end, but never stop in the middle. Searl
states if you do stop in the middle there will be an extra pole so it will disturb the magnet’s circulation. Searl suggest
that you use iron filings to test the rod if there is any magnets in the middle, and if there is the filings will cling to it.
Searl says that the solution is to drag the permanent magnet over the rod and it will take it out. Remember what
Searl has stated; to take the magnet out from rod ends approach or touch the rod end with some kind of magnet
that is in the rod, by dipping the rod ends in iron filings, you will see how it works.
Searl is attempting to teach you as he was taught and at the same time add anything of interest gathered over time
in relation to his learning or his research progress. Searl appreciates that anything which is invisible to the naked eye
is very hard to understand its structure or function due to that very fact that you cannot see it. Magnetism and the
atom will be extremely difficult for most people to understand. I shall try to make it easy wherever it is possible to
do.
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Searl states that it takes a lot of experts and equipment such as this to make the S.E.G. Cost starts here and then
mounts based upon world demand. FACTS which you have no education whatsoever to appreciate. Today, there are
extremely a few such large manufacture plants of chemicals depends on an accurate knowledge of the relationship
between reactants and products, including chemical composition and quantity of product. The S.E.G. is a truly
precision product that requires the skills of many people it is not Searl; who is just the centre of events that makes
the S.E.G. possible in concept. It is those men and women in the background who you never see that makes it
happen. Searl can show who is at the front that put their workmanship together as an S.E.G.
Searl states that first a knowledge of chemical formulae and reactions is a vital part of the pharmacist’s stock in trade
so to speak. For they are the ones that say yes, we can try that, or sorry that is far too risky for us to handle, which
often this is what Searl has hit upon many times. Reason given is the fire risk insurance is high. If you think that is all
crap let me give you a very simple FACT; my landlord worries about me stacking equipment that are in their original
cardboard boxes in the boiler room because he would lose his fire insurance, regardless that Searl has the
knowledge what is safe and what is not. That was absolutely safe – but to please the landlord he moved them into
what should had been the bedroom as he did not want his land lord to lose his hair before time. Searl understands
that in some boiler rooms cardboard can catch fire due to the automatic ignition on lighting the gas can make a
spark enough that would light cardboard touching the unit. No boxes were touching the boiler unit. Also he worried
about the stack of cardboard outside, which was soaking wet because the council rubbish would not collect it also
worry him about his fire insurance, I had to ask the female carer if she would go and dump it for me which meant
many trips as her car was too small. Lucky for me she found a woman with a large car who came and clear it.
Searl states that if a landlord worries about actually nothing he can understand why some chemical plants will no
longer undertake complicated work, such as the S.E.G. requires. Thanks to one firm in China who were prepared to
gamble who succeeded to create what was needed. Searl can understand these companies concern, and that of
wind testing companies for the I.G.V. it might damage their wind tunnel. Why? The answer is elementary as it has
never been done before; as it is outside of their knowledge base.
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!963 – Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: This was Searl world
then and may be become again his world as progress
continues. This is the FEK0171-C low profile
transformer featuring low stray inductance, low
winding capacitance, low DC resistance and high
magnetic bias. Voltage strength: 1000 V1 – winding;
WINDING, 50 Hz, 1 s. which was all part of his further
education curve. Boy what a time that was – inventing
objects just to find out if it would work. Must admit
that some products worked too well, which the
experts of the time declare to be impossible – really?
Strange all occupiers had to quickly find new
accommodation when Searl proved them wrong by
demonstrating that you can get instant improved
ventilation. Which proves that if you are trying to do
something which experts states is impossible it far
better to do it outside away from buildings in case you
prove them wrong. This is why Searl had to get vast
amount of data so as to understand what the expert
knew and what they did not know. What they did not
know was Searl thinking which was based upon his
observations and dreams and not what schools were
teaching.
Searl is completely outside the box; his undertakings are mostly based upon his observations relating to his
knowledge base. Searl may give you a basic picture later on what options he had available to him based upon this
project. Searl accepts that Dr. Edwards is correct with his statement that Searl is a strange man – which relates to
him, because Searl is not inside of his box, and therefore he could not control him. The rest of his statement is
nothing more than insanity because he could not own Searl Technology. Which also applies: to these entire so call
expert idiots.

Here is that information that Searl promised to supply on what options that he had to make a decision on which one
to accept in his undertaking at that time. Notice that there was a limit as to how many he could order at any time.
Searl acknowledge that most readers have no idea what is being stated here. That is why he is creating these
documents to help you to learn about the real world of technology and science. To Searl mind this is the most
exciting world to be in – even though it creates hate in the world which lack knowledge or understanding the needs
of nature and man. Searl understand their feelings but accepts that they are so brainwashed that at this time Searl
can only humanize them to keep them happy. If aliens and UFOs make them happy, then why tell them the truth if
that will make them unhappy. Searl accepts that it is better to let their world exists besides his world for the time
being. This does not mean that he accepts UFOs and Aliens because he does not accept their existence. In fact he
does not accept ghosts or fairies either. Coming right to today, he is wondering if this global warming is FACT or
FRICTION. As so far he still has seen no evidence of it, it’s been ruddy cold and severely wet, that’s to Searl mind is
opposite to official statements. Searl states that the unit above may not be still available on the market as things are
changing so fast now, that it may have been replaced with another class of transformer. It is now impossible for
Searl to keep up to date at this time; but the future may change that situation.
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1946 – 1963 THIS WAS Searl world of creating
products to understand his continuing education
environment of that time. Guess many inventors
had similar junk box as people like to call then
because they never understood what the value
of such components are in research on thing that
are needed to move. Research and development
is a wonderful world but only a few can enter
that domain. It involves FAITH with a sincere
determination to win over all problems which
may appear. A suitable gear, bush or bearing can
be a major issue, even a type of screw could fail
success – Searl must understand a hell of a lot of
issues and how to solve them. Sometimes in the
past he came up with unexpected solutions
strange as it may be they worked.
Today, Searl is no longer a young man, but the
opposite; just an old one who should have
retired years ago, handicap by pain and sight
failure yet still determined to win over all
problems regardless. The S.E.G. is complex in
nature, which makes it so beautiful to watch. Its
function is so natural, that it fools people to think
that it is easy to make and that they can do it.
That is the major problem as they try to fit it to
their base understanding, which clearly the S.E.G.
do not belong to their domain of knowledge. But
their education blinds them to the truth. This has
always been the case of the Homo sapiens and
Searl guess that will always remain the problem.
Today, Searl is lucky that most materials and
equipment is available somewhere, costly, yes
indeed will be the case. But we are winning
against all odds; the S.E.G. will be re-born once
again but this time for mass production use. We
are the tomorrow people – who will create that
world of tomorrow for the generations yet to
come to add their contributions to ours.

Are you with us or are you with the Aliens? That is the question which needs to be answered. Not if I am an Alien or
not: have no effects on the creation of the S.E.G. Nor does if I have stolen the queen’s knickers or crown jewels have
nothing to do with the creation of the S.E.G. We have to focus on the S.E.G. production as a vital issue. Not Searl
pass record which does not make the mass production S.E.G. that is critically needed today. It will only create one of:
each 3 months – so forget it; as unsuitable for today’s problems of pollution and cost. We must redesign it, which is
going on in SMI today that is the question to be answered how you can help to speed it up.
Please note that Paul Brown’s generator was trying to copy Searl generator, using Gunnar Sandburg to get
information from Searl as a friend. Paul made a few changes so it was different to show to people. I see many have
tried to copy Paul’s claims but failed as I know that is the case as they never had the right kind of magnetiser. That is
why I will not associate with that product because their result knocks my result as a failure. I have no power to stop
them wasting both time and money because it is their rights to do so. Paul Brown had no technical data directly from
me, but he got it from others, but I always get the kicks on their failures.
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This represent the type of data he needed for his research as all other Research establishments require for their
studies. Agree the first lot of information which he received was from Mullard Limited that was a big company and
education for schools etc. Searl says that it is sad that they have gone from the radar – he guess more will follow.
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Figure 27.1: 1963 Voltage monitoring using ZUZ, ZUZ S.
Figure 27.2: connection example.
Internal wiring diagram, This is all part of Searl continue education learning curve. This was Searl world in 1963
Mortimer – Berkshire – UK. Behold the chances of that world returning is now appearing on the horizon as being
possible, it sure will be needed if the flight side takes off. It will also be required in SMI once mass production starts
up. Searl says we may be hearing more about this issue.
Searl wish to remind you that what he learnt back in 1946 to 1963, basically still applies today, even if terms have
changed as to clear up the mess that had been created by various people over time. So if we can understand Searl in
reference to what he is saying. Then you may be able to understand the S.E.G. problems which had to be solved.
Materials are major issue.
Searl says look at what he first studied: What does he mean when he states ABLATIVES: He means materials used for
the outward dissipation of extremely high heats by mass removal. Searl states their most common use is in an
external heat shield to protect supersonic aerospace vehicles from an excessive build-up of heat caused by air
friction at the surface. Searl says that statement clearly place it in the Searl Aerospace Inc. Division, then that for use
in Searl Technology Inc. Division. Searl states that the ablative material must have a low thermal conductivity in
order that the heat may remain concentrated in the thin surface layer. Searl reminds you that as the surface of the
ablator melts or sublimes or sublimes, it is wiped away by the frictional forces that simultaneously heat newly
exposed surfaces. Searl states that the heat is carried off with the material removed. The less material that is lost:
the more efficient is the ablative material. Searl points out that the ablative material also should have a high thermal
capacity in the solid, liquid, and gaseous states; a high heat of fusion and evaporation; and a high heat of dissociation
of its vapours.
Searl informs you that the ablative agent, or ablator, is usually a carbonaceous organic compound, such as a phenolic
plastic. Searl explains that as the dissociation products are lost as liquid or vapour, the char is held in place by the
refractory reinforcing fibres, still giving a measure of heat resistance. Searl explains that the life of an ablative is
short, calculated in seconds per millimetre of thickness for the distance travelled in the atmosphere.
Searl agrees that single ablative materials seldom have all of the desirable factors, and thus composites are used,
Searl inform you that phenolic or epoxy resins are reinforced with asbestos fabric, carbonized cloth, or refractory
fibres, such as asbestos, fused silica, and glass. Searl explains that the refractory fibres are incorporated not only for
mechanical strength, but have a function in the ablative process, and surface active agents may be added to speed
the rate of evaporation.
Searl says let us sum up our problem – does the S.E.G. overheats in long term operations. – NO. Then we all agree
that this category of material is therefore not required in either construction processes or functions of the S.E.G.
Thus, Searl Magnetics Inc. USA has no requirement for this category of material in the direct connection to that
research development of the mass production versions of the S.E.G. There you see how elementary that was to
make that decision. That is the way Searl has to make decisions and trust that he has made the right one. Searl will
debate all options and why he selected a particular material for the S.E.G. there is always a reason WHY. Searl states
that the selection of materials has a 50 – 50 chance of being perfect, it is a game of trial and error.
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Figure 27.3 – 1963 – where
this illustration shows a
function diagram for Figure
27.1.
UB>50% UB: LED power is
on.
UB>UMIN: The relay switches
into the operating position.
LED ‘Out’ goes out
UB>UMAX: The relay
switches into the rest
position LED Out
illuminates.
Rest condition:
Contact 11 – 12 and 21 – 22
closed
Contact 11 – 14 and 21 – 24
open
Operating conditions:
Contact 11 – 12 and 21 – 22
open
Contact 11 – 14 and 21 – 24
closed

My world then was exciting at least for me. My continuing education was training me to think in a certain way, which
appears different to others around me. This is what you must expect in information as Searl education continues to
develop. Various charts which show what is taking place within a set time period. In this illustration there is no time
measures shown. Searl will now recap some facts that we need to understand why the S.E.G. functions.
Searl re-cap here – that chemistry is the science of material substances and the transformations through which they
are formed or change into other substances. To Searl knowledge more than four million varieties of substances have
been reported in the chemical literature and recorded in the registry system maintained by Chemical Abstracts
Service. The number continues to increase. Searl states that many of these substances were originally found in
naturally occurring materials, but the great majority have been discovered by laboratory synthesis from other known
substances. Searl states that central to the comprehension of the vast array of distinct substances and associated
information about their properties are the chemical elements. Searl understands that there are slightly over a
hundred scientifically confirmed elements are known, and all existing substances are composed of these base
elements. Searl accepts the grand scientific principle of classifying elements is known as the Periodic Law, and the
Periodic Chart of the Elements is a modern representation of that Law and the latest available facts relating to each
element. Searl has notice that in the S.E.G. research the oscilloscope has display something that appears to be
missing in the Periodic Table – Searl has no option but to accept they have missed something that is vital in the
behaviour of the atom. For the time being Searl will let that rest until the day he has the means to re-check such a
sample of Searl segment of the roller set so as to absolute confirm that there is something which has been missed.
That display is shown in one of my books released a few years ago. Kocat did the investigation and captured that
shot of the waveform. On original oscilloscope you see just the wave. It is looking at one wave section and enlarge
it do you witness that something hiding there.
Searl accepts that what he was seeing were magnets thousands of them, comprised like a solid block, on the lower
section of the wave. Within that display was an odd one or two, here and there in the upper half. Unfortunate we
cannot at this time repeat that test until the Searl class segment is re-created. Unfortunate equipment is costly, and
time consuming to teach new staff what they are actually observing. Sometimes what you think you know is not
what you observe. That is a major problem with the S.E.G. We seeing things unknown to date and I am at last
allowed to instruct you upon the SEG concept and try to explain what is different in our base understanding,
whereby this technology can move into the production stage and then to the market place where it should had been
in 1968 or in 2003, except for evil minds determined to stop it, as they did by greed and irgorance.
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I am watching you watching
me watching you. What I see is
a downward slope to the grave
for all, unless we wake up and
plan the protection that is
needed for planet Earth, which
we depend upon for life. What
you do is the future that is
meant to be.
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This is my world, the world
of John Searl – it is the
future that is meant to be
and it’s our duty to make it
so. We can and we must
make it so.

Searl points out that the S.E.G. not only depends on materials chosen, but the mathematics from which it is created.
Searl will finish off those material facts as were known to him which he has quoted here in this document.
Ablative paint:
Searl understanding that they are used for protecting woodwork may be organic silicones which convert to silica at
temperatures above 20000F – 10930 C.
Searl understands that some metals can resist temperatures higher than their melting point by convection cooling,
or thermal cooling, which is heat protection by heat exchange with a coolant. Thus, tungsten W. 74 can be arcmelted in a copper Cu. 29 kettle which is cooled by circulating water. The container metal must have high thermal
conductivity, and the heat must be quickly carried away and stored or dissipated. Searl points out that when
convection cooling is difficult or not possible; cooling may be accomplished by a heat sink.
Heat –sink cooling:
Searl states; depends on the heat absorption capability of the structural material itself or backed up by another
material of higher heat absorption. Searl states; Copper Cu 29; beryllium Be. 4; Graphite which Searl used in the
flight cells and landing legs of the Demo one; and beryllium oxide have been used, Searl reminds you that a heat sink
material should have high thermal conductivity, high specific heat and melting point, and for aerodynamic
applications, a low specific gravity. Searl states that this concludes what he needs to explain at this stage.
For Searl to be able to create the S.E.G. concepts; he has to become skill with his hands but his brain has to be
constructed to allow him to see what others cannot see. This means he got to understand as much as possible in
reference to electricity and electronics. Which are the key stones for success. For that to happen Searl must be able
to cope with mathematics becomes the master of the game of creation.
SMI has to use both electrical and electronics before they can magnetise the materials we shall be using. If we show
that we are using a non-magnetic material as a magnet then that material has been treated to be magnetised. The
S.E.G. is a specialize product where all elements must first be as pure as possible and then poison by a certified
amount to make it preform as Searl requires from it. Watching the S.E.G. working under load tells you nothing, as its
functions are far above your brain capability can identify. We shall have to depend on equipment to be able to see
what our eyes cannot see.
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This is the best I can do to show you what a ZUZ, ZUZ S
VOLTAGE monitoring unit. Sorry that I have no longer got one
which I could photo to get a better image. Searl states at least
you got some idea about what they look like. There is always a
possibility that in the future banks of them will be in use at
any one of my units as they are created around the world.

Searl is trying to teach you as he was taught with any updates he has hit upon on his travels of value.
Searl reminds you that the idea of elemental chemical substances – i.e., those not compounded of others was
suggested by Robert Boyle in 1661; 1627 - 1691. Irish born scientist: Boyle put forward a view of matter based on
particles which was a precursor of the modern theory of chemical elements and a cornerstone of his mechanical
philosophy, which became very influential. He is best known for his experiments with the air pump, which led to the
Law as named after him. I wonder if I could explain that different. Robert Boyle; statement in 1661 which was in
direct contrast to the alchemists long accepted elementary principles – earth, air, fire, and water. Boyle sharply
criticized the excessive claims of the alchemists, such as the possibility of converting common metals into gold, and
he asserted, as a guiding principle, that any substance should be regarded provisionally elemental until it had been
shown to be otherwise. He lacked sufficient information, however, to venture an opinion as to what substances then
known were likely candidates for elemental status.
Searl informs you that the information crucial to distinguishing between elementary substance and compounds was
knowledge of the role played by invisible constituents of the atmosphere in such prominent chemical actions as
calcination and combustion. Searl understand that Joseph Priestley’s 1733 – 1804, English scientist and theologian.
Priestley was he author of about 150 books, mostly theological or educational. Searl understand that his chief work
was on the chemistry of gases, in which his most significant discovery was of dephlogisticated air - Oxygen gas O.8.
in 1774, he demonstrated that it was important to animal life, and that plants give it off in sunlight, followed by A. L.
Lavoisier’s elegant and convincing demonstrations of how oxygen from the atmosphere entered into combustions
and other oxidations, enable Antoine Lavoisier 1743 -1794 French scientist, regarded as the father of modern
chemistry. He caused a revolution in chemistry by his description of combustion as the combination of substances
with air, or more specifically the gas Oxygen O.8, and his scientific associates to publish, in 1766, a table listing 33
known or strongly suggested chemical elements. Searl states: that among these elements was ten substances
familiar for centuries, though their elementary character had not hitherto been recognized or proposed.
Searl trust that these documents have proved of value to you, it’s only just the starters of Searl higher education
curve on how he was able to develop the S.E.G. Where others have failed – the answer is elementary – it is in the
thinking process. Again Searl knowledge is mainly hands on experience, where yours maybe text book experience.
And with all this knowledge Searl has: there is one critical question to which no one appears to have an logical
answer too – where did this universe came form – and how did it form. That noise which they claim is the remains
of the big bang – Searl states never – it’s the birth of new materials creating new suns to be, It’s the noise of birth
not death. We must change our thinking before it’s too late. Or is it already too late to make that change!
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1946: London – UK: How did Searl managed to
make the S.E.G. in 1946? Simple – quite
elementary – companies send you guides so you
know how to design the bit you need to test. In
my time companies went after business and
gave you as an inventor all the help they could
so you had that chance of success. Searl has
never claimed to be the inventor of the S.E.G.
only the inventor of the concept of the S.E.G.
agrees he guided the work force upon how to do
it. It taken thousands of inventors to make the
S.E.G. as it has taken centuries to create it.
Even today the mass production version is not
yet complete. It still taking more inventors: to
help to make it so. Every film clip release on the
web is another person trying to help to get the
S.E.G. to the market place. Today firms are not
so keen to help as materials cost so much. You
may have heard Searl states that his magnetic
devices are like gears and function.

Searl says if it was possible to magnetically create worm gear class magnets what a major change in technology
which would follow. To Searl mind there might just be possible, agree it would be another case of try and error. After
all Searl is putting a waveform on his magnetic materials – how? That is confidential information as no patent will be
filed for the know-how. All these concepts may yet be proven right in due time; once our hands are free from the
present workload to investigate the options. All these documents will help you to watch what we actually doing and
what we find by try and error along the way – would be nice if we found something that has never been seen before,
that truly rocks the scientific world. Agree that is about 99.90% must unlikely to happen. But we cannot be certain –
as without warning a meteorite falls on your doorstep containing something which has never been seen by man.
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Here is an ancient photo taken inside 17
Stephen Close: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK.
During 1963.
The chap sitting down will one day in the
future become my worst nightmare; he will
plan and execute that plan to steal
£380.000.00 of my equipment and become
FB. To the world they think he is an expert
and knows everything, where in fact you
might know more than him.

Searl Magnetic Inc. Must deal with materials regardless, thus mathematics and materials are vital issues that must
be understood. Thus:
ABRASIVES:
Searl states materials used for surfacing and finishing metals, stone, wood, glass, and other materials by abrasive
action. Searl points out that the natural abrasives include the diamond, emery, corundum, sand, crushed garnet and
quartz, Tripoli, and pumice.
Artificial abrasives:

0r manufactured abrasives:

Searl states; that these are generally superior in uniformity to natural abrasives, and are mostly silicon carbide,
aluminium oxide, boron carbide, or boron nitride, marked under trade names. Artificial diamonds are also now being
produced. The massive natural abrasives, such as sandstone, are cut in grinding wheels from the natural block, but
most abrasive material is used as grains or built into artificial shapes.
Searl adds, for industrial grinding, artificial abrasives are preferred to natural abrasives because of their greater
uniformity. Grading is important because uniform grinding requires grains of the same size. Searl states that the
abrasive grains are used as grinding powder, are made into wheels, blocks, or stones, or are bonded to paper or
cloth.
Abrasive cloth:
Searl states that this is made of cotton jean or drills to close tolerances of yarns and weaves, and the grains are
attached with glue or resin.
Fabricut cloth: Searl will continue on the next page.
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We are still meeting top people from industry; as interest grows in the Searl Technology. Yesterday Wednesday 5th
June 2013: Bradley Lockerman film the whole scientific meeting which was held here at the Street. Somerset. UK. No
doubt will appear on websites in due time. Today, Thursday 6th June 2013; artists from London will be calling to do
an oil painting of me, on canvas 1M by 2M. So we shall see what happens, it will not be in my birthday suite.
Fabricut cloth:
Searl understands that the fabricut cloth of the 3M Co. is an open weave fabric with alumina or silicon-carbide grains
of 100 to 400 meshes. The open weave permits easy cleaning of the cloth in an air blast.
Abrasive paper:
Searl understands that abrasive paper has the grains, usually aluminium oxide or silicon carbide, glued to one side of
40 – 130.lb Kraft paper. The usual grain sizes are No. 16 to No. 500. Searl states, that all these class of abrasive
materials have, are and shall be used across the production domain of the Searl Technology (ST).
Abrasive powder:
Searl understands; that abrasive powder is usually graded in sizes from 8 to 240 meshes. Coarse grain is 24 mesh;
fine grain is 150 to 240.
Blasting abrasive:
Searl is aware that for blast cleaning of metal casting is usually coarse grain.
Searl states, that he can only give you the facts as he knew them in the 40s to 60s.
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Wednesday 5th June 2013: Update from SMI-CA-USA: Publicity marches on, the world is now hearing the facts and
not the crap has been seen for years on YouTube, by certain so call crap experts. Never before have I had the
opportunity to challenge these experts to live TV test. So far none have had the guts to accept the challenge, but a
few real scientists are now coming for hours of discussions and beginning to understand this is indeed a new window
That needs to be studied. Ron Pearson needs time to think about it, but Barry Clive now understands it and has no
problem with it. Ron Person is about my age group and has his feet done up like mine on opposite foot. So that
means that at this time there is a difference of opinion upon how the S.E.G. works. There is no question; all present
accepted that part of his concept is right but he has a job how to fit it in. He will come again after he had time to
study it. He left us all with a copy of his book. THE BIG BREED THEORY of the creation of the universe, which we
both are rather in agreement. Ron and Barry it was a pleasure to meet and have you on film.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arrowblast:
Searl understands that the arrowblast of the Norton Co., is aluminium oxide with grain sizes 16 to 80 mesh.
Grinding flour:
Searl is aware that this material consists of extremely fine grains separated by flotation, usually in grain sizes from
280 to 600 mesh, used for grinding glass and fine polishing.
Levigated abrasives:
Searl understands that these are fine powders for final burnishing of metals or for metallographic polishing, usually
processed to make them chemically neutral.
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Thursday 6th June 2013, Bradley Lockerman took this shot – no; he has not shot me; but he has just took this photo
of me, watching you, watching me, watching you. You will never know where you will find me next!
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Wednesday 5th June 2013; update photo from SMI-CA-USA: We continue to try and keep the public update upon this
technology, as it was created, to present day progress, and will do all we can to educate the public at large free of
charge as long as I can. For fast changes to happen: it will take you to make it so. I agree that the future is far more
important than the past for that has yet to come, the past has gone too late to change the state then, but we can
today change tomorrow for the better.
Green rouge:
Searl states to his knowledge, this is levigated chromic oxide, and mild polish may be levigrated tin oxide; both are
used for burnishing soft metals.
Polishing powder:
Searl says that this may be aluminium oxide or metal oxide powders of ultrafine particle size to Searl knowledge is
down to 600 mesh. Micria AD, of the Monsanto Co., is alumina; Micria ZR zirconia; and Micria TIS is Titania. Gamal,
of the Fisher Scientific Co., is a fine aluminium oxide powder, the smaller cubes being 1.5 μm, with smaller particles
0.5 μm. Cerox, of the Lindsay Division is cerium oxide used to polish optical lenses and automobile windshields. Searl
states that it cuts fast and gives a smooth surface. Grinding compounds for valve grinding are usually aluminium
oxide in oil.
Searl states, if you think this is all a load of crap, then you have no industry experience; for Searl Technology Inc., it
will be necessary through a duty cycle that form of such material is available to solve a problem. In this document I
am taking about my time, and therefore may not yet be aware of new products now available to use instead. But
there is much more Searl had to consider if that product will prove that its cost is worth the effort which will be
involved. 2013 is a cost factor for all new products as creating new products slow down by market demands falling.
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Wednesday 5th June 2013: update photo from SMI-CA-USA. We continue to educate the public by any means that we
can. We are the people who are developing the future. Trust us, watch and read what is going on in the back ground:
which is free to you.
Mild abrasives:
Searl states that these used are in silver polishes and window cleaning compounds, such as chalk and talc, have a
hardness of 1 to 2 Mohs. The milder abrasives for dental pastes and powders may be precipitated calcium
carbonate, tricalcium phosphate, or combinations of sodium metaphosphate and tricalcium phosphate. Abrasives
for metal polishes may also be pumice, diatomite, silica flour, Tripoli, whiting, kaolin, tin oxide, or fuller’s earth. Searl
states that this type of fine abrasive must be of very uniform grain in order to prevent scratching.
Cuttle bone – or cuttlefish bone:
Searl agrees that it is a calcareous powder made from the internal shell of a Mediterranean marine mollusc of the
genus Sepia, and is used as a fine polishing material for jewellery and in tooth powders.
Ground glass:
Searl says that ground glass is regularly marketed as an abrasive for use in scouring compounds and in match head
compositions.
Lapping abrasives:
Searl understands that for finish grinding of hard materials, are diamond dust or boron carbide powder. Searl is
trying hard to show you what was available to him and why he selected a particular material for a particularly job.
The S.E.G. is a complex product that matches your brain concept of design and function. Materials used must be
selected with care as their density is vital for success. These materials listed as abrasive will be important across all
this Research and Development functions of materials. That is why Searl is showing here materials options that must
be available to him to use. Elementary YES, simple NO, Agree looking at it: it appears to be simple, in reality it is
complex due to the vast amount of information that is required to get it right. Not only that you have the problem of
rising cost that relates to over breeding. Increase populations; increase cost in proportion to growth rate. Stop
increase in population and rising cost stops which is simple elementary FACT!
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Monday 3rd June 2013: update photo of the members running the shareholders meeting at SMI-CA-USA: We have
you on our mind, your future depend upon our success; for that to become reality we need you to make it so.
Together we shall move mountains, to make this planet a better place; for the future generations to come.
Impossible – only if your mind makes it so – we are determine to make it so – are you with us or are you with them
the choices are entirely yours. I can lead you to a better living condition; but I cannot make you accept it.
Aluminum oxide:
Searl understands that this material is used in wheels for grinding materials of high tensile strength. Searl has used
them himself; over the years in his developments. Clearly as he see it. Searl Technology Inc. and its company
divisions will certainly have to employ them also.
Silicon carbide:
Searl agrees that this material is harder but is not as strong as aluminium oxide. It is used for grinding metals that
have dense grain structure and for stone. Searl is presenting to you the picture of materials from which he has to
decide to use, what option are available, Vital question what is it you need to do for the choice of materials. Bear in
mind that materials are atoms in suspension; which are looked upon as bonding. The law of the squares suggest to
Searl that there are only 3 classes of bonds in this universe.
Vitrified wheels:
Searl understands that these are made by moulding under heat and pressure. They are used for general and
precision grinding where the wheel does not exceed a speed of 6,500 surface ft. /min – 33 m/s. The rigidity gives
high precision, and the porosity and strength of bond permit high stock removal.
Searl like to interrupt this report here to remind you that tangible materials and radiations have a common energy
origin, and thus bear a cosmic relation, but radiation is not matter in the ordinary sense of the term. Radiation is
caused by vibrations, and is characterized by wavelengths rather than mass as in ordinary matter. Searl points out
those waves of high frequency and short wave length result from the vibration of extremely small particles, such
as electrons of the material atom, while those of low frequency and long wavelength arise from slow vibrations,
such as those from a coil in a magnetic field. Once again the law of the squares is proven correct.
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Thursday 6th June 2013 – SC-UK: Debbie took photo just show that I am rebuilding the Audio - Vision –
Communication – Division. This is the sixth attempt to rebuild this section in so doing I am updating the missing
equipment, also got the special design flight case for it so I can travel with it. With this set up I shall be able to create
any sound effect which will meet the vision display to fill any part which has no sound attached to it. I hope that
when I restart video on DVD I can obtain the same great effects of those 4 hours VHS tapes which members enjoy
watching. But while I remain in this building that side of my work is blocked, must have 3 times more space to set up,
than I have here.
Silicate wheels:
Searl points out that these wheels have a silicate binder and are baked. The silicate bond releases the grains more
easily than the vitrified, and is used for grinding edge tools to reduce burning of the tool. Synthetic resins are used
for bonding where greater strength is required than is obtained with the silicate, but less openness than with the
vitrified. Searl points out those resinoid bonds are used up to 16,000 surface ft/min – 81 m/s, and are used especially
for thread grinding and cut off wheels. Searl says that shellac binder is used for light work and for high finishing.
Rubber is used for precision grinding and for centerless feed machines.
If, you are wondering; what all this has to do with the S.E.G. Let me informed you that everything is important. Searl
had to decide what materials best to use. First how many materials were available – what do we understand about
them. After all, 100 years before Searl was born all this was impossible; someone had to make them possible,
without that data the S.E.G. would have been impossible to produce. By seeing how they made materials perform
their functions that very fact lies the SEG – The SEG exists because you exists – if not SEG would not exists.
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Monday 3rd June 2013: update photo from SMI-CA-USA: Are duty is to educate you in the world that yet to come.
We are giving birth to that world at this time. The world at this time is dying and we are killing it. If we continue then
there will be no life on Earth, We at Searl Technology Inc. are working to try to solve ways to slow down this rate of
dying. The SEG can only do so much the rest is up to you. Increasing cost right across the board may not be enough
to slow down the rate of production of the Homo sapiens. Do we have to go to war to reduce the population by
force? Why are we not intelligent enough to see the problem and act as responsible people? We are going ahead to
increase our scientists and top skill engineers. Following my 2 hour radio broadcast on Monday 10th June 2013 via 25
radio stations we shall be having weekly video conferences with scientists to step up the data information upon the
SEG. It is now to become a national investigation issue.
Searl understands that grading of abrasive wheels is by grit size number from No. 10 to No. 600, which is 600 mesh;
by grade of wheel, or strength of the bond, which is by letter designation, increasing in hardness from A to Z; and by
grain spacing or structure number. Searl recommends that the ideal condition is with a bond strong enough to hold
the grains to accomplish the desired results. Searl question is how would you achieve this if you do not understand
the materials which you are employing in your product or about the data of the abrasive needed, and then release
them before they become too dull? Since 1946 you have knocked and insulted him and slandered him to expose
yourself as an expert; where in reality you had no idea whatsoever what you were talking about. That is a mental
issue termed personally complex condition – if I never made it then you can’t have made it. Can this status be
change; well Searl will certainly try to change that status to the opposite of helping to open up this new window of
knowledge. But in so doing he must be responsible that such material information which evil minds could employ to
wipe out those who get in their way is not available; but is classified information. Searl makes it clear that no one can
build the SEG in their bedroom or kitchen, or on their credit card. So forget that idea If you go ahead then do not
claim that you made an SEG and it do not work – as that would be slander – as it was your machine that failed as
there is no way you can make the SEG without the correct tools and knowledge and the safe space to make it. This
shows clearly the mental state of such fools. Talk only when you have studied the technology.
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Thursday 6th June 2013 Somerset. UK: Debbie took this photo of the slow job of replacing the Audio Vision
Communication Division equipment. This is the latest sound equipment; need to obtain 2 more of these units to
complete the 4 unit that operates through that latest mixer as shown on page 59. This Pioneer set up will give me
much more tools to operate to create the best sound effects for what is being recorded vision wise. I trusting that
my DVDs will be greatly improved upon the 1968 VHS 4 hour’s ones were. But I can only hope that this will happen,
but I begin to sense that it will not happen here in the UK. It points to moving to San Diego facility at if all the
infrastructure is in place which at this stage is high, each year that cost will grow larger, due to over breeding. But
somehow I must win in getting this education out to the world, before there is no one to read it.
Searl admits that the essential qualities In the abrasive grain are: penetration hardness – you men should
understand that point through experience, body strength to resist fracture until the points dull and then break to
present a new edge, and an attrition resistance suitable to the work. Searl understands that some wheels are made
with a porous honeycombed structure to give free cutting and cooler operation on some types of metal grinding.
IMPOSSIBLE – NO, it is in common use today and has been so, all of my life. There is nothing impossible, except that
the state of your mind makes it so. Searl points out that some diamond wheels are made with aluminium powder
mixed with a thermosetting resin, and the diamond abrasive mix is hot pressed around this core wheel. Searl states
that the Norton diamond wheels are of - three types: metal bonded by powder metallurgy, resinoid bonded, and
vitrified bonded.
Searl accepts as FACT that 90% of the populations will never understands this reality, because they are not
connected to it. In fact the greatest part of the population cannot understand the reality around them, to my mind
they do not even care what is going wrong; it has not effected them so far, so they are under the assumption
nothing will happen to them; why worry. This is a false illusion and a dangerous one. As this planet is building up
pressure and we are forcing to speed this condition up, the result will be fatal, as clearly showing; and still no one
blinks an eye, except me that am why I am suffering so bad with my eyes they are weeping for you. To help to create
a far better world if it is not already too late!
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Monday 3rd June 2013: photo update from SMI San Diego Facility, California, U.S.A. It is my duty as the Secretary
General to present to the world our intension so that top officials and government bodies can study them and
inform me of any problems they can visualise; So solutions can be solve together; where we all are in harmony and
work together to create that paradise which should now have been available. Within these documents I have
explained as to why there are no S.E.G.s available today. It is a shame that greed and ignorance can stop such an
important development. Bear in until now Searl had to assume from the dreams that is how the SEG is constructed
and functions he was not in a position. Today at SMI-CA-USA they have proven without doubt 5 statements made by
Searl as positive; there is only one more test to prove the last statement that at discharge there are 2 electrons in
pairs. From these 5 proofs production is possible.
Abrasive sand:
Searl understands that any sand used for abrasive and grinding purposes, but Searl says the term does not include
the sharp grains obtained by crushing quartz and used for sandpaper. Searl explains that the chief types of abrasive
sand used include sandblast sand, glass grinding sand, and stone cutting sand. Searl reminds you that sand for
stone sawing and for marble and glass grinding is usually ungraded, with no preparation other than screening, but
Searl warns that it must have tough, uniform grains.
Chats:
Searl understands that these are sand tailings from the Missouri lead ores, used for sawing stone. Searl Technology
Inc. and sub-divisions will certainly be using this kind of sand which be disgusts in another document when I explain
why it will be used.
Banding sand:
Searl points out that these are used for the band grinding of tool handles, and for the grinding of plate glass, but
Searl states that it is often replaced by artificial abrasives. Searl explains that banding sand grains are fine, 95%
being retained on a 150 mesh screen.
Searl is not only explaining how he made the SEG but presenting to you the massive problems he had to make
decisions upon from the little amount of knowledge he had, which was a war machine to protect the country from
invaders. This did not include saving the planet requirements. It was a challenge to survive.
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This is Debbie with me; visiting, took those two instrument photos on page 61 and 59 with the alien. But really she
was here to meet Brad in case he was looking for a film star for the next film – Where have the Aliens gone. But was a
guide to show him around to shops etc. when he went shopping – or maybe the other way round for Brad to collect her
and take her home after she helped him with the shopping – whatever they did do not count because they always
arrived with food for me. Nevertheless she enjoyed the meetings and film session that took place here at Swallow
Command UK, and did produced the cups of coffee for all each day, agree that she was not the coffee girl contract.
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Here we show level 2 of a matrix of square 4: You can
see how the current flows. We see the it goes negative
in one direction and positive in the other.
Squares are just nature’s information blocks. They
present solutions as to the best way to construct
projects for energy output. Searl like you to go back to
page 42 and pick up near the bottom where he
stopped with the line by dipping the rod ends in iron
filings, you will see how it works.
Searl says break these three pieces of the steel fishing
line just long enough to go in between the two poles of
U shape permanent magnet. Put them endwise
between the two poles, and take them out. Hang one
by middle with fine thread, and hang it up in East side
of the room where no other magnet is or metal
around. Now you will have a permanent magnet or
compass to test the polarity in other magnets. For
more delicate use hang the magnet in spider web. To
test the strength of a magnet; use iron filings.
Burnishing sand:
Searl states that before he leaves this subject of materials he like to give a statement of above material, which is for
metal polishing, it is fine grain silica sand with round grains. Searl says that it should pass a 65-mesh screen, and be
retained on a 100-mesh screen. Searl inform you that many of these abrasive materials will be used by Searl
Technology Inc. and its sub-divisions on surface used projects. They may be times where Ablatives may have to be
used, but for the flight side they will also be in use for various reasons. I shall now return to the top red box and
continue hopefully to interest you what I did and how you too can undertake such experiments to learn as I did. It
helps to make study of magnetism much more interesting.
Searl says, put the U shape permanent magnet two feet west from the hanging magnet. Hold the North Pole magnet
in level with the hanging magnet, and then you will see that the South Pole of the hanging magnet is turning to you
and the North Pole magnet away from you. Searl ask you now put the South Pole permanent magnet pole in the
same level, this time North Pole magnet will turn to you and South Pole away from you. This experiment shows two
things, one that the magnets can be sent out in straight streams. Searl states that is precisely what his dream two is
staying using straw to illustrate what his brain is saying – like that of the spokes of a cycle wheel. That the
magnets go out in straight lines from centre in all directions. And the other whatever kinds of magnets you are
sending out the other kind of magnets are coming back to you.
Searl now says; take two pieces of steel fishing line wire, put them in U shape magnet, hold a little while, take them
out, bend a little back in one end and hang them up, and make it so that one magnet’s lower end is North Pole
magnet and the other South Pole magnet. Make it so that they hang three inches apart. Yet again I am using the law
of the squares, there is no way I can avoid doing so. Put North Pole North side and South Pole side. Searl says, now
take the four inch long permanent magnet bar, and hold North Pole in North side and South Pole in South side. Rise
slowly up to the two hanging magnets, and then you will see that the hanging magnets are closing up. Searl now
says; now reverse, put North Pole of bar magnet South side and South Pole North side. Searl says that this time
when the bar magnet approaches the hanging magnets will spread out. This experiment shows that North Pole and
South Poles magnets are equal in strength and that the streams of individual magnets are running one kind of
magnets against the other kind.
Searl states that all information within his documents are FACTS from where he sits and observe the reality which is
around him. He has no intention of downing other people claims. We are free to discuss our opinions in an
intelligent way by which confirmation can be assessed on issues, which at this time are not stable.
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We are here to clean up this pollution problem, one way or another, or we shall become extinct to join all the other
animals and birds that no longer exist. They died out; due to our behaviour of not being a human being and caring
for them, instead we kill for fun. At the rate we are going we shall kill ourselves for a change. Then bacteria will have
a great laugh, as they will then rule the earth. Monday 10th June 2013, update: just received contact with Freedom
Radio America to remind me that I am on Vinnie Eastwood Radio Show for two hours, from New Zealand today.
Searl states, if you now cut a strip of a tin can about two inches wide and a foot long. Searl says put the North Pole of
the of the U shape magnet on top of the strip, and dip the lower end in iron filings, and see how much it lifts. Searl
ask you now to put the South Pole on top and see how much it lifts. Searl recommends that you change several
times, then you will see that the North Pole lifts more than the South Pole. Searl suggests that you now put the
North Pole magnet under the iron filing box – Searl states that he is sorry he forgot to tell you that you need a box
to hold the iron filings, for you who wonder where to place the iron fillings. And see how much it pushes up. Searl
suggests that now change, put South Pole magnet under the box and see how much it pushes up. Searl says, do this
several times, then you will see that the Searl magnet pushes up more than North Pole magnet. This experiment
shows again that on level ground the magnets are equal strength.
Searl says; now take the three foot long soft steel welding rod. It is already magnetised as a permanent magnet,
hang it in a fine thread so it is in level. Searl ask you now measure each and you will see that the South end is longer.
Searl states, that this experiment exposes an interesting point; depending where you are, you may find that the
South Pole is a bit longer than the North Pole. You may even find that the three foot long magnet that the South Pole
end is about a twelfth of an inch longer. Searl says that further north you live it should be longer yet, at the Equator
both ends of the magnet should be equal in length. Searl states: that in the Earth’s South hemisphere the North Pole
of the magnet should be longer. Searl inform you that he has to assume this condition will be the results, therefore
he cannot confirm that as absolute at this time.
Searl expects that all your hanging magnets or compasses will never point to the earth’s magnetic pole, neither to
the geographical pole. Searl confirms that no magnet points to the Earth’s geographical pole. Searl accepts that a
line of magnets would have a small amount of interaction between them which would present a magnetic North
Pole slightly to the left or to the right of the magnetic North Pole; depending where you are on the Earth’s surface.
Searl had a massive problem to term what magnetic current is. Searl feels that to consider magnetic current is the
same as electric current is a wrong expression. Searl see this in reference to the law of the squares as not bing just
one current, but there are two currents, one current is composed of North Pole individual magnets in
concentrated streams and the other is composed of South Poles individual magnets in concentrated streams, and
they are running one stream against the other stream in whirling screw like fashion, and with high speed. One
current alone if it be North Pole magnet current or South Pole magnet current it cannot run alone. Searl states that
to run one current will have to run against the other.
Searl states that this is the law of the squares: that number 2 square marker is the key, there must always be two
states in everything and they must be opposites. Therefore is only one magnetic current is running there would be
no light from the blub or any heat from the heater. There would be no S.E.G.s either – Searl states that the S.E.G.
must have one stationary part and one moving part to generate electrical power, which you clearly observe in the
demonstration device show on webs.
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American Freedom Radio Station.
Monday 10th June 2013.
Program: Vincent Eastwood Show.
It greatly saddens my heart to pen this report. I have no option but to present my views upon this event.
So you can understand how I feel about it. I was requested if I would like to be on Vincent Eastwood show
of New Zealand to which I replied that I would.
The problem here was that it would be 2300 hours UK time, for a person age 81 years old and severely
handicap should had been resting for the night. But to Searl the S.E.G is far more important than his life.
You all need this technology as a matter of urgency – therefore Searl will do anything to get this technology
out to you. Searl understood that there would be around 7 million listeners to this show coming out of
New Zealand. It should have been a great show for American Freedom Radio – yet something terrible went
wrong with the show. Searl carer Nik got him washed and dress for this event, as he was to be on webcam
like Brad and Amar.
To Searl mind Freedom means everyone has the human rights to be seen and heard discussing problems as
long as it is not rude, or threating, or slandering others. Strange this program was set up in such a way by
Bradley Lockerman and Amar and me, to be absolute clean, as to aim to clean up the rubbish mail we get.
It would had been in a triangle setup. Amar agree as a scientific person, that he would express his opinion
based upon the question as an outsider what Bradley presented to Searl. Brad would explain an issue he
has received by mail many times; then Searl would address that issue, and Amar would then present it in a
more scientific way for those experts to understand. Clearly that should have been a great show. But
something went wrong.
It started great we all could be seen – Brad agrees that I looked ok. But just before I was to speak, I
vanished off the screen with the following statement American Freedom Radio have removed you from
this conversation. The problem now was how they could communicate with me as I had disconnected the
phone; so as not to be disturbed doing those two hours of broadcast. A few minutes later I decided to
reconnect the phone to see if contact could be made. At last Vincent Eastwood manage to get me on
phone seconds later, Brad sent message Vincent trying to get you on phone. Then the show continued on
phone line.
I thank Vincent for his determine action to get me back – this problem had nothing to do with Vincent who
is clearly a jolly happy interesting human being. In my heart I do not feel that it was American Freedom
Radio action that was the fault. But that of greedy Skype; who in the past stole money from me and I see
others have made the same complaint. The reason they chop me off was to force me to buy their premier
offer, which I have had statements from others how they been robbed on that offer. I believe that it is time
that we join up and take Skype to court on this issue and, press for heavy compensation from them. Maybe
they will cool off and be human for a change. I am discussed with them; as I am trying to get employment
running in the States, which is badly needed.
Again thank you Vincent Eastwood for your determine effort to get me back on your show it was a
pleasure. On behalf of my team we wish success in all your efforts, and you live to see the .S.E.G in your
home.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Secretary General.
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!946 to 1958, these magnetic samples were created for
study, I believe this photo was taken by John Thomas
when he came to London to support my lecture at the
Middlesex University – London – UK:
There used to be many other segments that were
created to test the effects of magnets. There was no
argument about the effort which I went to in the task
of understanding magnetic function or behaviour
patterns, from which the S.E.G. was born.
This document belongs to the Searl Magnetics Inc.
Division R&D studies – what you read here goes back to
1946 to 1968 time period of study. Since 2003 I have
been blocked from further study – but now Searl
Magnetic will in due time take on the task of research
on magnetism in the effort to increase the rate of
production of our development units. Remember an
acorn gives birth to the mighty oak. The first residential
S.E.G. is that acorn, from which great power units will
be born. In this effort we hope to save this planet from
dying, which will give you a far better life in future.
What you see here is now a long time ago, most of which have long been stolen by those attending my shows. Why
do people have to steal, photos and material, these press photos have a number on the back of them all you need to
do is write the newspaper and give that number and get a copy. Why steal mine – Germany were the worst for theft
of my press photos.
Searl will now try to tell you how he see the currents are running when they come out of a car battery, and what
they do. Searl says now get the equipment. First put a wooden box on floor, open side up, cut two notches in middle
so you can put a one eighth of an inch thick and eighteen inch long copper wire across the box. Sorry I do not have
the means or space here to take photos of each step to include here, but if I move to Dan Diego, the place will be
available to film the whole experiment. Searl states put the wire one end East the other West. Searl says, now stay
yourself West, put car battery South side of the box positive terminal East, genitive terminal West, get two flexible
leads and four clips to fit battery and the bare copper Cu. 29. Wire, connect the East end of the copper Cu. 29. Wire
with positive terminal, clip the West end of the Copper Cu. 29. Wire with the West side flexible lead, leave the
connection with the negative terminal open.
Searl suggest that you break two pieces of the steel fishing line one inch long, put each piece by middle across the
copper Cu.29 wire, one on top of the copper Cu. 29 wire and the other under, now hold with your fingers, now tough
the negative terminal with the loose clip, hold until the copper Cu. 29 wire gets hot. Searl says now take them off;
now you have two magnets, hang them by the middle in fine thread. The upper magnet will hang the way it is now,
but the one below will turn around. Searl say now break five inches long piece of the fishing line, put the middle of
the wire across and on top of the copper Cu. 29 wire, touch the battery, hold until the copper wire Cu. 29 gets hot,
dip the middle of the wire in iron fillings, then you see how long a magnet can be made with this equipment.
NOTE: Searl undertook much experimental issue just to be able to fully understand what is actually happening,
across many subjects in support of his education continue training: even today when money becomes available he
tries to get update of the latest technology looking for connections to what he can see.
Take this trigonometrically formula: Searl check it out to be certain that it is not
an assumption, but reality for the task he is investigating. Searl found that in
some of his developments it helps to solve options that are open to him to test
to see if that idea will work or not – try and error are stepping stones to success
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Here we see a segment of a roller set
being check for its width; it does not
really matter where on the ruler you
place it. You are still able to certify its
width. How this is achieved is by a
process termed mathematics. The ruler
shown here is just one part of the whole
of the maths being used, in the
development of these segments. Searl
agree that you can check any magnet
size on a ruler. But working out its size is
an opposite function that is far more
complex to undertake, or even to
understand the processes involved.

But we are getting to understand this new approach to solving the design of this new domain of magnetism and
materials. In the S.E.G concept, there no maths that will define the base data from which to proceed except
Matrixes; which clearly are information blocks. Understand the bulk of population most likely hate maths, you are
not alone, I too hated maths when I first had to learn maths for my employment.
Searl states: that he appreciates that in such a time as ours the danger of retreat into barbarism is very real. Searl
states, that we apply to mathematics the words as Searl recalls in which Cobbett the explained the use of grammar
to the working man of his own day when there was no public system of free schools. Searl understand that in the
first of his letters on English grammar for a working boy, Cobbett wrote these words: “But, to the acquiring of this
branch of knowledge, my dear son, there is one motive, which, though it ought, at all times, to be strongly felt,
ought, at the present time, to be so felt in an extraordinary degree.
Searl mean that desire which every man, and especially every young man, should entertain to be able to assert with
affect the rights and liberties of his country. Searl states when you come to read the history of those Laws of England
by which the freedom of the people had been secured… you will find that tyranny has no enemy so formidable as
the pen. And, while you will see with exultation the long imprisoned, the heavily fined, the banished William Prynne,
returning to liberty, borne by the people from Southampton to London, over a road strewed with flowers; then
accusing, bringing to trial and to the block, the tyrants from whose hands he and his country had unjustly and cruelly
suffered; while your heart and the heart of every young man in the kingdom will bound with joy at the spectacle, you
ought all to bear in mind, that, without a knowledge of grammar, Mr Prynne could never have performed any of
those acts by which his name has been thus preserved, and which have caused his name to be held in honour. Searl
says that it is shame that he is not here now maybe the 5 gang of 5 robbers Peter King, Martin Colborne, Ken Gibbs,
Luis Jarillo and the unknown would had been arrested trial and taken to the block for a spectacle show. The world
would be a much better place for all.
Searl accepts; that today economic tyranny has no more powerful friend than the calculating prodigy. Searl
continues stating that without knowledge of mathematics, the grammar of size and order, Searl agrees that we
cannot plan the rational society in which there will be leisure for all and poverty for none. Searl continue that if we
are inclined to be a little afraid of the prospect, our first step towards understanding this grammar is to realize that
the reasons which repel many people from studying it are not at all discreditable. Searl agrees that as mathematics
has been taught and expounded in schools no effort is made to show its social history, its significance in our own
social lives, the immense dependence of civilized mankind upon it. Searl quotes; neither as children nor as adults are
we told how the knowledge of this grammar has been used again and again throughout history to assist in the
liberation of mankind from superstition. Searl states that we now shown how it may be used by us to defend the
liberties of the people. Searl says let see why this is so.
Searl will delay this next block, until the next page as he prefers not to break up this block if possible. So here is
another update On Friday 14th June 2013 on radio for one hour at 0100 hours BST. The Dr. John Ilias show, and at
this time should again be on that radio show on July 25th for two hours from 0100 hours BST. Other shows will
follow.
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1963, Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: This was Searl understanding by this illustrating how the energy levels of isolated
atoms are split into energy bands when these atoms are brought into close proximity to form a crystal. Just at this
stage of this document this information is not a key issue as it belongs to another document yet to be re-printed.
Searl agrees that the language of size owes its position in Western education to two different social influences. While
revolt against the authority of the Church was gathering force, and before the reformed doctrine had begun to have
a wide appeal for the merchants and craftsmen of the medieval boroughs, the mercantile needs of the Hansa had
already led to the founding of special schools in Germany for the teaching of the new arithmetic which Europe had
borrowed from the Arabs. Searl can understand that an astonishing proportion of the books printed in the three
years after the first press was set up were commercial arithmetic’s. As Searl understands it, Luther vindicated the
four merchant gospels of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with astute political sagacity when he
announced the outlandish doctrine that every boy should be taught to calculate. Searl accepts that the grammar of
numbers was chained down to commercial uses before people could foresee the vast variety of ways in which it was
about to invade man’s social life.
Searl understands that geometry, already divorced from the art of calculation, did not enter into Western education
by the same route. Searl explains that apart from the stimulus which the study of dead languages received from the
manufacture of bibles, classical pursuits were encouraged because the political theories of the Greek philosophers
were congenial to the merchants who were aspiring to a limited urban democracy. Searl explains that the appeal of
the city state democracy to the imagination of the wealthier bourgeois lasted till after the French Revolution which
was the overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy in France - 1789 – 1799. To Searl understanding, the revolution began
with the meeting of the legislative assembly – the States General in May 1789, when the French Government was
already in crisis; the Bastille was stormed in July of the same year. The Revolution became steadily more radical
and ruthless with power increasingly in the hands of the Jacobins and Robespierre; Louis XV1’s 1754 – 1793 was
execution with his wife Marie Antoinette, in January 1793 was followed by Robespierre’s Reign of terror. The
Revolution failed to produce a stable form of Republican government and after several different forms of
administration the last, the Directory, was overthrown by Napoleon in 1799. Remember that Searl was not there:
he has to rely on the records that they are not just assumptions, but facts. Searl ask to what purpose did it serve.
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Can you name this component and how does it function. Searl used these in the past, and
will certainly be using them again in various products which Searl Technology Inc. will
employ in future products development program, and will also be employ in Searl
Aerospace Inc. products. And will be explained in documents in relation to their base
function data. Many of you might identify what it is, but if you do. How could I use it in
connections to our products which are being planned? Searl technology is based upon a
true fascination subject, from the very nature of the mathematics Searl uses to the way he
builds the units, which includes various functions for the whole system. Just watch and see
what ideas you can conceive to cover sections being discussed. It’s fun to play a part in
something as massive as our intensions are for the future. We are the future that is meant
to be. Are you with us?
NOTE: Searl did not invent the S.E.G. it has taken hundreds of scientists over centuries to make this technology
possible, which you are reading about in Searl documents. Searl only invented the concept by which all these
great people achievements which they created: into a motor which could supply our electrical requirements. That
is all which he has done; he claims nothing more than that. The S.E.G. covers many languages, starting with special
number languages to much more complex number language, to material languages. All of which you must
understand to be able to produce in reality such a device termed the S.E.G. Failure in any one of these subjects
then you cannot have an S.E.G.
As Searl was stating that after the French Revolution, when it was laid to rest in the familiar funeral urns of mural
decoration. Searl states that in reality the S.E.G. came to a halt, except for the leisure class of the Greek city states
played with geometry as people play with crossword puzzles and chest today; as Searl did with hopscotch and
matrixes.
Searl states that now along comes Plato who taught that geometry was the highest exercise to which human leisure
could be devoted .Thus Plato kept the S.E.G. in focus, but not knowing that he was playing a part in the S.E.G.
concept to be. Just open your eyes and watch the mock up there facing you is the language of geometry. Searl
understands that geometry became included in European education as a part of classical scholarship, without any
clear connection with the contemporary reality of measuring Drake’s ‘world encompassed’. Searl points out here
that at either of the two schools in Suffolk which he attended never taught him geometry. How strange that in
reality everything you see is based on the language of geometry. Searl watched everything and recorded mentally
everything to investigate. Thus, to Searl mind Plato saved the day in respect of the S.E.G. Saving all those others
before the French Revolution that played a part in the fore running information to the development of the S.E.G.
Searl is surprised that those who taught Euclid did not understand its social use, and generations of schoolboys have
studied Euclid without being told how a later geometry, which grew out of Euclid’s teaching in the busy life of
Alexandria, made it possible to measure the size of the world. As a result; set the footing towards the S.E.G.
construction without any idea what he had done. Searl states that those measurements blew up the pagan Pantheon
of star gods and blazed the trail for the great navigations. The revelation of how much of the surface of our world
was still unexplored was the solid ground for what we call the faith of Columbus.
Searl understands you, so do not worry about telling him that you were taught a subject or you were never any good
at maths – he understands; after all he really learnt nothing at school except the bum hurt when they spank you. So
you are not alone, I try my best to explain anything which I feel that you may not understand, but there is a limit to
which when you hit some word you do not understand keep going back and re-read that page until you grasp what it
says. Searl had for this technology understand how did we get to this stage and Plato name stands out like a missing
hand – who was he. What time period are we talking about. To Searl understanding, after all he was not there, so
he has to accept what records claim. Plato was a Greek philosopher his period was – c. 429 – c. 347 BC. That c
means that we are not certain of the absolute date, as we have had to increase our year by 2 months. But it was
without doubt before Birth of Christ. He was a disciple of Socrates and the teacher of Aristotle, Plato founded the
Academy in Athens, An integral part of his thought in the theory of ‘ideas’ or ‘forms’, in which abstract entities or
universals are contrasted with their objects or particulars in the material world or language. His philosophical
writings are presented in the form of dialogues, with Socrates as the principal speaker; they include the
Symposium and the Timeous. In reality Plato and Searl is one and the same person in their perception of reality.
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1968 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: This was
Searl understanding of Plato who took
measurements out of geometry and put
music in its place. You never knew that,
don’t worry neither did I; until 1968 when a
band called on me and pointed it out to
me. They wanted to create music based on
the S.E.G. technology, but I am afraid to say
they failed to create such songs, of course
there are other bands that were going to
put music to short songs that Debbie and I
created, years have passed nothing has
happen. Except that Debbie has made
attempts to create songs and music to
them. Well done at least she do not just
Talk, she tries hard to help, music wise.
We are here today to study John Searl dreams from which future clean energy is possible to become a reality. The
whole truth is that everything made by man and shall be made by man in the future was already there in your brain
at birth. Unfortunate your brain has to be tune in to that waveband and it is triggers that fires up your receptors to
collect and store that data around you; by which the sub-conscious mind can then trigger fire that information to
your conscious mind while you are sleeping. Most people do not develop receptors which can turn into wavelengths
and collect data present, thus they cannot see what others around them can see. Searl accepts that Plato’s political
theories appear in the Republic, in which he explored the nature and structure of a just society. Is that not precisely
John Searl structure with in his communications with both the UK and USA Prime Minister and Presidents of the
USA. Why do they not step down and say John take over – the answer is elementary – there would be no crime –
so many jobs will vanish. Prisons would not be needed. That is terrible we must have prisons so we must have
criminals to keep people in jobs. Searl states that is a sad world.
What do Searl understand about Euclid, only that he lived around – c. 300 BC. That he was a Greek mathematician.
Searl understands that his great work – Elements of geometry, - which covered plane geometry, which was just
another language to learn, the theory of numbers, irrationals, and solid geometry are different languages, was the
standard work until other kinds of geometry languages were discovered in the nineteenth century. The main
question is: who was the stupid person Searl, or that expert on YouTube? Searl cannot understand why people want
to expose themselves as idiots on international communication systems by imaging that they are experts in physics.
What they state is insane showing clearly that they have no intelligence at all. Their questions have been answered
many times on the internet and across radio shows for years now. Clearly they cannot even read English and they
are experts. I guess intelligent people understand what kind of experts they are.
Searl has never claimed to be an expert – just a human being who wants to help planet earth by whatever way he
can. His ranks have been given him by real experts; based upon his output to the world and not by talk alone. This
knowledge he gives to the world freely regardless how he suffers, he is not paid and all he ask is your help to make it
all reality. Surely that is not much to ask you for.
Searl understanding of Plato’s exaltation of mathematics as an august and mysterious ritual had its roots in dark
superstitions which troubled, and fanciful puerilities which entranced, people who were living through the childhood
of civilization, when even the cleverest people could not clearly distinguish the difference between saying that 13 is
a ‘prime’ number and saying that 13 is an unlucky number. Searl see his influence on education has spread a veil of
mystery over mathematics and helped to preserve th3 queer freemasonry of the Pythagorean brotherhoods, whose
members were put to death for revealing mathematical secrets now printed in school books. Searl states that it
reflects no discredit on anybody if this veil of mystery makes the subject distasteful. Plato’s great achievement was
to invent a religion which satisfies the emotional needs of the people who are out of harmony with their social
environment, and just too intelligent or too individualistic to seek sanctuary in the cruder forms of animism. Searl
agrees that the curiosity of the men who first speculated about atoms, studied the properties of the lodestone,
watched the result of rubbing amber, dissected animals, and catalogued plants in the three centuries before
Aristotle wrote his epitaph on Greek science, had banished personalities from natural and familiar objects.
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Number 1. number language.
No 2. Number language.
Searl presents here two matrixes; will they both create a S.E.G? For this is the information unit on how to make the
S.E.G. What is the magnetic frequency to number one matrix? What is the magnetic frequency to number two
matric? What is the difference number for matrix one? What is the difference number for matrix two? What level
has Matrix onw been raised? What level has matrix two been raised?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Searl accepts that Plato placed animism beyond the reach of experimental exposure by inventing a world of
‘universals’. As Searl understands it: This world of universals was the world as God knows it, The ‘real’ world of which
our own is but the shadow. Searl accepts that in this ‘real’ world symbols of speech and number are invested with
the magic which departed from the bodies of beasts and the trunks of trees as soon as they were dissected and
described.
Searl agrees that the Timaeus is a fascinating anthology of the queer perversities to which this magic of symbolism
could be pushed. Real earth, as opposed to the solid earth on which we build houses, is an equilateral triangle. Searl
says, let us go back to page 72 the top illustration:
The real world of Plato was a world of form which matter was banished.
a = an equilateral triangle – i.e.one of which all three sides are equal – is the elemental earth form:
b = a right-angled triangle is the spirit of water – To find spirit in water is the most advanced kind of magic:
c = a scalene triangle with no equal sides is the spirit of the air:
d = an isosceles triangle – i.e. one of which on two sides are equal – is the elemental fire,
Searl says that if you do not know these names, note heir meaning. You may meet them again. Searl says that you
have been warned.
Searl reminds you that real water, as opposed to what is sometimes regarded as a beverage, is a right triangle. Real
fire, as opposed to fire against which you insure, is an isosceles triangle. Real air, as opposed to the air, which you
pump into a tyre, is a scalene triangle Searl hope that you can follow the figure shown on page 72. Searl states: lest
you should find this hard to credit, read how Plato turned the geometry of the sphere into a magical explanation of
man’s origin. God, he tells us, ‘imitating the spherical shape of the universe, enclosed the two divine courses in a
spherical body, that, namely, which we now term the head’. Searl reminds you that in order that the head ‘might not
tumble about among the deep and high places of the earth, but might be able to get out of the one and over to the
other’.
Searl states that it was provided with ‘the body to be a vehicle and means of locomotion, which consequently had
length and was furnished with four limbs extended and jointed. Searl understanding of this supremacy of the head is
very flattering to intellectuals who have no practical problems to occupy them. Searl says that it is not surprising that
Plato’s peculiar metaphysics retained its influence on education after his daring project for a planned society ceased
to be thought a suitable doctrine for young people to study.
Searl states that an education system based on Plato’s teaching is apt to entrust the teaching of mathematics to
people who put the head before the stomach – which Searl so often does, and who would tumble about the deep
and high places if they had to teach another subject. Searl accepts that this naturally will repels healthy people for
whom symbols are merely the tools of organized social experience, and attracts those who use symbols to escape
from our shadow world in which men battle for the little truth they can secure into a ‘real world in which truth
seems to be self-evident. Searl is trying to expose the facts of mathematics which could played a part in the S.E.G.
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Figure 24.1a, Mortimer – Berkshire – UK; this
sketch was received from someone thinking it
would interest me, because it has a mathematical
image within it. Searl understand that this figure
was taken from Agricola’s famous sixteenth
century treatise on mining technology. Searl
reminds you at that time the miners were the
aristocrats of labour, and the book called attention
to a host of new scientific problems which had
been neglected in the slave civilizations of
antiquity, when there was little co-operation
between theoretical speculation and practical
experience. Searl understands that having
measured the distance HG which is the length of
the stretched rope, you can get the distance you
have to bore horizontally to reach the shaft, or the
depth to which the shaft must be sunk, if you want
to reach the horizontal boring. Searl states that you
will see easily with a scale diagram that the ratio of
the horizontal cutting to the measured distance HG
is the ratio of the two measurable distances N:M.
Likewise the ratio of the shaft depth to HG is O:M.
Searl says that the line N was made with a cord set
horizontally by a spirit level. So it is at right angles
to either of the two plumb lines. Latter on you will
see that extra plumb line and the spirit level are
not necessary, if you have a protractor to measure
the angle at the top, and a table of sine and cosine
ratios of angles. Searl reminds you that for many
centuries such tables were not possible someone
had to invent and thus help in the S.E.G. concept.

Searl states it is easy for one to forget that everything created by man was once impossible, until such time someone
actually invented it. Every word you utter had to be invented. Therefore Searl appreciates those who write to him,
whose communication language is different to his, He says to them that is no need to keep apology for poor English,
I can do no better on their language as long as I can come to grips what you mean that is good enough for me. I am
British; even I have problems with our language also.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Searl thinks that the fact that mathematicians are often like this may be why they are so inclined to keep the high
mysteries of their Pythagorean brotherhood to themselves. Searl understands that to ordinary people, the
perfection of their ‘real’ world savours of unreality. The world in which ordinary people live is a world of struggle and
failure, trial and error. To Searl, in his mathematical world everything is obvious – once you have got used to it. Searl
states that what is rarely explained to us is that it has taken the human race a thousand years to see that one step in
a mathematical argument is ‘obvious’. Searl explains how the nilometer works is obvious to you if you are a priest in
the temple. But Searl says, if you are outside the temple, it can only become obvious through tracing out the
subterranean channel which connects the temple with the river of man’s social experience. Searl declare that is
precisely the same problem with the Searl Effect Generator, it is not OBVIOUS unless you are part of the
workforce developing it.
Searl accepts that educational methods which are mixed up with priest craft and magic have contrived to keep the
rising and falling, the perpetual movement of the river from our scrutiny. Searl accepts that they have hidden from
us the romance of what might be the greatest saga of man’s struggle with the elements. Searl understands Plato, in
whose school our teachers have grown up, did not approve of making observations and applying mathematics to
arrange them and coordinate them. This is where Searl differs as he is in constant observations upon you and
everything around him and carrying out mathematical checks of changes conditions, he sees much is changing.
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2013 Photo update upon materials being worked with at SMI-CA-USA. Only a handful of people I expect could tell
you what this material is. This belongs to a much later part of these documents. In the meantime try to solve what it
is without asking SMI what it is.
Searl has been dealing with the birth of methodical language, and feel that he should take a break and deal with
materials that are very important, without materials there is no S.E.G. Fact: Searl states that dream one: hopscotch
created a matrix constructed of 4 by 4 squares that forms a cube of 96 squares, but only one face of 16 squares is
used within the S.E.G. It says that 3 of the values are elements one is a compound or a molecule.
Searl will now attempt to explain what compound means.
ABS PLASTICS:
The letters ABS identify the family of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene. Searl states that the common trade names for
these materials are Cycolac, Magnum, and Lustran. To Searl knowledge they are generally are opaque and
distinguished by a good balance of properties, including high impact strength, rigidity, and hardness over
temperature range of -40 to 2300F – (-40 to 1100C). Searl states that compared to other structural or engineering
plastics, they are generally considered to fall at the lower end of the scale.
Searl says that the medium impact grades are hard, rigid, and tough, and are used for appearance parts that require
high strength, good fatigue resistance, and surface hardness and gloss. Searl points out that high impact grades are
formulated for similar products where additional impact strength is gained at some sacrifice in rigidity and hardness.
Low temperature impact grades have high impact strength down to -400F (-400C). Again some sacrifice is made in
strength, rigidity, and heat resistance. Here Searl is presenting the real world that was before him, in those days and
there are still much more to see from which he has to make a choice. The S.E.G. is without a doubt a precision device
of the highest order.
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Which of these matrixes will not make a S.E.G.? These are the key to the S.E.G. structure and functions.
Searl states that heat resistance, high strength grades provide the best heat resistance – continuous use up to about
2000F – 930C – and a 264 ib/in2 – 2MPa heat distortion temperature of around 2150F – 1020C. Impact strength is
about comparable to that of medium impact grades, but strength, modulus of elasticity, and hardness are higher. At
stresses above their tensile strength, ABS plastics usually yield plastically instead of rupturing, and impact failures
are ductile. Searl understands that because of relatively low creep, they have good long term load carrying ability.
Searl states that this low creep plus low water absorption and relatively high heat resistance provide ABS plastics are
readily processed by extrusion, injection moulding, blow moulding, calendaring, and vacuum forming.
Searl understands that resins have been developed especially for cold forming or stamping from extruded sheet.
Searl states that the typical applications are helmets, refrigerator liners, luggage tote trays, housings, grills for hot air
systems and pump impellers. Extruded shapes include tuning and pipe. Searl is aware that ABS plated parts are now
in wide use, replacing metal parts in the automotive and appliance field.
Searl will now let you have a rest upon materials to understand the problems Searl had to make a choice what to use
and return you to the magnetic side of Searl Magnetic Inc.; for here they have to undertake the research and
development of this new window in science.
Searl suggest that you break or cut several pieces of the hard steel fishing wire as long as to go between the poles of
the U magnet, now hold two pieces of the steel wire ends up and down, one wire South side of the copper wire Cu.
29, and the other North side, the lower ends just below the copper wire Cu. 29. Hold tight and touch the battery,
hold until the copper wire Cu. 29 gets hot, now hang them up by upper end just above the copper wire Cu. 29, touch
battery; the South side magnet will swing south, and the North side magnet will swing north. Searl says now put two
pieces on top of the copper Cu.29 wire, the ends just a little over the copper wire Cu. 29.
Sear; states that those ends which are lying on the copper Cu. 29, one pointing south and the other north, hold tight,
touch battery, hold until the copper Cu. 29 wire gets hot, take off the one pointing south is south pole magnet and
the one pointing north is north pole magnet. Searl says now put one wire on top of the copper Cu. 29 wire pointing
south, other below pointing north. Magnetize, hang up by tail ends on the copper wire Cu. 29, and touch battery
they both will swing south. Searl says now put one wire on top of the copper wire Cu. 29 pointing north, the other
below pointing south, magnetise, hang up by tail and above the copper wire Cu. 29, touch the battery, both magnets
will swing north.
Searl understand many readers will find it hard to understand what is being stated here; unless they test these
experiments out for themselves. That was the only way which Searl could understand about magnetism.
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Which one would be the better arrangement for an S.E.G?
Searl states that in a magnet in some form or another is probably a familiar object to everyone – Searl agrees as a
child he had no idea what a magnet was. Today Searl knows that it is usually a piece of iron Fe. 26 or steel in my days
endowed with certain properties, of which the best known is probably its power of attracting to itself other pieces of
iron Fe. 26. Searl understands that this property is not inherent in a piece of iron Fe. 26 but must be given to it by
one of the methods to be described latter by Searl.
Searl knows there is, however, a natural ore of iron,
called magnetite, whose chemical constitution is given
by the formula Fe3O4, which is found to possess
magnetic properties, and stones of this ore are called
natural magnets or lodestones. Searl states if a bar of
iron F3. 26 be stroked with one of these natural magnets
it will itself become a magnet, and a bar of hard iron Fe.
26 or steel thus treated retains its magnetic properties
fairly permanently.
Figure M1-1. Searl states let a bar which has been thus magnetised be plunged into iron filings. When it is taken out
the filings are found to adhere to it chiefly round its ends as seen in Figure M1-1. Searl explains that this shows that
the magnetic attractions act as if they were concentrated at the two ends, and hence the ends of a magnet are
called its poles. This makes sense to Searl mind. The question here is; could Searl accept that we may therefore
suppose that in a very long thin bar magnet, such as a magnetised knitting needle, the poles are at the ends. Searl
says that this supposition must not be made, however, for a magnet which is not very long in proportion to its crosssection, for there are no definite poles or centres of attractive force in such a magnet.
Searl mind says that if a bar magnet be suspended in a copper stirrup by a silk fibre so that it hangs horizontally, it
will, after oscillating, come to rest. Searl says mark its direction when at rest, and displace the magnet. Searl says
that It will oscillate again, and finally set itself in the same direction as before. Searl states that if another magnet be
substituted for the first it will again set itself in the same direction. Searl explains that when he magnet is in its
position of rest it will be found, in this country, to be pointing very nearly due North and South. Searl points out that
the end which points to the North is called the N-pole or North seeking pole,* and the other end the S-pole or south
seeking pole. Searl says that it was from this power of indicating the North that natural magnets were named by
mariners ‘lodestones’, or ‘leading stones’..
Searl hope that you can follow this arrangement upon the subject of magnetism.
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If you built this motor what would
you expect its efficiency to be =
100%, 95%, 66%, 50%, 30%? What
mode was used to calculate it?
What would the magnetic
frequency have to be? What is the
difference value? What is its
number value? Somewhere
through these documents you will
find the answers.

This happens to be an ancient mathematic language. To me it’s extremely elementary system to use.
Figure M2.2 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK. Searl continue learning curve
in magnetism, which was a subject vital by which the S.E.G. could be
created. Searl added a new dimension to the world of magnetism, by
simply looking at it in a different light form. It is not the question that
Searl is wrong – but is he right – then the reality of magnetization has
to be changed to obtain the S.E.G. concept.
Over the years many have tried to make the S.E.G. by common
understanding of magnetism and have failed to produce goods.
Clearly if Searl concept of the S.E.G. is found to work, then common
magnetic knowledge is wrong, as Searl has stated since 1946. So far
all tests to date have proved Searl right. It is now only the question of
time due to the shear cost of testing it that the final steps can be
taken that will confirm Searl has been saying the truth all the time, by
re-developing the S.E.G. not for manual construction but for mass
production requirements. It will be achieved, because there is
nothing impossible except that the step of your mind makes it so.
Not only that, such a device is now urgently needed. For the S.E.G. is
tomorrow’s world which is meant to be and therefore needs to be
developed today. All inventions are just a different way of thinking.
Searl has spent a lifetime thinking different, so he may have created
the impossible after all. Time will prove it soon.
Searl looks at magnetism from different angles, in the effort of trying to understand what he is dealing with. To Searl
mind it must be an extremely small component, even smaller than an electron. It is like an electron that it can move
about and pass through objects, often without creating any change in the material, while in other materials it create
change.
Searl says that in general, he shall use the letter NS to denote a magnet, as it is related to physics, it being
understood that N represents the North seeking and S the South seeking pole.
Actions of Magnets on one another – 1946 study:
Searl says lets experiment: - NS is a bar magnet suspended as in Figure M2.2 above. Now take another magnet N’S’
and bring the end N’ near N. Searl states that it will be found that N is repelled from N’.

Figure M3.3 illustrating what I am saying sorry it’s an old drawing back to 1946 period.
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Tuesday June 18th 2013: Received update image from SMI-CA-USA upon the S.E.G. Great advances: in science and
technology in reference to 1946 which now allow us to see things which are under development; in a manner that
was not available in 1946. Some of us; but not all of us, had cameras that took black and white photos only. Now you
can take colour film of action and save it to watch at any time. That we could not do in 1946, as it was impossible.
Searl continues; Now bring H’ near S; Searl says that S will be attracted to N’, and will cling to it with considerable
force if allowed to touch. Searl states that similarly, N is attracted to S’, NOTE: S is repelled by S’. Searl points out
that it thus appears that although both poles of a magnet will attract either end of a bar of unmagnetised iron Fe. 26,
they have opposite actions upon the poles of a magnetised bar; Searl states that this may expressed by the two
rules:
(1) Like poles repel one another:
(2) Unlike poles attract one another.
Searl agrees that there is a similarity of these rules to those given for the forces between electric charges has led to
another method of describing the condition on a magnetised bar of iron Fe. 26: which are often convenient. Searl
reminds you that the N-pole is Searl called the positive pole and that end of the magnet Searl states has a positive
charge of magnetism, while the S-pole Searl called the negative pole and Searl says that it is said to have a negative
charge.
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If I made this motor what would its efficiency
rating be 100%, 95%, 50%, and 25%? What
would the line value be and the difference
value. What level has it been raised from
absolute? What mode have Searl worked it
out in? It took Searl less than a minute to
work that out. Searl may not know his onions
but he do know his squares.
For Searl the squares are his most easy mathematics he can do. They flow out of Searl like diarrhoea from an
elephant anus. In minutes Searl has done a big pile of them. Thank heaven elephants got large anuses otherwise
Searl would be in big trouble.

2100197
2100350
2100248
2100163

2100299
2100112
2100214
2100333

2100146
2100265
2100367
2100180

2100316
2100231
2100129
2100282

Figure M4.4: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK, sad
to say that this drawing has faded over the
years. But I guess that you can re-model that
and send me update real photos of the finish
product to include in another document. By
the way anything shown within these
documents which you can re-model please
do so and send me copy of photos, with
name so I can include them in future
documents – you can be a part of the future.
Magnetic Induction:
Searl states that if the N-pole of a magnet is held near a piece of iron Fe. 26 it induces negative magnetism in the
part of the iron Fe. 26: near it and positive magnetism in the further part. Searl claims that reaction is similarly, if
the S-pole is held near the piece of iron Fe. 26: positive magnetism will be induced in the nearer portion of the iron
Fe. 26: and negative in the further portion. Yet again the Law of the Squares has been proven correct.
Searl states thus if one pole of a magnet SM, Figure M3.3: be held near one end of an iron Fe. 25 bar AB, the bar will
become a magnet, having its nearer end A an opposite pole and its further end B a similar pole to that of the
magnet.
Experiment:

Figure M5.4

Take a bar of soft iron and dip it into iron
filings: the filings will not adhere, or if any do
they can be easily shaken off.
Searl says now repeat the experiment,
holding the pole of a magnet near one end of
the bar: the filings will now adhere
plentifully. A convenient way of performing
this experiment is to have a wooden holder
shaped as in Figure M4.4.

Searl states that this experiment may be varied by inserting various materials between the iron Fe.26 wires and the
magnet, and it will be found that the induction takes place as readily through non-magnetic substances such as
wood, glass, copper Cu. 29, etc., as through air.
This is the way that Searl acquired his knowledge by experimenting; likewise many you have done the same through
your life. Great, it is all part of the elementary stage of learning. In Searl case he was only 14 years old before he
came into contact with magnetism, but only then; because he was in the right place at the right time. Searl said that
it was sad to say that Brad failed to find out if British Rewinds had moved or changed its name; or gone out of
business. But we did search for them and found where they had been when I was just sweet 14 years old boy that no
girl wanted. There is much more to write as long as my fingers hold out and my eyes do not completely fail me, My
life should act as a guideline for all young ones do not give up, but try and try again to win.
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Figure M6.5. Mortimer – Berkshire-UK: Searl
continue learning curve. Actually in reality he
never stops learning. He always watching
everyone and everything, a day is far too short
for him to meet his time requirements. For the
last few years as much as much as 5/20th of the
time is lost searching for things he needs. Just
received news that the house I need so badly is
gone an offer has been received, again we are
caught sleeping I cannot possible see how we
ever get the money because I don’t have space.

We are again fast asleep and I so badly need space, have brand new equipment yet I guess it will never get used,
because the space is not here to set up the fight to get the money that should had been done in 1968, but then block
by greedy minds, now its lack of intelligence I guess they don’t understand why we can’t get the billions which are
wanted to get to production stage. Based on what they think that you need is to show a roller running around a
plate. That’s when the real trouble starts as the infrastructure is not in place. It is this infrastructure which they
cannot understand which has taken me years to learn about. As usual I guess I just sit back and wait for god as they
say, in this small space I cannot speed up my end of the work which has been in demand since 1968. For some
reason they think by getting me to San Diego will solve the problem – it will not solve the problem. I guess it will take
my death for them to understand why they lost out. I shall now give up looking for a place, and except that I will
never win the dream said I shall have 4 chances that is all – I have already had them; the last was 2003.
Experiment:
Searl says, support two long pieces of soft iron on pivots so that an end of one may touch an end of the other, and
bring the N-pole of a powerful magnet up from a distance towards the ends which are in contact. Searl states that
you will observe that they will repel one another, since a S-pole is induced in each of them – FIGURE M5.4 PAGE 80.
Searl states that magnetic induction helps him to explain the attraction of small pieces of iron Fe. 26 by a magnet, for
when a magnetic pole is held near to a piece of iron Fe. 26, magnetism of the opposite kind is induced in the nearer
part of the iron Fe. 26 and is attracted by the pole, while magnetism of the same kind is induced on the further part
and is repelled, but with less force owing to the greater distance. Thus the law of the squares has been again proven
to be correct. Searl states; hence, on the whole, the iron Fe.26 is attracted by the magnet.. Searl agrees that today
he do not use Iron Fe.26, as he did in 1940s, but other magnetic materials which are easy to use and where possible
rare earths.
Experiment:
Searl agrees: thus, if a magnetic pole is held near the head of a small iron Fe. 26 nail it is attracted by the magnet and
adheres to it with some force; Searl understands from experimenting that the point of the nail has a magnetic charge
of some kind as the pole of the magnet and can attract and hold another nail, and so on until a chain of nails is
formed adhering to the magnet. Searl is aware that if, however, the magnet is removed the nails at once fall apart.
At this point Searl alarm system functions – WHY? If these nails have been attracted to a magnet – therefore they
must been magnetised – surely when the magnet is removed they ought to remain together until you demagnetise
them or pull them apart. That question Searl must understand why – in fact there are so many questions as to WHY
that requires answers to. This S.E.G. is slowly supplying answers to some of them. Searl vision on how the universe
was created is taking shape and the nearest to it is the string theory. Searl accepts that everyone has the rights to
think upon how the universe came about, from those who think aliens brought it here for us to prove that we can
bugger it up. To those who think it was a big bang – sometimes I wonder if they mean a big fart. To those who think
that it was create from the vacuum. One thing is certain, that once there was nothing but empty space – problem
here is how you can have space, as this declares a structure without a function, the law of the squares states
impossible, it has to have a function. Is the reality something which you create, nothing else creates it but you. In my
case many people created the means of the concept of the S.E.G. To which I am able to present it.
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Figure M7.6: - Mortimer – Berkshire – UK:
This was part of Searl further education
system. Sorry the drawing goes back to
1947, like me its aging and space and cash is
not yet available to redo this demonstration
to photo it in 3D and film the effects in 3D
film so you can watch what happens to the
magnet line of force when you move the
mass which is creating that force. Searl is
learning maybe by a different way to you.
Nevertheless he understands what he was
observing and questions that which he is
observing regardless of what it is that he is
observing which result in the fact that he
has no problems to discuss all things
regardless what it is. Or even looking at
anything regardless.

Magnetic Field:
Searl states that any region in which there are magnetic forces is called a magnetic field. At least in my time that is
what it was called. What is my time – 1946.
Experiment:
Searl states that to explore the magnetic field in the neighbourhood of a bar magnet. That you need to place a sheet
of paper on a drawing board, which I think that I may still have and lay on it a bar magnet – now that was simple to
do; now comes the hard part, place a small compass on the paper – did you manage to do that – I have notice these
days that people do not have the energy to read my books. That is why I am worrying if I am asking you to do too
much weight lifting. Searl inform you that a compass is a little pivoted magnet capable of turning freely in a
horizontal plane, and should be in a small circular box with glass faces so that both the magnet and the paper can be
seen through the glass. I hope that some of you have manages to reach this point of our experiment. Searl now
explains that the compass needle will set itself with its axis in the direction of the magnetic force at its centre, Searl
suggest that you make dots a and b on the paper opposite each end of the needle, and then move it until its S-pole is
over the dot b which was made opposite to its N-pole.
Searl now suggest that you make a dot c opposite to its N-pole, move it until S is over c, and make another dot d
opposite to N. Searl states that by continuing this process we get a series of dots abcd, etc.: Searl explains that the
line joining abcd etc., is a line whose direction at every point of its length shows the direction of the magnetic force
at that point, and was then called a line of force of the field. Searl agrees that by starting with the compass in a
different part of the field he can draw another line of force, and thus eventually map out the field by means of lines
of force – see Figure M7.6 above.
Searl states that a convenient way of showing the lines of force of strong magnetic fields is by sprinkling iron filings
Fe. 26 over a piece of paper placed horizontally in the field; the filings arrange themselves along the lines of force,
and so make them visible. Searl states that Figure M8.7 shows the field of force of a bar magnet obtained in this way.
Searl points out that this figure is on a much larger scale than Figure M 7.6 and only shows the field quite close to
the magnet.
Bear in mind that Searl is talking about conventional magnets here; relating to his studies from 1946 to 1968, terms
which Searl is has used here are those then used in his education period. NOTE that Searl magnetic devices are quite
different in their field design. Whose field structure represents a fine wire bush concept, Searl agrees that today such
magnets are available whose magnetic fields which are similar on either a bar or circular ring, but they are not a
wave structure. As Searl has stated since 1946, that a wave structure must be present for a roller structure to rotate
around an circular structure. But it’s possible to create a motion by a set of magnets but not for high power out.
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Figure M11.9 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Searl
continue advanced education progress.
Experiment: Searl says; magnetise a long piece of iron Fe. 26
wire - AB – Figure M11.9 and hold the ends in
succession near a pivoted magnet.
One end A Searl says will be positive, the other
negative. Searl now says to bend the wire at the
middle and try the middle part C – no effect will
be produced.
Searl says now cut it into two halves at – C – The
end – C – of - AC – will be found negative and
the end – C - of – BC – positive.

Searl states: that in the preceding experiment, if the subdivision were carried further it would be found that piece,
however small, into which the magnetised wire could be divided would be a magnet complete in itself and having a
polarity similar to that of the undivided wire.

Searl states that considerations of this kind have led to the modern view of magnetisation. Searl also feel that since
the smallest pieces into which a magnet can be divided are found to be magnets, to Searl mind it appear to infer that
molecules themselves are magnets. Searl suggest that you consider a line of molecular magnets arranged as in the
above figure, the - N-pole of one being contiguous to the – S-pole of the next. The intermediate poles would
neutralise one another so the free poles would only appear at the ends of the line. Searl states that if, however, the
line of molecules were divided into parts, free poles would appear at each end of each part. Searl says that if the
molecules of an iron were magnets arranged in lines like this,

Each line would act as a fine long magnet having free poles at its ends, and the assemblage of lines forming the bar
would behave as an ordinary bar magnet.
Figure M12A10 – Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Searl higher continue
education program. Searl therefore regard the molecules of a
magnet as being themselves magnets with their axes set in the
direction of magnetisation, their N-poles all pointing one way, and
their S-poles the opposite way.
Ewing’s Theory:
Searl ask in what, then, does the act of magnetising a bar of iron Fe.
26 consist? Searl wonders how many people who have stopped and
spent time upon this issue. Searl ask; does it involved magnetising
the molecules of the bar, or are we to consider the molecules as
permanent magnets and the magnetisation of the bar as merely a
process of turning them into line?
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Figure M12B.11: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Searl
continue education study. Searl accepts that in 1968
the latter is the view now generally accepted. Searl
reminds you that progress can be slow and our base
knowledge can change with time.
Searl states that the molecules of iron Fe. 26 are
considered to be permanent magnets. In a un magnetised piece of iron Fe. 26 they are supposed
to be arranged in groups in equilibrium, such that
the lines of magnetic force due to the magnets of
each group are confined to that group and produce
no external field. Figure M12 shows some models of
possible groups of this kind made with small steel
magnets. Figure M12A10 shows how six small
magnets may be grouped so as to have no external
field. Figure M12B11 is designed to show the field of
force due to a number of small magnets arranged in
groups with their axes pointing at random in all
directions. Searl points out that there are two layers
of magnets kept in position by wax, with about
twenty magnets in all, and the lines of force are
shown by iron Fe. 26 filings shifted on to a sheet of
paper placed over the magnets. Searl states that it
will be noticed that there is practically no external
field, and the whole arrangement may be regarded
as a very rough model of the state of things in an
un-magnetised bar of iron Fe 26. Searl believes that
there are far more information in that hopscotch
game, than he has seen at this time due to a simple
fact that he has had no reason to search it in depth
for other options which it may contain.

Searl reminds you that all he has actually done is to take a long round rod of material and magnetised it, then he cuts
it into 8 equal parts which then become eight individual magnets in their own rights. But when you place these 8
sections back into just one unit; they do not now return to just one magnet – WHY? Because Searl first cut the long
rod of material into 8 individual sections and then magnetised them. But the magnetisation is extremely complex
and requires precision timing of a very high standard of engineering. This operation cannot be performed in your
bedroom or kitchen and you sure would need a massive garage and a massive three phase power supply. You will
sure need real experts to help and we are only just getting around that problem of training them. You sure will need
the experts in universities to join you to create the mainstream scientific reports, which is now taking place in CA –
USA in respect of the S.E.G.
Searl states that in Figure M12C13 which represents the result of turning these same magnets into line so all the Npoles point in one direction and all the S-poles in the opposite direction. Searl states; is that not precisely what he
has done? Then why do you experts knock him down and thus make yourselves to appear as idiots to the world. I
shall continue with this statement Searl points out that the field, obtained as before by iron Fe. 26 filings, show lines
of force very much the same as those due to an ordinary bar magnet – Figure M8.7, and the whole arrangement may
be regarded as a model of a bar of iron Fe. 26 or steel after it has been magnetised.
Searl has indeed taken a massive blow from these experts over the years, but at last he is breaking through that solid
wall of ignorance, but not as fast as he would appreciate it to be. But he does appreciate those experts in universities
who are now swinging around to look at the S.E.G. concept and suddenly discovering that it goes back a very long
time even before Maxwell time. Searl agrees that it will take them time to solve all the data into mainline physics,
but they are now on the way to achieve that status.
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Figure M12C.12: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Searl
advanced education training learning curve. Searl agrees
that in order to test the correctness of these views let
us consider the behaviour of a long iron Fe. 26 bar when
subjected to a magnetic force, of which the strength can
be varied at will, which happens within the S.E.G. in the
direction of its length. Searl says that as the strength of
the magnetising force is increased gradually from zero
we should expect three stages of magnetisation:1. While the magnetising force is weak the
molecular magnets in each group would turn
slightly towards the direction of the axis of the
bar, which would therefore exhibit a weak
magnetisation.
2. As the magnetising force increased, the
equilibrium of some of the groups would begin
to be disturbed, and the magnets in these
groups would swing round and take up a new
position of equilibrium in the direction of the
magnetising force. This stage would be shown
by a rapid increase in the magnetisation of the
bar.
3. When most of the molecular magnets had
turned into a line a further increase in the
magnetising of the bar, and a point would
eventually be reached when all the molecules
having turned into line, no further increase in
the magnetising force could affect the
magnetisation of the bar.
Searl has tried to give his rough attempt to illustrate these three stages is shown in Figure M13 – a-b-c.
Figure M13: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK:
Advanced further educational training of
Searl 1946 to 1963. Searl knows that
numerous experiments of this kind have
been made, and in particular Professor
J. A. Ewing in his book ‘magnetic
induction in Iron and other metals’, to
which the student is referred for fuller
information, given the results of many
tests made under varying conditions.
These results are conveniently shown
graphically by drawing curves where
abscissæ represent the strength of the
magnetising force and whose ordinates
show the corresponding amounts of
induced magnetism.
Searl admits that he has never seen that
book of Prof. Ewing, only have heard of
him from Searl members of his
workforce.
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Figure M14.15: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: 1946 –
1963.
Searl advances continue education training. Searl
understand that the general shape of all curves is
that shown by Figure M15.15, in which the three
stages mentioned are very clearly shown.
Searl is aware that when the bar has reached the
state in which further increases in the strength of
the magnetising force produces no appreciable
increase in the induced magnetism it is said to be
saturated.
Searl hopes you can follow what he is saying here.
Figure M15.15: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: 1946 –
1963.
Searl continue education advances at a constant
rate.
In Figure M15.5 show the result of starting with an
un-magnetised piece of iron -O- and applying an
increasing magnetising force until saturation was
obtained –B – then diminishing the force again to
zero – M – then reversing it until the bar was again
saturated but with its magnetism reversed, and
then bringing it back to zero again.
Searl at this time is also studying maths + family.

Searl explains that this curve was drawn for a soft iron rod whose length was 250 times its diameter. Searl feels that
may sound bad for length, but if that rod was just 10mm in diameter then its 10 x 250 = 2,500 mm long. But if its
only 5 mm diameter then its length would be 5 x 250 = 1,250 mm. Searl states, it will be noticed that as the
magnetising force is reduced from its maximum value to zero the magnetisation induced in the rod decreases slowly,
and even when the force has become zero a considerable amount of induced magnetism remains, viz., that
measured by OM in the figure. Searl states that this is called “residual magnetism”, and the property of iron to
which it is due is called its “retentively”. When the direction of the magnetising force is reversed the reversed the
residual magnetism rapidly disappears, the force measured by OA in the diagram having been sufficient completely
to demagnetise the rod. Searl states that this force is called “coercive force”.
Searl accepts that a long bar of soft iron, as may be seen from Figure M15.15, has very considerable retentively and
but little coercive force. Hard steel, on the other hand, has considerable coercive force: hence steel is used for
permanent and soft iron for temporary, magnets. In general, nearly as much magnetisation can be induced in a steel
as in an iron bar, but to do so requires a much greater magnetising force. Searl stays to put it briefly, steel is harder
to magnetise than iron, but when once magnetised steel has a great power of resisting demagnetisation, while soft
iron has scarcely any.
Searl points out, that it will be seen that for the same magnetising force soft iron exhibits greater induced
magnetism than steel. The property of a metal which causes it to exhibit large induced magnetism is called its
permeability.
Searl is trying in gentle steps explain what he had to learn and understand, first part are normally simple but will get
harder as we progress to understand this development.
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Figure M16.16 – Mortimer –Berkshire
–UK – 1946 -1963 Searl continue
higher education training. Which
started in London, then to the
Midlands then to Berkshire then back
to the Midlands and then back to
Berkshire, then to London, now
Somerset.

Searl remind you that in Berkshire he used places in Thatcham, Newbury, Warminster, Frome and Mortimer being
the meeting place of the public and media. Reading and Maidenhead was his employment districts, relating to the
production of car bearings etc. and Reading for the RAF Victor Bomber Mk. II, and VC10, His flying training was
Blackbush, Surrey. His nursing training was Hertford, West Yorkshire and Frome. Electrical training was London and
the Midlands. Navy was done at Parkstone, Poole, in Dorset. Most of his childhood days were in Suffolk. Cinema
work covered Midlands, London, and Berkshire. Machine engineering was done in Maidenhead. His rail experience
was Dudley, Reading and Mortimer. He has been operated on in many hospitals and some overseas, he has left his
blood and skin in many parts of the world, and enough to cone hundreds of Searl’s and parts of his body. There is a
chance that he may have to leave a leg somewhere, though every effort is being made to save it, the battle has been
a long one and at this time no sign of winning. Searl is a man who understands what pain is, and what work is. He
certainly know when you are lying to him.
Searl may not have a happy life, and he feels sad that certain jobs had to be changed to get the hands on experience
which he needed for this research and development. There are times where Searl wished that he had accepted a
commission in the arm forces, and times when he wished that the hospital had taken the homes to court and get
him released from their care to the hospital care so he could complete his medical studies. He had to accept that
was not the world for him no matter how he wishes that it was. His world would be a different one, which is now so
badly needed. If it was not for this urgency, Searl could have been living in a nice house, retired, and a ham operator
to be able to talk to the world about life, and still had a car to travel around and go flying on Saturday and Sunday s,
instead of sitting here telling you about the struggle we all shall have to face because you never listen to an old wise
man.
Searl accepts that from the world of employment he has done well, but to him the millions who have died
unnecessary, when we claim to be intelligent and educated is a disgrace and the millions more who will die
unnecessary before he dies is a sad situation to watch. When shall we ever learn that we all must work together as a
team to win, or there is only one route we all shall go which is just like the dodo went. Searl understand that over
time the so called human race has nearly been wiped out, maybe, if it had been: the DODO would still be here today.
Methods of magnetisation:
Experiment: Searl suggest that you take a test tube A B Figure M16.16 full of iron filings and stroke it repeatedly
from B to A with the N-pole of a magnet – Searl states that the filings in the outer layers will be magnetised by
induction, and will set themselves with their S-poles pointing towards A and their N –poles towards B. Searl says
that the tube will now behave as a magnet having a N-pole at B and a S-pole at A, as may be seen by presenting its
ends in succession to one pole of a small pivoted magnet. Searl says, if, however, the filings be shaken up, the tube
will cease to set as a magnet.
Searl states that this experiments which he is about to discuss shall illustrates the method of magnetising a bar AB –
Figure M17.17 of steel, the magnetised filings representing the molecules of the bar. Searl explains that when the
bar is stroked from A to B with the N-pole of a magnet the molecules turn and set themselves with their S-poles
pointing towards B and their N-poles towards A, and the bar becomes a magnet having a N-pole at and a S-pole at B,
or, as it may be put, having a positive magnetic charge on the end A and a negative charge on the end B.
This is the way that Searl has always termed what he observed in magnetic effects, as either positive or negative
state.
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Figure 17. Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: 1946 – 1963; Searl
advanced continue education training program.
Searl states, that a better method is to use two magnets and
stroke the bar from centre to the ends with opposite poles as
show in Figure M17b.17. Searl says repeat this several times, and
then turn the bar over and stroke the other side similarly. Can
Searl explain this action according to the law of the squares? Yes
he can:

Figure M17b.17

If Searl lays on his front and a female with her 2 hands slowly
stroke his 2 buttocks; slowly her magnets flow into his buttocks
and he begins feel a pleasant force. Then he turns over on to his
back and she continues to stroke his bar the bar will draw more
magnets from her until such point that one see a flow of
magnets discharging from one end of his bar; it is then said that
his bar has reached saturation point and that any more stroking
will create little or no more magnetic effects. Thus the law of
the squares have been proven again to be correct.
Searl states that this action is reinforced by letting the ends of
the bar rest on opposite poles of the two other magnets, each
end resting on a pole of opposite kind to that which it is to
become, thus Searl says that in Figure the end A of the bar
would become a N-pole and the end B a S-pole.
Searl understand that powerful magnets are now, however,
usually made by the electrical method.
Self-demagnetisation;

Figure M17c.17

When a bat has been so magnetised that opposite charges are
induced on its ends, Searl explains that these opposite charges
attract one another, and thus a force is set up tending to draw
them together and so to demagnetise the bar.
Searl says that in a short bar this force is very great, and in the
case of soft iron is sufficient to destroy the residual magnetism.
Searl also say that in a long bar it is, however, almost
insignificant, owing to the distance apart of the opposite
charges.
You cannot now state that Searl has not spoken about his
education, as there are now many books and newsletters which
he has released over the years, to which his new documents are
appearing on this website free to all to study. That cost over
time; has been extremely high. Searl has wasted all this time and
cost due to the fact that everyone has the human rights to
understand this technology regardless who they are.

Figure M17.
Searl is without question trying hard to teach you how he was able to achieve what he claims to have done in a
simple form as possible. In this DOCUMENT mathematics have been left out and will be dealt with in Document SMI2-M001 at the beginning of that document. First this section has to be completed, which there are lots to cover.
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Figure M18.18 – Mortimer – Berkshire – UK. Searl higher education
continue program 1946 – 1963.
Searl said that if you take a bar of steel is bent round in the form of a
horseshoe and then magnetised, the attractive force acts chiefly across
the air gap between the ends, and so the demagnetising force is small.
Such a magnet is called a horseshoe magnet.
Searl points out that the effect of the demagnetising force, is lessened by
the use of keepers, i.e., pieces of soft iron put across the poles when the
magnets are not in use. Searl says that in Figure M18.18 is a horseshoe for
those who have never seen a horseshoe magnet and CD its keeper. Searl
says that when CD is in position a negative charge is induced at C which
nearly neutralises the positive charge at A, and a positive charge is induced
at D which nearly neutralised the negative charge at B.
Searl trust that you are able to follow what he is saying.
Searl knows that bar magnets are usually kept in pairs separated by a strip of wood, with opposite poles beside one
another and two keepers across the ends – Figure M19.18.
Figure M19.18. Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: Searl continue higher education learning curve
1946 – 1963.
Artificial Demagnetisation:
Searl says that since the processes of magnetisation and demagnetisation may be supposed
to consist in the arrangement and disarrangement of the molecules, Searl see this like our
DNA and the elements functions are all basically one and the same. Searl accepts that any
action which will help either of these processes will hasten magnetisation or
demagnetisation. Searl states; now, in magnetising a bar, it is found that it more quickly
acquires permanent magnetism if it is gently tapped while the magnetic force is acting. Searl
states if this tapping assists the molecules to become arranged in order we might expect
that a similar tapping would assist them to become disarranged in the process of
demagnetisation.
Searl agree that this is in fact found to be the case, and rough usage will quickly destroy the
magnetic properties of a bar. As one may have already read report of scientists who
examined my bar magnets and notice how they were chipped and show lots of wear
damage yet still worked perfect. They stated in their reports that these magnetics need to
be examined to find out why the magnetic effect has not been destroyed completely as it is
known to be in normally magnetising methods. The only reason why they do not is because
the magnetism is different to yours common system. This will now become part of an ongoing investigation as how this function is created and controlled by the scientific
community.
Searl accepts that if a magnet is heated it will be found that at a dull red heat all traces of magnetism disappear and
that they do not reappear on cooling. Is that the answer to why our earth magnetic field is reducing at a linear rate
at this time? There is no doubt in Searl mind that it is this band of magnetic force which allows life to exist on this
planet. Once gone all life will it – and gone for good just like Mars is today.
Searl states that this gives us two ways of removing the magnetisation of a piece of iron – (1) rough usage – and (2)
heating. Searl states that back there in the 60s he did warm people in his newsletters that atomic bomb testing will
have direct effects upon the life on earth, by destroying our magnetic band. Searl now ask what we are seeing is in
fact the results of our atomic bomb testing? Or are those responsible trying to blame you for this problem?
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2013: SMI-CA-USA, will certainly need an electron microscope, sooner than later, the better option would be the
tunnel class. We need to see what materials of today structures are before magnetising and then what they are after
magnetisation. So we can get the correct class of S.E.G., to mass production level. More so for the testing of new
materials for future S.E.G. designs and functions as we about to enter a new doorway in science, which will be
needed to explore for the benefits of all humankind regardless.
Consequent Poles:
Searl explains that if two magnets were joined together so that their two S-poles were in contact, we should have a
long magnet with N-poles at both ends and a strong S-pole in the middle. Searl agrees that a bar of steel or iron can
easily be magnetised in this way so that it has like poles at its ends and a pole of the opposite kind between them.
Searl states that such poles are called ‘consequent poles’.
Lines of Force:
Searl has in the experiment on page 82 he traced certain lines whose direction at any point gave the direction in
which a small compass needle set itself. Searl says that in Figure M7.6 on page 82, it will be seen that small arrows
have been added to these lines to indicate of the N-pole of the compass. Searl says that if we could cut off the Npole of the compass, , though, as I have explained on page 82, that this is impossible I practice, it would clearly move
along the line of force on which it happen to be. Searl states that we may therefore define a line of magnetic force as
a line in a magnetic field whose direction at any point gives the direction in which a single N-pole would move if
placed at that point.
Searl points out that these lines of force form a very convenient way of representing a magnetic field pictorially, and
it is usual to draw several lines close together where the field is strong and to draw the lines far apart where the field
is weak. Searl points out that since we cannot have a magnetic field without a magnet of some sort, the eventual
destination of our imaginary isolated N-pole would be the S-pole of the magnet causing the field; hence we see that
a line of force must always run from a N-pole to a S-pole.
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Figure M20.20: Mortimer-Berkshire-UK: Searl advanced
continue education training 1946 – 1963 for his employment
and at that time not aware why it would be so important in
his life.
Lines of force cannot cross:
Searl says that a compass needle placed in a field cannot set
in two directions at once. There can therefore only be one
direction in which it will set at any point. Searl states that
therefore there is only one line of force at any point, and
hence two lines of force cannot meet or cross at any point.
Remember that in the S.E.G. operations.
Searl is aware many will know about the effects relating to above sketch, It is intended to help those who have no
understanding of magnetism and its effects.
Figure M21.20: Searl advance continue education training
1946 – 1963. Mortimer – Berkshire - UK: He had no option
but to give time to learning, instead of playing around
outside with the gang.
Uniform Field:
Searl says when no magnets are present a compass needle
points north and south, and we shall see later that the force
tending to draw the needle into this position is the same
over fairly large areas.
Searl says so long as there are no iron pipes or girders in a
laboratory the force turning the needle north and south is
the same wherever the needle is put.
Searl will explain all these effects within these documents.
Searl says, hence the earth’s field in such a laboratory maybe represented by a number of parallel lines drawn north
and south; to represent the uniform strength of the field every line would be drawn the same distance from its
neighbours as every other line. Searl states that such a field is the same everywhere, both in direction and strength,
and is spoken of as a uniform field.
Lines of Force represent a State of Compression at Right Angles to their Direction, - Searl says that lines of force run
from a N-pole to a S-pole, and so represent a force drawing those two poles together. Searl says that they may,
therefore, be said to represent a state of tension along their length.
Searl says but if two N-poles are brought together the lines of force assume the form shown in Figure M20.20. Searl
ask in what way do these represent the repulsion between the two like poles. Searl says to understand this we may
compare them to pieces of stretched elastic. Searl says that when an elastic string is stretched, it not only grows
longer, but at the same time thinner. Searl states that it therefore has a tendency not only to shorten lengthways,
but to press out sideways. Searl states that if we regard a line of force as in some way similar, we see that it
represents a tendency not only to draw in unlike poles lengthways, but to press apart like poles sideways.
Searl is trying to present his total learning about magnetism and materials for they are related, not forgetting the
mathematics which are involved, which I shall deal with in the second book of this set. So far all experiments shown
are reasonable cheap to create which will add to your understanding about conventional magnetisation. For that
was the way I learnt: and obtained my knowledge base purely by creating instead of talking, join me and learn!
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Figure M22.21; – Searl continuous advance
educational learning curve from 1946 – 1963.
Mortimer – Berkshire – UK:
Magnetic Screens:
Searl states that if the lines of force are mapped out
near a bar magnet they are found to exist in all parts of
the field – see Figure M8.7
Searl says but if a piece of iron is placed in the field the
lines of force near it are found to crowd into the iron,
and the field at a little distance is considerable
weakened. Only by trying can you prove you can do it.
Searl points out that Figure M21.20 on page 92 shows the lines of force near the pole of a bar magnet near which a
piece of iron has been placed. Searl states that it will be seen that there are no lines of force on the far side of the
iron. The iron screens this part of the field from the effects of the magnet. Searl points out that in practice the
screening would not be quite so complete as the Figure indicates, but if an iron tube were taken the lines of force
would take the form indicated in Figure M22.21, and the screening of the region inside the tube would be complete.
Searl agree that ordinary watches are liable to be injured by powerful magnet fields such as may be found near
electrical machinery, but they may be protected completely by putting them into an iron case.
Laws of magnetic force:

Figure M23.21: Mortimer – Berkshire – UK from 1946 – 1963 Searl
advanced continue educational studies.
Searl has already showed that magnetic attractions and repulsions
obey the simple law that:
Unlike poles attract one another
Like poles repel one another.
Agree Searl has made this statement a number of times in this
document. Problem that faces Searl it is so easy for one to forget these
laws, when you are not using them every day.

Searl states that he does accept these 2 states as a rule and not an assumption. Searl has always looked upon the
S.E.G. that the plates are acting like keepers to the rollers sets. That each of the magnetic roller sets are just multiple
switches of magnetism, thus it is a magnet that switches on and off and never stays fixed on. Therefore Searl claims
that there has to be unlimited power always present to which it can turn into and use to our advantage. Searl has no
rights to make you take from this source of energy – you have to decide if you need to use it.
Searl thinking is extremely simple. To pass a voice or vision image across space we need a carrier upon which we
impress the subject matter. Likewise for the electron to transmit a magnet across space it needs a carrier therefore a
wave is required – in another word a frequency is required, Therefore the string theory appears to be the better fit,
based upon how Searl see it. Our problem is that we do not know the facts of how this matter got here – we have
been assuming since we appeared here on planet earth how we came to be and how this universe came about. Searl
can understand how things function but the great problem is how did it all start from absolute nothing to what it is
today?
At this time Searl is studying seeds, how can a seed create such different shapes and colour, he has been studying
you in the effect to understand how we look different, colour, speech and behaviour pattern. If there is anything
impossible then you must be at the top of that list.
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Example based upon this evidence.
Searl says that by using very long, thin magnets, we can roughly verify certain laws concerning the strength of these
attractions and repulsions. Searl says that a long, thin magnet NS Figure M23.21 is suspended on a pivot at middle
point. To S are attached horizontal strings passing over pulleys and having and having scale pans A and B attached to
them.
Searl suggest that we take another long, thin magnet N’S’ is placed vertically so that N’ is near N and lies on the
circle which N would describe if NS revolved on its supporting wire. Searl states that since S is far from N’ and S’, we
may neglect all forces due to it, and similarly we may neglect forces due to S’. Searl has claimed that when N’ is
brought near to N there is a repulsion, and the magnet NS will tend to turn away from N’. If this does not happen
then Searl has some bad news for you that you are not in this universe. Searl states that by placing weights in the
scale pan A this turning may be prevented.
Searl would like you to place various weights in A and observe the distances between N and N’ when equilibrium is
established. Searl states that it will be found that the force required – weight in A to overcome the magnetic
repulsion varies inversely as the square of the distance between N and N’. Searl states that if r is this distance and P
the force – in grams weight in this case, then Searl states that Pr2 must be a constant as shown at top of page.
Searl continues similarly, by placing S’ near N and counterbalancing by putting weights in B, we could verify the
distance law for attractions S’ and N. Searl states that such experiments do not, however, give very accurate results,
but surely that do not means Searl should get a good spanking for such small errors, it is not a big error, maybe a
small spanking is justify at the most in this case. Searl states that there is a better verification of the law is obtained
by the experimental verification of formula calculated on the assumption that the law is true.
Searl will now talk you through this issue: when the poles were 1 cm. apart the force of repulsion found in the
example would be about 25 grams weight or 25 x 981 dynes. Searl points out that if this force had been 1 dyne, and
if we could have shown that N and N’ was of equal strength, Searl then should say that N and N’ were each of
strength 1 or were unit poles.
Searl states that unit poles when placed 1 cm. apart in air act on one other with a force of 1 dyne. Searl says this is
the definition of unit pole.
Searl states that if a pole repels unit pole at a distance of 1 cm., with a force of m dynes, then that pole is said to
be of strength m.
Searl says that if two poles of strength m and m’ units respectively are placed 1 cm. apart the force between them
will be m x m’ dynes.
Searl says that hence we get the following laws of force between two magnet poles:
1. Like poles repel while unlike poles attract one another.
2. The force between two magnet poles is directly proportional to the product of their pole strengths, and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.
Searl accepts that in air, and in practically all except magnetic substances, the second law may be written

where P is the force in dynes between two poles of strength m and m’ and placed r cms. apart.
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Monday 24th June 2013 update from SMI-CA-USA: another visitor to the lab and have tested the power being
developed. Expect he will find somehow to help out there.
Work: - Potential:
Searl explains that when a single pole moves along a magnetic line of force work will be done, for work is always
done when the point of application – in this case the pole – of a force is moved along the line of action of the force.
Searl now put to you suppose a pole of unit strength is brought up from a point so far from a magnet that it
experiences no appreciable force due to the magnet in the first part of its motion. From this statement Searl trust
that now you can understand why he prefers his roller sets to fly around the plate no higher than 2 – 3 thou from
its surface. Searl points out that if the motion stops at any part P in the field, then the work done in bringing the unit
pole up to P is called the potential at P. Searl also like to quote the similarly the work done in bringing the unit pole
up to a point Q from a very distant point is called the potential at Q.* Searl points out here that it may be shown by
a line of argument similar as Searl has shown in this document, that the work done is independent of the route by
which the pole travels.
Searl explains that the work required to bring a unit pole from P to Q will be the differences between these two
quantities, and is called the difference of potential between P and Q. Is that not precisely that which the Law of the
Squares states that Searl has been saying since 1946 in reference of the S.E.G.? It also applies to you that a
potential difference must exist between you and your surroundings otherwise you cannot exist. Just think about
that issue, that is the same reason why the S.E.G. functions.
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Monday 24th June 2013: Update from SMI-CA-USA: Another visitor, but an important one, study, test and offer
support to help speed up the R&D of the mass production unit.
Searl accepts that it would clearly be possible to map out the magnetic field by indicating the value of the potential
at various points. This is occasionally done.
Intensity of Field:
Searl points out that if a magnet pole of unit strength be placed in a magnetic field at any point it will experience a
force. Searl explains that this force, measured in dynes, is called the intensity of the field at that point or the
magnetic force at that point. If the intensity is the same at all points the field is said to be uniform. Searl therefore
claims that the S.E.G. magnetic field must be in uniform motion throughout.
Searl state hence, if a pole of strength m is placed in a field of intensity F it will experience a force of mF dynes. The
two poles of any one magnet have numerically equal strengths. Searl states, thus, if the strength of the N-pole is m
units that of the S-pole will be – m units. Searl says to show this experimentally, place the magnet on a circular piece
of cork floating in a large vessel filled with water. Searl points out that the Earth’s field will cause I to turn and set
itself so that its axis points nearly north and south, but it will not move as a whole in any direction, however strong
the magnet may be and however long it may be left. Searl states that if the cork gets near to the side of the vessel
it will be drawn to the edge by the surface tension of the water. Searl reminds you that the force drawing it to the
edge is no greater than if the magnet were not here.
Searl states that this shows that the forces acting on the two poles of the magnet are equal and opposite, so that
they form a couple. Searl declares that as the forces on each pole is equal to the strength of that pole multiplied by
the intensity of the field; it follows that the pole strengths must be numerically equal.
Searl trust that he has been a help to you with the understanding upon the subject of magnetism. He will now return
to materials issues. And after which he will return to this section with a number of questions as a test which you
must be able to pass to get employment within STI divisions. After all without materials you cannot magnetise
anything. The question that Searl ask how much more knowledge is required before we can really say that we
understand magnetism and materials, from which we can design the perfect tools across the whole field of
technology and science. Searl feels that we still have a very long way to go before we have the perfect world, which
by now we should had have; and all which has stopped it is simple greed and ignorance.
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Searl states that like all structures the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) requires materials. But even that requires
brains to select them by which one can obtain the energy which they need. Searl states that Searl Magnetics Inc., is
being set up for the R&D of these magnetic component parts. Searl knows what he needs to obtain such results. He
also knows that material costs relate to population growth. Searl feels that the population growth will have to drop
by over 50% before we can see a drop in material cost. It takes time before one can see market demand for
materials to drop. At this time Searl can only see cost rising as population is on the increase and not decrease.
The creation of the S.E.G. involves engineering, chemistry, mathematics, machine specialists, computer programing,
scientists, tool makers, electrical and electronic engineers all of which cost money, there is nothing free. Materials
we talk in tonnage, equipment in space and cost. Market output means labour force at today’s cost its extremely
high. Thus come the key problem to cut cost would automatic and robotic operation prove a better option? At start
of operations that would also be costly but that cost would drop as more and more units were produce.
ACAROID RESIN:
Searl understand that this is a gum resin from the base of the tufted trunk leaves of various species of Xanthorrhoea
trees of Australia and Tasmania. Searl understands that it is also called gum accroides and yacca gum. Yellow
acaroid from the Xanthorrhoea tateana is relatively scarce, but a gum of the yellow class comes from the tree
xanthorrhoea preissii of Western Australia, and is in small hollow pieces of yellow to reddish colour. Searl states that
it is known as Black boy resin, the name coming from the appearance of the tree – must be a very strange tree. Red
acaroid, known also as red gum and grass tree gum, comes in small dusty pieces of reddish brown colour. Searl
understands that this variety is from the xanthorrhoea australis and about 15 other species of the tree of south
eastern Australia. Searl admits that his knowledge upon these trees are very limited indeed, mainly he has never
lived there but in the 4 weeks of lecturing there; had no time to study trees or women, now I wonder which subject
would had been the most interesting and best subject out of the two to spare time to study. What Searl do
understand that the resins contains 80 to 85% resinotannol with counaric acid, which is a hydroxycinnamic acid, and
they also contain free cinnamic acid. Searl understands that they are thus closely related chemically to the balsams.
Searl also understand that acaroid resin has the property unique among natural resins of capacity for thermosetting
to a hard, insoluble, chemical resistant film. Searl understanding that by treatment with nitric acid it yields picric
acids; by treatment with sulphuric acid it yields fast brown to black dyes. Searl also understands the resins are
soluble in alcohols and in aniline, only slightly soluble in chlorinated compounds, and insoluble in coal tar
hydrocarbons. Searl says that acaroid has some of the physical character of shellac, but is difficult to bleach.
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The S.E.G. Concept
1946. Appearance is
simple, the concept is
elementary. But the
construction is high
precision, and I am not
joking either. Today you
could create software
programs, which would
quickly create the
drawings and
measurements as long
as the densities are
correct. If they are
wrong you will never
create the S.E.G. Only
densities of the
elements will allow you
to produce such power.
Because a roller set
actually moves around
a plate or ring does not
confirm any power of
value, velocity is
required the law is
sound energy depends
on strength of magnetic
force cutting lines of
conductors.

Searl says acaroid it is used for spirit varnishes and metal lacquers, in coatings, in paper sizing, in inks and sealing
waxes, in binders, for blending with shellac, in production of picric acid, and in medicicine.

1234567926
1234567989
1234567947
1234567912

1234567968
1234567891
1234567933
1234567982

1234567905
1234567954
1234567996
1234567919

1234567975
1234567940
1234567898
1234567961

This is the code to find the materials quantity for an S.E.G. and in which mode have I worked it out to? Once you
have the code you can quickly find the other details by other forms of mathematics. Which, you will see throughout
these documents. I shall as always try to present such matter gentle
Acetal Resins:
Searl informs you that these are highly crystalline resins that have the repeating group – (OCH2)X. Searl explains that
these are polyformaldehyde. The natural acetal resin is translucent white and can be readily coloured. To Searl
understanding: in 1968 that there are two basic types: a homopolymer – Delrin – and copolymer – Celcon and
Ultraform. 1968 Searl understood that in general, the homopolymers are harder, more rigid, and have higher tensile
flexural and fatigue strength, but lower elongation. Searl reminds you that since 1968 many more materials have
been invented to that he has no doubts, for now he talks of materials of his days.
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Friday 28th June 2013 at 0400 hours BST: received this update from SMI-San Diego-CA-USA we are progressing in
house in generating the parts of the S.E.G. As we hit problems with companies that cannot produce the parts we
need, so we have no option but to do it for ourselves and we are developing the knowhow and winning.
Searl understands that copolymers are more stable in long term high temperature service and have better resistance
to hot water. Searl aware from experience that special types of acetals are glass filled, providing higher strengths
and tetrafluoroethylene – TFE – filled, providing exceptional frictional and wear properties.
To Searl understanding, Acetals are the strongest and stiffest of the thermoplastics. Searl understands that their
tensile strength ranges from 8,000 to about 13,000 lb/in2 – 55 to 89 MPa. The tensile modulus of elasticity is about
500,000 lb/in2 – 3,445 MPa, and fatigue strength at room temperature is about 5,000 lb/in2. Searl states that their
excellent creep resistance and low moisture absorption – less than 0.4% - gives them excellent dimensional stability.
Searl understanding that they are useful for continuous service up to about - 2200F – 1400C. Searl understand that
acetal’s low friction and high abrasion resistance, though not as good as nylon’s, rates them high among
thermoplastics. Searl also states that their impact resistance is good and remains almost constant over a wide
temperature range. Searl is aware that acetals are attacked by some acids and bases, but have excellent resistance
to all common solvents.
Searl understands that they are processed mainly by moulding or extruding. Searl agrees that some parts are also
made by blow and rotational moulding. Typical parts and products made of acetal includes pump impellers,
conveyor links, drive sprockets, automobile instrument clusters, spinning reel housings, gear valve components,
bearings, and other machine parts.
ACETAL Homopolymers:
Searl is aware that they are used for mechanical and electrical parts. Searl states that they have a specific gravity of
1.425, a tensile strength of 10,000 lb/in2 – 68 MPa – with elongation of 15%, dielectric strength of 500 volts per mil
– 19.6 x 106 volts per meter – and Rockwell hardness M94. Searl agrees that it retains its mechanical strength to the
melting point of – 3470F – 1750C. Searl has made his assessment on these materials so far; more are yet to come.
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Friday 28th June 2013 – Swallow Command UK: Photo taken by Debbie for Bradley Lockerman busy filming this
special accession being held here by or reparative for China, Asia and Middle East. It was a great day of filming and
discussions. Carla is sure a spitfire; she is indeed a great lady and I am well please to have her on my team this lady
not only brought two massive bunch of tulips; one branch Red and the other bunch Yellow; truly beautiful, also
brought me a laser healing pen. The meeting went well; end of the day Bradley took Carla and Debbie to dinner and
brought me back fish, chips and egg. Then took Carla back to the hotel, and then took Debbie home. This is just one
shot of over 300 photos taken during Carla visit here. May be we shall see more of this visit.
Acetal copolymers:
Searl says that to his knowledge Acetal copolymers are thermoplastic linear acetal resins produce from trioxane,
which is a cyclic form of formaldehyde. The specific gravity is 1.410 flexural strength 12,000 lb/in2 – 82 MPa,
Rockwell hardness M76, and dielectric strength 1,200 volts per mil – 47 x 106 volts meter. Searl confirms that it
comes in translucent white pellets for moulding. Searl may not know his onions, but he knows his squares and
materials.

1284
1374
1314
1264

1344
1234
1294
1364

1254
1324
1384
1274

1354
1304
1244
1334

Here is another matrix can you identify which
mode it has been worked at, and what is the
difference value. Would it create an SEG, if so what
would its efficiency value be: 100, 95, 85, 74 or
50% what is its level value from absolute? Any
matrix represents information, which under
normal conditions works with nature itself. Thus
heating will not take place if your sums are correct,
as resistance to motion do not exist.

Unfortunate if you have no idea about mathematics you must have some system which will generate a possible
solution to what you intend to create. Without that issue being solve how would you make the SEG? How would you
commence such a product. Talking is one think which is easy, doing is not so easy.
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Saturday 29th June 2013, Swallow Command – UK: Photo number is IMG3527, taken by Debbie while Bradley
Lockerman was filming the event my guest who strangely was pull together unexpected to meet here; as they were
in different places only Carla was booked to be here. Strange events often happen to me; when things appear from
nowhere to meet me, not only that they represented me with gives. They are sold to back the SEG. Target is China,
Asia and Middle East. Page M100 photo number is IMG3338
ACETIC ACID:
Searl understands that it is also known as ethanoic acid, to Searl knowledge base it is a colourless, corrosive liquid of
pungent odour and composition CH3·COOH, having a wide variety of industrial uses as a reagent, solvent, and
esterifier. Searl understand that a carboxylic acid, it is employed as a weak acid for etching and for soldering, in stain
removers and bleaches, as a preservative, in photographic chemicals, for the manufacture of cellulose acetate and
vinyl acetate, as a solvent for essential oils, resins, and gums, as a precipitant for latex, in tanning leather, and in
making artificial flavours. Searl understands that Acetic acid is found in the juices of many fruits, and in combination
in the stems or woody parts of plants. Searl understands that it is the active principle in vinegar, giving it the
characteristic sour taste, acid flavour and pungent odour.
Searl knows that it is made commercially by oxidation of acetaldehyde – in the presence of manganese, cobalt, or
copper acetate, - butane, or naphtha. Searl understands that its specific gravity is 1,049, its boiling point is 1180C,
and it becomes a colourless solid below 16.60C. The pure 99.9% solid is known as glacial acetic acid. Searl states that
the standard and laundry special grades contain 99.5% acid, with water the chief impurity. Searl understands that
the standard strengths of water solution are 28, 56, 70,80, 85, 90%.
Bear in mind that Searl is talking about a long time ago that time has forgotten, and needs to be updated, but that
cost is far too high at this time to undertake and there just is not enough space here to store such information. I
need a massive technical library to hold it all, which I do not have available at this time. Searl doubts if ever again he
will have the mass kind of data which he had in 1968. That allowed him to move forward at the speed which he
moved. Therefore, it is a sad time for Searl he do not no longer have such data that is needed at hand thanks to evil
minds. Greed and ignorance was the cause that robbed you all of the SEG technology.
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Saturday 29th June 2013: Photo number IMG3410 taken by Debbie at Swallow Command – UK meeting with Carla
from China and Bradley Lockerman from LA – USA. Discussing future co-operation for the mass production of the
S.E.G. The future looks bright so turn on the lights and be seen.
Acetic anhydride: CH3COOCOCH3, Searl states is a colourless liquid with boiling point 139.50C, is a powerful
acetylating agent, and is used in making cellulose acetate. Searl understands that it forms acetic acid when water is
added.
Hydroxyacetic acid, HOCH2COOH, or glycolic acid, Searl understands is produced by oxidizing glycol with dilute nitric
acid and is intermediate I strength between acetic and formic acids. Searl understands that it is soluble in water, is
nontoxic, and is used in foodstuffs, dyeing, tanning, electro polishing, and in resins. Searl knows its esters are
solvents for resins.
Diglycolic acid, O(CH2CO2H)2, is a white solid melting at 1480C. Searl knows that it is stronger than tartaric or formic
acids, and is used for making resins and plasticizers.
Thioacetic acid: Searl knows that it has the formula of acetamide but with HS replacing the NH2. Searl knows it as a
pungent liquid used for making esters for synthetic resins.
Chloroacetic acid: CH2CICOOH, is a white crystalline powder melting at 61.60C and boiling at 1890C. Searls tell you
that it is used for producing carboxy-methylcellulose, dyes and drugs.
Sequestene: Searl informs you that it is used as a clarifying agent and water softener in soaps and detergents, and to
prevent rancidity in foods and sulfonated oils, is ethylene bisaminodiacetic acid, (HOOCCH2)2-NCH2CH2N(CH2COOH)2
Searl knows that it is a liquid, but in the form of its sodium salt is a water soluble white powder.
Searl reminds us that this is just a hair of a head of hair so far covered showing Searl problem as to which materials
of the whole SEG would require to be functional and safe that can be sold on the market. In plain language you are
important to know that you are safe to use our products as they become available, regardless what others may say.
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Friday 28th June 2013 at Swallow Command – UK – update Photo number IMG3277 taken by Debbie as Bradley
Lockerman was busy filming this event of Carla from China meeting Searl for the first time. Actually she was here to
create a very special meeting on the next day. There were lot of legal discussions upon her role as head of China,
Asia and Middle East operations. She is well connected to big people. Strange this was to be a special weekend for
Searl, at the same time Glastonbury feasible was running, a massive yearly event which gets covered by the BBC TV.
Trfluoroacetic acid: CF3COOH, Searl understand that this is one of the strongest organic acids. Searl states that it is
colourless, corrosive liquid, boiling point at 71.10C and freezing at -15.30C. Searl understands that it is used in the
manufacture of plastics, dyes, pharmaceuticals, and flame resistant compounds.
Paracetic acid: CH3 . O . COOH, Searl is aware that this is a colourless liquid of strong odour with the same solubility
as acetic acid. Searl knows it has 8.6% available oxygen and is used as a bleaching agent, a polymerization catalyst,
for making epoxy resins, and as a bactericide.
Acetin: Searl understand that this is an ester of acetic acid and made from glycerine and acetic acid, used as a
solvent for basic dyes and tannins. Searl knows that it is a neutral straw colour liquid of specific gravity 1.20 and
boiling point 133 to 1530C. Searl understands that it is also used in low freezing dynamites and smokeless powder.
Searl says that the triacetic ester, triacetin, is a water white liquid of specific gravity 1.16 and flash point 2710F –
1330C, soluble in aromatic hydrocarbons. Searl is aware that it is used as a plasticizer and in propellants.
Phenylacetic acid: C6H5CH2COOH, Is a white flaky solid melting at 74.50C. Searl states: that this is the reactive
methylene group makes it useful for the manufacture of fine chemicals.
Searl reminds you that he can only confirm those materials he understood from 1946 to 1979, since them no doubt
many hundreds more have been produced. Searl agrees that at this date Searl Technology Inc. or its divisions Searl
Aerospace Inc. or Searl Magnetics Inc. are not yet employing any of these products, but clearly eventually they will
have to employ them within some future products which they shall be developing. So Searl Technology will cover
many basic energy requirements from domestic, to transportation and industrial requirements. Only by watching
our websites will you be able to follow what we are doing.
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Saturday 29TH June 2013 update photo number IMG3509 at Swallow Command – UK, taken by Debbie, Searl Team
member, on this special day which Carla set up, all of which was not expected as it was sheer luck that Farzam and
the other lady Helen Deng: Bright Oceans Corporation, Deng Qing who is standing next to me, happen to be in
London on the 28th, thus Carla was able to communicate with them, as Carlo has connections with Farzam who is
President. Head of States Relations: Global Networking Capital Energy Culture. A gentleman well respected in China,
Asia and Middle East. Now behind: the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) to support it in China, Asia and the Middle East.
Maybe you will hear more.
CYANOACETIC ACID: CN.CH2.COOH, Searl understands that has an active methylene group and an easily oxidized
cyano group, and is used for producing caffeine, while the derivative ethyl cyanoacetate, NC.CH2COO.CH2CH3, which
Searl knows as a liquid boiling at 2070C, is used for making many drugs.
Malonic acid: CH2(COOH)2, or propanedioic acid, is a very reactive acid sometimes used instead of acetic acid for
making plastics, drugs, and perfumes. Searl states that it decomposes at 1600C, yielding acetic acid ad carbon
dioxide.
Methyl acetic acid: CH3CH2COOOH, Searl says that is propionic acid or propanoic acid, a by-product in the extraction
of potash from kelp. Modifications of this acid are used for cross liking plastics.
Searl has presented here some of the materials which he is aware of, and how they are used to his knowledge. Searl
will take a break here and take a look at another issue which is involved in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). Today
Tuesday 2nd July 2013 here at Swallow Command UK had conference at a technical level, with Brad, Morris, Kirk, Phil
and Bruce. The meeting had to end sharp as nurse arrived to redress my leg and foot. Otherwise the conference
went well. Many more will take place over the year.
I am now waiting for the arrival of Carla from China to come to say goodbye before she back to China to prepare for
the big event of the Searl technology, we wish her well and that the trip will be pleasant one. We shall meet again in
the near future as the earth is in a great need for this technology, sooner than later. It is for me always a sad
moment when one says goodbye more so at my age.
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Saturday 29TH June 2013: Update photo number IMG3570 from Swallow Command - Uk taken By Debbie team
member. Being: a very important meeting: in reference of China agreement to mass production the S.E.G. Right end
is Bradley, Farzam, the alien ending with Helen. We are the future which is meant to be. We are the ones who will
give back the future to the future generations, we are listening to their cries, begging for help please show us that
you care. Planet Earth is also crying for help – just stop for a moment and listen to the cries. And then join us to
make it a better place.
Searl stated that he would present to you an image of what an examine paper which you will need to be able to
answer not less than 80% of the questions to be able to get a post within Searl Technology Inc., or any one of its
sub-divisions. So here we go:
1

How would you decide whether a given body is: (a) a magnet; (b) magnetic; (c) non-magnetic?

2

What is meant by Para-magnetic and dia-magnetic bodies? Give examples of each, and describe some simple
method of determining whether a substance is dia-or Para-magnetic.

3

How could you prove that the two poles of a bar magnet are of equal strength?

4

A magnet is supported with its N-pole a few inches above a table, and it is found that a chain of nails can be
hung from the pole, each nail supporting the one under it. Explain this. State and explain the effect on the
nails of bringing (a) the N-pole, (b) the S-pole of another magnet under the chain.

5

When a soft iron rod is held in a vertical position with its lower end close to some iron filings, no effect is
produced; but when one pole of a magnet is brought near to the upper end of the rod the filings are
attracted to the lower end. Explain this.
Searl says that he understand that these questions may appear to be strange – but he needs to know that
you really understand conventional magnetic domain, then he hope you will quickly understand his magnetic
system. More questions now follow.
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Monday 1st July 2013: Update
from SMI-SAN DIEGO- CA-USA:
Been re-built and now tested.
Thus more in-house research
and development can be
undertaken. Which: is far
better than outside companies
knowing what you are doing.
Searl has constant explained
that there are many different
conditions which must be
absolute correct or it will fail.
Which over many years and still
doing the same today those
who can do it cheaper and
faster I inform them do it I pay
you double the cost of proof
that it works for a week on the
receipts of payments. So far
none have proved to me they
have done – first I know that
they cannot make it as it calls
for an entirely different
magnetic process which is not
available so far; we have to
design it and manufacture it
which is extremely costly
process. Materials are
becoming so scarce the cost is
rising fast to ease down the
demand for them. Our demand
for material for the mass
production of the domestic
requirements will in the end
out space the material
production from the mines.
Somehow we have to find ways
of increasing material output
from the mines, some of which
are at this time trying to
increase output to meet our
requirements alone. From our
investigation Element
Neodymium Nd 60 Mines state
we would clear all their stock in
less than a year in mass
production of the S.E.G.

This photo intention is to let you know that we are still kicking and progress continues towards our target of a redesign S.E.G. which can be mass produce in vast numbers, which is Searl wish and determination to succeed. So far
all is still running at green – the only problem in the future that I understand might happen, is the possible problem
of running out of Nd. 60. But do not worry they are handful of other suitable elements we can use; it only means
redesigning the device again. If: we can design for Nd. 60. then there should be no problem to re-design for
Samarium Sm. 62 to replace it; or any of the other Rare Earths. If we run out then we shall use another element.
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Tuesday July 2013: at Swallow Command UK: Carla of China arrives to say goodbye before departure for Sweden for
a few days before flying home to China. We played AULD LAN SYNE in which Carlo hugs me during the play of the
tune. Bradley Lockerman films this farewell event. The photo number is IMG3620. Sadly Carla a member of my staff
will return to duty, with a massive task for China, Asia and the Middle East. The weekend was proven an exciting
teaching curve not only to Carlo but also to Brad Lockerman who film the whole event, Today, Wednesday 3rd July
2013 at 1800 hours; yet another goodbye to Brad who left for London Heathrow Airport for his late night flight back
to LA. It is planned that he will attend the China event; if I can attend this event then we shall both return to here in
the UK. To China it is very important for me to be there. I can only hope the leg will heal enough for me to attend.
Question Time continues from page 105:
6

A compass needle rests on a cork floating at the centre of a cylindrical dish filled with water. Why does not
the cork tend to move to the side of the dish under the influence of the Earth’s field?
What would happen to the compass if a long soft rod were held horizontally in the meridian (1) with one end
close to the side of the dish and due north of the compass, (2) with its centre close to the side of the dish
and due east of the compass, (3) with its centre immediately below the centre of the dish? Give reasons in
each case.

7

How would you examine the distribution of magnetism along a bar magnet? Explain the principle of the
method. What result would you expect to find in the case of a well magnetised bar?

8

Describe and explain two methods by which it is possible to map out a magnetic field.
Draw a diagram of the horizontal field due to the Earth and a magnet placed N. and S, with its South Pole
pointing north.

Searl has presented a few more questions which you must be able to answer, there are more questions coming up to
follow.
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Thursday 4th July 2013:
Receive latest photo of
progress from SMI-San
Deigo-Ca-USA: Building
more equipment for the
reseacr and development
of a mass production
version of the Searl Effect
Generator We mean busy
at an independent level
creating everything in
house.
The training task now at
the SMI is based on
materials learning what it
is capable of performing
functions. Unfortunate
we all have to learn, even
Searl had to learn. He
was blessed by dreams,
which about covers all
technology possible.
The S.E.G. covers many
subjects in their own
rights, with far more
thinking involved than is
normally required. Take
for instance – the law of
the squares, a very
simple bit of
mathematics, and yet it is
so vital to obtain a
perfect functional S.E.G.
Note that we can use 4
plates or even more than
4, but the cost zooms
fast, thus roller sets can
be increase if the first
plate allows more than
12 roller sets to flow
smoothly upon its
surface. This means that
the S.E.G. is variable in
diameter, or height
requirements. To the left
this is just one piece of
the Gog of the whole
gear of the S.E.G. Added
to all the rest cost
millions.

Sorry no room for the next question here – we want to make certain that no one can claim this photo as faked –
which nut cases appear to think our photos are faked. Throughout time nut cases have delayed progress.
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013: Update photo number IMG3628, taken by Bradley Lockerman, being the last day of Carlo visit
to me on behalf of China, Asia and the Middle East. Seen here watching Brad’s latest video. She is rather like me in
behaviour, a true fighter for a better cleaner world, more international co-operation in technology and Science; so
this planet can benefit from our actions. It is hard to create friends but very easy to lose them.
Continue from page 107 questions:
9

Define intensity of magnetisation:
Draw a curve to show in a general way how the intensity of magnetisation of a piece of iron varies, when the
strength of the magnetic field in which it is placed varies from zero to + H, then from + H to – H to + H again.

10

How can it be determined whether a given bar AB of iron is a magnet or not? Give three different tests. If
the bar is not a magnet, explain how to make it into one having its N-pole at the end A.

11

How would you magnetise a thin steel rod 12 inches, in length, so that it might have N-pole of equal
strengths at the ends and a S-pole 4 inches, from the one end? What would be the strength of the S-pole?
How would such a magnet behave if placed horizontally upon a cork floating in water?

12

What is a neutral point in a magnetic field? Explain the existence of neural points in the field of a bar magnet
placed with its axis horizontal and in the magnetic meridian Ia) when the north seeking pole of the magnet is
pointing towards the magnetic south.

13

What is meant by a line of magnetic force? Sketch the lines of magnetic force in the neighbourhood of a
horseshoe magnet (1) with the keeper on, (2) with it off.

Searl reminds you that if you want a post in SMI then you must be able to answer 80% of these questions more of
which will follow on the next page.
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013 update photo number IMG3612 at Swallow Command HQ UK, saying goodbye to Carla, by the
tune of Auld Lang Syne; photo taken by Debbie. It is the most played tune in the world today and the saddest yet
beautiful music ever created by man. It makes your eyes water; it make you stop to think about all of those have
gone for good, and how many will be passing on soon, to be forgotten.
Continue from page 109:
14

Show on a diagram the nature of the field of magnetic force due to the earth and a bar magnet placed east
and west.

15

What is meant by a line of force in a magnet field? Make a sketch of the lines of force due to a pair of bar
magnets lying parallel to each other, about one-third their length apart, and with similar poles opposite each
other.
How are the lines of force of a magnet altered if a piece of soft iron is placed in its field.

16

Two precisely similar bar magnets, each 6 inches long, are laid along a straight line lying magnetic N, and S.,
with the N-pole of each towards the N., and their nearest poles 12 inches apart. A bar of soft iron, 6 inches
long, is laid midway between them along the magnetic meridian. Draw two diagrams to indicate the nature
of the magnetic field in the region of the magnets (a) when the soft iron is present, (b) when it is removed.

17

Define a magnetic pole of unit strength.
What must be the distance between a pole of 20 units and a pole of 15 units so that the force between them
shall be equal to the weight of a gram?

Searl hopes that you are able to answer these elementary questions correctly; otherwise you will never cope with
the understanding of the Searl Magnetics which are extremely complicated design. We are the inventors of this
unique concept that creates the Searl Effect.
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Thursday 4th July 2013: Update photo from SMI-San Diego- California – U.S.A. a plate being made to be magnetised,
testing that we can make our own materials and to magnetise at this time by conventional methods testing the
power systems are now functioning ok. As we had problems to solve on earlier test runs. Now we can move on from
conventional system to the vastly complicated system of the Searl Magnetic devices. Searl has given the go ahead to
design the magnetiser for it to be constructed. For this work Searl has scientists working with him to create the 3D
structure of the functions required from which the manufacture of the magnetiser can be achieved. Guess we shall
be hearing more sooner than later. Searl will now continue with the test questions which you must get 80% answers
correct to be consider for a post in the SMI division.
18

Give a description of the apparatus required, and of the method employed. In determining the law of force
between two magnetic poles.

19

What is meant by magnetic potential? How are the lines of force related to the lines of equal potential?

20

The north pole of a very long vertical magnet is moved in a horizontal circle at the centre of which is a small
compass needle; the forces exerted on each pole of the needle are equal and opposite and less than the
force due to the earth; show, by diagrams, the direction in which the compass needle will point as the north
pole moves round.

21

Explain why a piece of iron Fe.26 may repel one pole of a magnet when at a distance and attract it when
near.

22

Describe how a compass needle placed in the middle of a steel ship, built with its bow pointing north, will be
affected during motion of the ship as it swings round completely in a clockwise direction.

You can now relax as at this moment in time, he cannot think of any more questions to ask. But rest assure he will
somewhere come up with more questions to see if you are taking the trouble to learn. Bradley still gets those odd
stupid questions which are clearly answered on the web. More so: in the latest books on the website
www.searlaerospace.com you can actually do his experiments of 1946 and find out what the results are. As he is far
too busy to answer individuals questions these days and it’s all free. You have never had it so good to learn. During
Carla visit here she learnt a massive amount of information with Bradley Lockerman, upon the law of the squares
and the magnetising side of this technology. If they can learn so can you. All you have to do is to give a commitment
to learning in time, that is all which you have to do – so elementary.
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013 Swallow Command UK, update photo code IMG3610 the sad goodbye to Carla who will be
departing for her home in China being done by that beautiful tune AULD LAND SYNE. That brings tears to one’s eyes
as one thinks about those friends who have gone for good, and we too will have to go and be forgotten like those
before us. Photo taken by Debbie.
Searl will now give you a break from questions upon magnetic forces. Next subject on magnetics will be based on
magnetic measurements. I understand that you do not like mathematics, but sadly to say that mathematics are vital
not only in research and development , but also in manufacturing, designing and construction, and likewise you are
also are a mathematical problem, a big one I must say.

MATERIALS – Acetone:
Searl knows from experience that this is an important industrial solvent, used in the manufacture of lacquers,
plastics, smokeless powder, for dewaxing lubricating oils, for dissolving acetylene for storage, for dyeing cotton with
aniline black, and as a raw material in the manufacture of other chemicals. Searl says that it is a colourless,
flammable liquid with a mint like odour and is soluble in water and in ether. Searl states that the composition is
CH3·CO·CH3, specific gravity 0.790, boiling point 560C, and solidification point -940C. Searl states that acetone is
mainly produced as a by-product in the cleavage of cumene hydroperoxide into phenol. Searl states that a secondary
route is by catalytic dehydrogenation of isopropyl alcohol.
Cumene: Searl can only give very basic details on this baby. It is a noun, relate to chemistry; a liquid hydrocarbon
made catalytically from benzene, chiefly as an intermediate In phenol synthesis. Searl says that the alternative name
isopropyl benzene; chemical formula: C6H5CH(CH3)2. If I got the formula wrong then you have to put me down on
the slate for a spanking – somehow I doubt if I have got it wrong. But it’s been years away since I last worked with
chemicals. Searl understands that the origin mid-19th century: from Latin cuminum ‘cumin’+-ENE.
You have to understand that Searl is recalling to mind; things of the past and not so much of the present time. Searl
over the years modelled everything his mind created to test, and they could be made to work – that is the important
issue they were made and worked as required, the same must again be done, and shall be done!
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013 Swallow Command – UK: update photo IMG3630 taken by Bradley Lockerman: of Carlo from
China last day meeting upon the S.E.G. education update. Took her around 5 minutes to notice how I worked out the
4 squares matrix, from then on I taught her how to do them at speed of 17 seconds to complete them. Well done
Carla you sure have been one of my best students of the S.E.G. design and functions technology. I hoping that I can
make it to China for those 6 days lecture and demo show. If health will not allow me to travel Brad, Morris and Jason
should be able to cope for me. But I would sooner be there in person, people are happier to see the inventor in
person and not just on big screen. But at this date it looks impossible that I shall be there left leg is still extremely
rotten. Searl will carry on talking about other materials other than his legs and feet material.
Diacetone, or diacetone alcohol:
Searl says that this is a colourless liquid of the composition CH3·CO·CH2·COH(CH3)2 with a pleasant odour. Searl
claims that it is used as a solvent for nitrocellulose and cellulose acetate, for gums and resins, in lacquers and
thinners, and in ink, paint, and varnish removers. Searl says that because of its low freezing point and miscibility with
castor oil it is used in hydraulic brake fluids. Searl states that the specific gravity is 0.938, boiling point 1660C, and the
freezing point -540C. Searl understands that synthetic methyl acetone is a mixture of about 50% acetone, 30%
methyl acetate, and 20 methanols, used in lacquers, paint removers, and for coagulating latex.
Dihydroxyacetone:
Searl explains that this is a colourless crystalline solid produced from glycerine by sorbose bacteria reaction, is used
in cosmetics, and in preparing foodstuff emulsions, plasticizers, and alkyd resins. Searl says that it is soluble in water
and in alcohol.
Searl states that most of the material stated in this document may not be in used today by SMI, but my experience
over the years tells me if we get into production on the S.E.G; many other doors will open to take on and its 100%
certain these materials will be use. So keep your eyes open on my documents which will appear on the web for the
first sign of these materials being employed. Learning should be interesting because I have to cover all science
involved.
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Saturday 6 July 2013, Nicola my
carer holds out this gift that Farzam
presented to me from China team
who Carla got to come and meet me
while she was here. In the shot taken
of Farzam part of it was missing, thus
I asked Nicola to hold it so I could
retake it to show it all. If It is being
held the wrong way up all you need
to do is sit on your head then it’s the
right was even if Nicola is not, but
it’s ok as she is not wearing a dress
or skirt.
It adds to the many gifts from
various countries.
Yesterday, Saturday 6th July 2013
received email from Matthew Bell if
he could do a painting of me. I sent a
reply Yes. Today Sunday 7th July
2013 received reply if Sunday 14th
July would be OK, I replied OK. So we
shall see what he creates.
Bradley Lockerman is busy creating
film clips from the much footage he
took on this China connection.
We are all busy with preparing for
the events which we have agreed to
undertake plus radio interviews. So
we have quite a busy year ahead of
us.
Without doubt if all these promises
of funding had been honoured, we
would had been standing on the
Moon by now – but we are not –
WHY? Elementary dear son – the
funds never arrived – it was all a
personnel complex mental problem
of those making those promises, to
impress me how great they were,
unfortunate I have been train in
mental conditions and knew no such
money would be coming – Truth
presents itself in a different mode.
How come people think that they can make the S.E.G. and demonstrate it they will make millions for its
development. Are they so stupid to think I do not know why big investors will not invest? These big investors and
banks have made it clear to me what I must do; before they invest since 1968. We have only just been allow to start
doing what they demand me to do just read what is on www.searlaerospace.com that is what they want to see still a
lot more to go before they will invest but at last I have stated to meet their demands, which others have blocked me
from doing because they wanted to own it over all these years. Now we are watching the changes for the better.
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Saturday 29th June 2013 update photo code IMG3525, taken at Swallow Command – UK of the visit of the China
Representatives, Helen is helping me to hold this book, which means so much for the author. For me it was a great
surprise, certainly was unexpected, and it appears the same to both Farzan and Helen had no intentions to meet me,
strange they were drawn towards meeting me, as if some outside force was pushing them to me. For the neighbours
it sure was surprise as it’s a quiet place nothing changing from day to day; to suddenly see a number of people
photographing a neighbour. I guess that will become again the 60s, with big daily filming sessions. Well it’s now or
never. I know these pictures deal with material involved within the S.E.G. at this time – but there are other materials
which are or will be involved somewhere in our R&D work.
ACETYLENE:
Searl is aware that this is a colourless gas of which the composition HC≡CH, used for welding and flame cutting of
metals, and for producing other chemicals. Searl accepts that this is one material that will have to employ within
Searl Technology Inc. complex to meet our requirements within our R&D program sooner than later. Searl
understands that it contains 92.33% carbon C.6, and is therefore nearly gaseous carbon. Searl agrees that he most
likely produce the same amount of gas each day, when he blows all valves.
Searl states that when pure, it has a sweet odour, but when it contains hydrogen sulphide as an impurity, it has a
disagreeable odour, which clearly explains Searl output of gas. Now thank heaven that we all know why we do not
smoke by Searl. Searl agrees that acetylene burns brightly in the air and for the record, that it was widely used for
theatre stage lighting before the advent of the electric light. For the benefit of all of you who are confused with this
last paragraph, we are delighted to confirm that Searl anus did not supply the gas for the theatre stage lighting
effects, on second thoughts it could had been more exiting if it had been. He would have started the re-cycle
business in earnest.
On the web Nicola had found me the perfect block to add here but I could not save it, had no time to rewrite on
paper so I could copy it here. Sad Nicola will not be here until next Thursday to ask her to get that information again.
Then the problem remains if ever another block will appear in my books that such a block can be added to it, to
show how stupid people are.
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Friday 28th 2013 update photo number IMG3281 taken at Swallow Command UK by Debbie. Here is the beginning for
Carla who has just meet Prof. Searl for the first time This meeting is vital it’s to obtain from Prof. Searl the rights to
legally set up manufacturing plants in China. Asia and Middle East. It was clear that the 3 key personal from China
and Searl got on well with the task and Searl watched the presentation on a laptop of their planned event to be used
Which Carlo clearly work on to get it to professional standards. Well done Carlo.
Continue from page 115:
Searl inform you that when mixed with oxygen O.8. As oxyacetylene for flame cutting and welding, it gives a
temperature of 35000C. Searl makes it clear that this is one material which shall be used within the Searl Technology
complex. Searl is aware that in air it is an explosive gas. Searl understands that the maximum explosive effects are
with a mixture of 7.7% gas and 92.3% air. Searl states that acetylene has a specific gravity of 0.92. Searl agrees that it
is nontoxic, and is soluble in water, alcohol, or acetone. Searl knows that it liquefies under a pressure of 700 lb/in2 –
5 MPa – at 700F – 210C. Searl states that it is easily generated by the action of water on calcium carbide, but the
newest methods involve pyrolysis, or cracking, of hydrocarbons, principally methane. Searl also know that it is also
recovered from ethylene feedstock prior to polymerization. Searl accepts that about 80% of acetylene usage is for
synthesis of industrial chemicals, such as vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate, acrylonitrile, polyvinylpyrroldone,
trichloroethylene, and acetic acid.
Acetylenic alcohols and diols include propargyl alcohol, butynediol, butenediol, butanediol, and butyrolacetone;
Searl understands that these are used in metal pickling and plating, which you know Searl was employed in plating;
he understands that it is sued also for making agricultural chemicals, polyesters, and vinyl esters. Searl is aware that
it is marketed compressed in cylinders, dissolved in acetone to make it nonexplosive. Searl knowledge suggests that
one volume of acetone will dissolve 25 volumes of acetylene at atmospheric pressure, or 250 volumes at 10
atmosphere – 10.3 kg/cm2. Searl also understand that Prest-O-Lite is a trade name of Union Carbide Corp. for
acetylene dissolved in acetone.
Searl has been instructing you on his early life complex continue learning curve, upon materials available to him,
some of which he used and no doubt if progress reach that stage will be used again.
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Which mode have I worked this in?
What is its linkage number? What is its
Difference value? What level has it been
raised by? What is the Magnetic
frequency value? Would it create an
S.E.G. if so what efficiency value you
expected from it?

This is the first step in mathematics to get your sums right in creating the S.E.G. It is not difficult to work out,
nevertheless it’s a very ancient mathematics , from a time which has been forgotten, they are class by some as magic
squares , unfortunate there are nothing magic about them just normal information system.
Acetylene snow, Searl says or solid acetylene is produced by cooling acetylene below the melting point and
compressing. Searl states it is insensible to shock and flame, and is thus easier to transport. Searl claims that a
replacement for acetylene for producing plastics is methyl acetylene propadiene; Searl says that it’s interesting as it
contains 70% methyl acetylene and 30 of the isomer. Searl says that Mapp, of the Dow Chemical Co., for metal
cutting is methyl acetylene, CH:C·CH3. Searl claims that it is safer to handle and gives about the same flame
temperature. Searl trust you are now getting the picture what Searl had to understand back there so long ago that
time has forgotten, but not our John, he has not forgotten. He will now try tacking that subject which many dislike
like seeing someone picking their nose while you eating that lovely pork steak, called not bogies, but a more simpler
name – Magnetic measurements: which is classed under the term called physics.
Magnetic Moment:

Figure M24.
Figure M25.
Searl states let’s suppose a magnet, whose poles are of strengths m and –m, is placed at right angles to a field of
unit strength. Searl states that there will be a force m x 1 =m dynes in the direction SB acting on the S-pole. Searl
points out that these two forces form a couple about O, the centre of the magnet.
Searl says that the line joining NS is called the axis of the magnet, and its length may be denoted by 2l. Searl says
that this be less than the length of the magnet since the poles are not at the ends. Searl says that the lines of force in
Figure M7.6 page 82 and Figure M8.7 page 83 shows this.
Searl explains that the moment of the couple acting on the magnet will then be m x NS = M X 2l. Searl explains that
this product is called the moment of the magnet, and is denoted by the symbol M. Searl agrees that although it is
difficult to determine m and 2l separately, yet M is easily determined, this is usually all we want to know.
Searl states that the moment of a magnet is the moment of the couple acting on it when it is placed at right angles
to a uniform field of unit strength and is equal to the product of the strength of one pole of the magnet and the
length of its axis. Remember that Searl is talking about his learning during 1946 to 1963 at this stage of his advance
continue learning Phase, relating to his employment.
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Figure M26 – 1946 – 1963 advances
continue education training. Reference to
magnetism as then understood. Today,
terms may have been changed, but such
references will be in my later books. For
now I shall deal with 1946 to 1953.

Searl states if a magnet is placed in a uniform field of intensity F each pole within the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.)
is acted on by a force mF in opposite directions. Searl claims that unless the magnets lie in the direction of the lines
of force of the field these forces form a couple. Searl explains let ab – Figure M25 page 117 is the magnet whose
length is 2l, and let θ be its inclination to the direction of the lines of force of the field.
Searl explains draw ac parallel to the lines of force, and bc perpendicular to ac. Searl then states, that the angle bac =
θ. Searl reminds you that now the moment of the couple acting on the magnet is:
mF x bc: But bc = ab sin θ
= 2l sin θ.
 The moment of the couple = mF x 2l sin θ
= 2mlF sin θ
= MF sin θ
Searl states that where M is the magnetic moment of the magnet. Searl accepts this couple will obviously be
greatest when the magnet is at right angles to the field; which is precisely the case of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G.). Searl continues, then θ = 900 and the moment of the couple acting on the magnets become MF. Searl
continues, hence, if the intensity of the field were unity the moment of the couple would be M x 1 = M.
The Tangent Law:
Searl claims that if a magnet were suspended at its centre of gravity in a field of intensity H, the couple acting on it
would cause it to settle down after oscillating, with its axis parallel to the field. Searl continues to state that if it
were now acting upon by another field of intensity F at right angles to the field, it would be deflected and settle
down in some position inclined at an angle θ to the field H. Searl says now draw ac Figure M26 parallel to the field H
and be parallel to the field F. Searl then says that the angle bac = θ.
Searl says that now, since the magnet is in equilibrium, the moments of the two couples acting upon it must be equal

Searl thus says; so the magnet is deflected through an angle whose tangent is found by dividing the intensity of the
deflection field by that of the original field. NOTE:
= H cannot get the horizontal bar to show up, at leart I cannot
see it. Other than that I hope its readable as I intended it to be.
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July 2nd 2013 update photo number 3601, taken at Swallow Command HQ – UK being the last day of Carla visit to
Prof. Searl. On return to China she will make her report to the Searl Team there. Searl feel certain that her report on
him will be positive for the go ahead setting up factories, which has already started in Hong Kong name Searl Energy
Group (S.E.G). Based upon my leg/foot status today Wednesday July 10th 2013, do not look good to travel there for
the big event, if not I shall have to do it by Skype, which will be sad, as people will not be able to shake hands with
me in person. Which would be an honour: to all present and would mean so much to them as well. I shall continue to
see if there is a way that I can get there. So keep watching this space.
Oscillation of a magnet in a uniform field:
Searl informs you that if a magnet, suspended by a fine fibre in a field of intensity F, is deflected through a small
angle, the couple acting on it will cause it to oscillate to and fro, and the time of a complete oscillation can be shown
both theoretically and experimentally to be constant. Searl states that this time T is given by the equation:

Where M is the magnetic moment of the magnet and K is a
quantity called the moment of inertia of the magnet. Searl says that this quantity can be determined by
measurement; for a cylindrical magnet of length l cms., radius r cms., and mass ω grams,

for a rectangular magnet of length l cms., breadth a cms., and mass ωgrams:

Searl hopes that you are still with us lots more to come.
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Wednesday 10TH July 2013,
update photo from SMI-San
Diego-CA-USA: Jason and
Russell attend the million
volt march in Philadelphia.
PA. USA. This took place at
Governor Place, part of Tesla
Society Independence day
for alternative energy. Searl
base his views upon the
attendance number at this
event shows clearly there is
very little interest in
alternative energy, if there
were then there would had
sure been thousands there,
or even more. It matches
what Searl see on the energy
market. The world not
interested in energy now.

Searl makes clear that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) is an alternative energy source. It is certainly not a common
type of unit under development for mass production. As the number of inventor’s increases in the attempt of
creating that mass production version of the S.E.G. it is now only time before it’s in worldwide manufacture state.
China, Asia, Middle East, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Mexico, USA and may soon include the UK signing up to
prepare for production Searl has given the go ahead to start designing the Magnetisers to be manufacture in their
countries.
Searl says; suppose the magnet makes n oscillations in any given time t secs.

Searl states; then the time of one oscillation is

Comparison of Two Fields:

Our China development
members are just two that has
met me here. We are growing in
China, and will in Asia and the
Middle East, for we are the
tomorrow’s technology in
energy and transportation.

Searl states that this gives a method of comparing the intensities at different points in a magnetic field. Remember
that Searl is explaining how he learnt about magnetism in the 1946 – 1963 periods, and is aware that odd terms that
he uses here have been changed these days. In any case, just seeing what he learnt and how and what he
experimented with in itself is interesting, a boy who mainly only had dreams to work from, created what experts still
have never been able to copy. Using equipment: that most could not afford to buy. Now in 2013 in San Diego one
can see the tests being carry out which proves Searl is correct.
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Wednesday 10th July 2013 another photo from SMI-San Diego, California, USA of the million Volt March celebrations
of Tesla achievements, on July 6th 2013. How many people actual know of him? I for one never heard of him until
1970 which made me just 38 years old when scientist at one of my Sunday meetings asked me if my work like Tesla.
Following that date communications came in making all sorts of claims, upon which I have found no records on yet.
Yes I accept he invented A.C. electric system, which in itself was a massive step forward for mankind. This alone is
enough to make his name great.
Searl says take a small magnet suspended by a fibre and place it with its centre at some point A in a magnetic field.
Searl suggest that you turn it through a small angle and measure the number of oscillations made in any given time;
this is n1. Searl suggest that now place a magnet with its centre at B and again measure the number of oscillations
made in the same time as before; suppose this is n2. Searl states then if F1 is the intensity of the field at A and F2 that

Figure M27.
at B, we have:
Searl will not continue this information here as the data will be broken up; instead he want to remind you that
prosperity is not without many fears and distastes, and adversity is not without comforts and hopes. Searl is also
aware that some minds seem almost to create themselves, springing up under every disappointment and working
their solitary but irresistible way through a thousand obstacles. HOW TRUE! Searl try to present the facts as simple
as he can, but it do not guarantee everyone will understand what Searl says.
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Wednesday 10th July 2013, received from SMI-San Diego, California, USA. Another photo: taken on July 6th 2013 of
the million Volt Tesla events these two brave men Mike and Jason who representing SMI had a stand there. Jason is
a powerful active man. The good news is that no eggs were thrown at them, just kisses, and hellos and maybe a few
cuddles.
To Find the Magnetic Force due to a Bar Magnets at a point on its axis:
Searl suggest that let NS – Figure M27 – be the magnet, m its pole strength, O its centre, and P a point on its axis at a
distance d from O. Searl say let 2l be the length of the axis of the magnet. Suppose a unit positive pole to be at P,

then the forces acting on it are:

in the direction OP and

in the direction PO.

Searl states that the resultant of these is
in the direction OP. Which is absolute
elementary to understand. Searl now explains that NP = d – l and don’t forget that SP = d + l. This subject is still
absolute elementary to understand.
Before Searl continues with this block of figures which would be unreadable on this page, therefore he will start with
them on the next page large enough for all to be able to read. Searl hopes that you will not just pass over what you
do not understand but keep on going back until you understand what is being said. That is the only way one can ever
learn. Some brains are not wired up for fast data transfer takes time to receive and store it. Your brain is just like the
computer it can trash things quicker than storing it. So one has to treat ones brain with the same care as your PC. For
it is your brain that does all the work and control things – not you. You only carry out the orders from you brain.
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Monday 8th July 2013: Swallow Command HQ. UK: Update photo number 3623 of the meeting of Carla China
representative for the Searl Technology. I now expect that she is on her way back to China with her findings upon my
members, including myself. Unfortunate my eyes get hot, sore and painful at times due to cataracts both eyes with
infection. This can cause watering of the eyes. It appears that is something that happens to all animals when they
age.
Searl states  the magnetic force at:

Where M is the magnetic moment of
the magnet Searl states if d is great in

comparison with l, then
is a very
small fraction and may be neglected in
comparison with 1. Searl says, that in
this case the magnetic force F at P is
given approximately by

Watching you:
watching me
watching you.

Searl will continue this
discussion under the box to avoid
breaking up that which he wish to
explain to you. It is still elementary
material which he is discussing here,
nothing that is complicated is involved.
Searl agree time goes fast as you age.

Sorry there is no space to continue that plan statement, so over we go to the next page.
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Wednesday 10th July 2013, received this update photo from SMI-San-Diego-California-USA: Jason and Russell
represented SMI at this event. And I understand that Jason created the posters for the Million Volt march on 6th July
2013; if I am wrong than I can only say in my defence that I can only state that which I have been told. If wrong
inform me so I can correct it late in this document. I have no idea how long distance this march was. At least it got
people out on what looks like a sunny day, which is great. What part did Russell do? I have no idea so far. Strange it
is Russell area, and Tesla there he normally lectures and demonstrates his work. All I can think of is that it was not
any real event but a walk, which I hope they all enjoyed.

Searl reminds us that in order to find the kind of error made by neglecting the term
Searl says let us suppose
that the length of the magnet is 6 cms. And the distance d is 20 cms. Searl states: then the approximate value of the

force at P is

and the true value is less than .00256M, an error of about 2½ per cent.

To find the magnetic force: due to a bar magnet at a point on a line drawn through the centre and perpendicular
to the axis of the magnet.
Searl points out that this is still elementary physics. Thus let NS – Figure M28 be the magnet and O its centre. The
line OP is drawn at right angles to NS. Searl states that it is required to find the force acting on a single N-seeking
pole of unit strength placed at P.
Searl points out that this force will be made up of two forces, (i) the repulsion due to the pole at N, and (ii) the
attraction due to the pole at S.
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Figure M28. !946 – 1968 Searl advance education
Continue learning curve. This is elementary physics.
Searl is aware that today Saturday July 2013 that
there are many wonderful magnetic devices to toy
with. But within this document Searl is only
explaining how he learnt about magnetism, which
Searl intensions are to help you to take interest in
magnetism. Searl believes that there are still many
unopened windows in the domain of magnetism yet
to be discovered, in time we shall discover them. The
S.E.G. is just one of such windows to be opened.

Searl Continues to explain that the repulsion due to N will be
and will act along the direction NP.

Searl explains that the attraction due to S will be

where m is the strength of the pole at N,

and will act along the direction PS.

Searl say now SP = NP, and hence these forces are equal in magnitude though not in direction; moreover they will be
represented in magnitude and direction by the lines NP and PS.
Searl points out that hence, by the principle of the triangle of forces they would be in equilibrium, with a single force
acting at P and represented in magnitude and direction by the line SN.
Searl states that their resultant is therefore represented in magnitude and direction by NS.
Searl states that the magnitude of the resultant may be represented by the symbol G and will act along the direction

of PQ.
Since NS = 2l, the length of the axis; and since the
triangle NOP is a right angled triangle, NP2 = OP2 + ON2 = d2 + l2.

Searl says that

that if l is small compared with d the fraction

Searl may write this

Searl says

will be very small and we get for the magnetic force at P the

expression
Searl will continue this elementary discussion on the next page, as he do not wish to
break it up here. Searl did warn you that there would be some mathematics, even if at elementary level. The
language of physics is a secret system of communication between physicists so outsiders cannot join in.
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Figure M29. 1946 -1968 Searl continue advanced educational training at London, UK. Searl was an apprentice to
become an electrical Engineer with the British rewinds Limited in London. In a very short space of time I got through
much study work. In deed that was a long time ago. Gone are those days with all those power cuts in the morning as
people rushed to work. But Searl had no publicity then upon his thinking or plans. Just a boy: like you without a
girlfriend in his case.
Searl says that the first of these positions in which the axis of the magnet is pointing towards P is known as the ‘end
on’ position, the second as the ‘broadside on’ position. Searl states that it should be noticed:
(1) That in both cases the magnetic force is inversely proportional to the cube of the distance.
(2) That the magnetic force F in the end on position is double of the force G in the broadside on position.
The Magnetometer:
Searl knows that this is an instrument – Figure M29 – by means of which these and other magnetic formulæ may be
verified. Searl explains that it consists of a small magnetic needle pivoted at a centre C of a brass box containing a
circular scale divided to show degrees. A light nonmagnetic pointer is attached at right angles to the needle and
extends over the scale. The box is fixed to a wooden stand AB, carrying a metre scale so that the centre of the
needle is exactly over the centre of the scale. Searl state in this stand is cut a groove beside the metre scale in which
the magnets may be placed, and the box should be placed so that the zero line of its scale coincides with the axis of
this groove.

Experiment to verify the formula for the ‘End on’ Position

:

Searl suggest that you turn the magnetometer until the pointer is at the zero of the scale. Searl reminds you that
since the magnet ns must lie in the magnetic meridian, the groove is now at right angles to the magnetic meridian,
i.e., nearly east and west.
Searl now say take a short, powerful magnet NS and place it in the groove with the middle point at a distance d from
C. Which Searl feels is extremely elementary to do by a boy of 14 years, after all Searl was only 14 years when he did
it without any former education, so all you with all this former education should be able to undertake this without
any problems whatsoever. Searl states that the needle ns will then be under the influence of two magnetic fields at
right angles to one another – one, due to the Earth’s magnetism, of intensity, say, H, in a direction at right angles to
the groove; the other – due to the magnet NS – of intensity F in direction parallel to the groove.
Searl says that the needle will therefore come to rest in a position inclined at an angle θ to the magnetic meridian
where:
F = H tan θ.

Now Searl says if d is large in comparison with half the length of NS,
approximately. Searl hopes
that you can understand what he is explaining here. He accepts many who have not worked in magnetism or never
had any education upon the subject of magnetism may find this hard to follow. Searl hope: that you will try to
understand this subject in due time.
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Figure M30: 1946 -1963 Searl continue advance learning
curve in physics. London – UK: Searl was learning about
physics, but actually adding information to physics by
creating the Searl Effect concept (S.E.G) Yes a boy of 14
years was re-creating his dream as a school boy from 5
years old. Agree the experts from 1968 have down Searl on
the grounds of lack of former education. Where in reality
he got far better education from his dreams then from any
country schools could have given him. No one care what
was wrong with Searl, never once did they question if Searl
was deaf, they assumed that Searl just refuse to listen to
them, and that spanking him would solve the problem.
Strange that people fail to ask the right questions. This
applies to the S.E.G. so many keep asking why it is that in
1946 Searl could do it; but cannot do it now. The answer is
so elementary, that it is no longer 1946; if it was then it
would be simple to do. That means that every 3 months
someone could buy that SEG just produced. Today 2013,
what good is one S.E.G. every 3 months. That would have
been ok in 1946. Today education making you dumb upon
the reality around you, increase population increase cost.
Searl states that FACTS are often strange for people to accept, because they are brainwashed to fit into a small box
of control and clearly the system has worked perfect for the controllers for all centuries that has passed and may
continue to do so for many more to come. Why we are determined to increase the population the stronger the force
has to be to control it. Likewise the S.E.G. cost relates to population growth, increase growth means increase cost
and less output as materials fall short on demands. That means less people will get one. This applies to everything
even toilet paper, which means the stick will have to return to replace toilet paper then sometime afterward there
will be no stick, so you will need to use your finger, and it is us that are creating that future, not the governments.
Searl says that there sure are hard times coming our way and we can be proud that we created them.
Continue from page 126:

Searl states

or

Searl says,

hence, to verify the formula
that we have only to find the values of θ corresponding to various
values of d and show that in each case d3 tan θ has approximately the same value.
Searl states that to secure accuracy the values of θ should be determined in each case as follows:
1. Place NS with its centre d cms. From C and with the end N towards C, and read both ends of the pointer.
2. Reverse NS so that the end S is towards C and its centre is still d cms. From C and read both ends of the
pointer.
3. Place NS on the other side of C with the end N towards C at the same distance from C, and read the
deflection as before.
4. Repeat the readings with NS reversed.
Searl says that this mean of these eight readings will give a value of θ free from errors such as are caused by
deflective centring of the needle, etc.
Searl will present his results on the next page. Searl task here is to present his world from 1946 to 1963 upon how he
understood magnetism. And the experiments which he did to prove that learning was acceptable to his thinking.
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Searl says this is an example is appended to show how the results may be tabulated. Searl reminds you that it should
be noted that the result in the third column gives the ratio of 2M to H.
Searl says that the greatest difference between the numbers in the third column is less than 2 per cent of the whole.

Searl says if we take the more accurate formula

H tan θ, we get

and substitute in the equation: F =

:

Searl states that our table would then be:

Searl points out: that where the greatest differences are less than 1 per cent. Of the whole and is probably due to
the difficulty of reading the angles exactly.

Searl point out that since
is arrived at by assuming the truth of the law of inverse squares,
the fact that experiment and formula are in agreement forms one proof of this law.
To verify experimentally the Law of Inverse Squares:
Searl says set the magnetometer so that the groove is at right angles to the magnetic meridian as in Figure M29.
Place a magnet in the end on position with its centre at a distance d from the needle, and let F be the magnetic
force at the needle due to the magnet. Observe the deflection produced, say, θ1. Searl states then F = H tan θ1. Searl
trust that you can understand what he is saying on how he learnt about magnetism, we all have to start somewhere,
or we shall never know what can be done and that which cannot be done.
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013: Swallow Command UK HQ: photo code 3616 Searl meeting with his Rep for China, Asia and
Middle East, for the last time on this trip, and we all wish her a good flight back to China. A wonderful lady: with a
massive fighting power. Wish I had more of them on my team.
Searl says if we now set the magnetometer so that the groove is in the magnetic meridian, and place the magnet in
the broadside on position with its centre at the same distance d from the needle. Searl says let G be the magnetic
force at the needle due to the magnet, and let the deflection be θ2. Then G = H tan θ2.
Searl says that the angles θ1 and θ2 will be found to be such that tan θ1 = 2 tan θ2  F = 2G. Searl says now suppose
that the law of force is inversely proportional to the nth power of the distance.
Searl state then, we should have:

if we neglect

in comparison with

continue next page.
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Monday 15th July 2013 update photo from SMI-San Diego. California. USA. a setup for data handling at the lab. We
are determined to become a powerful R&D centre. This is just one small step to mankind future.
Continue from page 129:

Searl says that as
comparison with 1.

if we neglect

in

Hence, F = nG, but experiment shows that F = 2G. n = 2, i.e. the force varies inversely as the distance.
To Compare the Magnetic Moments of Two Magnetics by the Magnetometer – First Method:
Searl says set up the magnetometer and place one of the two magnets – NS – in the groove with its centre at a
distance d from C and with its N-pole pointing towards C. Searl says now bring the other magnet N’S’ along the
groove on the opposite side of C with its N-pole pointing towards C until the pointer again points to zero.
Searl says suppose that its centre is now at a distance d’ from C. The magnetic forces at C due to the two magnets

now balance one another; Searl says; hence, if M and M’ are the magnetic moments and is

be neglected, we have

Searl will continue on next page.

and

may
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Figure 31.35, 1946 – 1963 Searl advance continue education training. No Searl is certain that no Aliens from Planet
Mars taught him how to make the S.E.G. Searl accepts the secret of the S.E.G. has passed on through all the
generations of man, as likewise all future inventions will do the same. We have to wait for the triggers to happen
that will present the new product. The chances that more than one person receives that trigger at the same time is
extremely rare. But there is always a possibility of such event to happen.
Continue from page 130:
M : M’ :: d3 : d’3, or the magnetic moments of the magnets are proportional to the cubes of their distances of the
centres of the magnets from C. In order to eliminate errors the magnets should be placed in the four positions
shown in Figure 31.35 above, the distance d of NS from C being always the same. The mean of the four distances (d’1
d’2 d’3 d’4) of N’S’ from C should then be taken for d’.
Second Method:
Searl request that you set up the magnetometer as before and place one of the magnets in the groove with its
centre at a convenient distance d from C. Let θ be the deflection produced in the magnetometer needle. Searl now
suggest remove the first magnet and place the other magnet in the groove at the same distance from C, and let θ’ be
the deflection produced.
Searl states then we have
= H tan θ and
= H tan θ.
or the magnetic moments of the
magnet are proportional to the tangents of the deflections they produce in the magnetometer needle.
Searl points out that in this experiment, to eliminate errors θ and θ’ should be determined as explain on page 126.
Searl makes it clear that care must be taken that the magnet which is not being used is not near enough to effect the
magnetometer. Searl says, in comparing the magnetic moments, which is the creation of the roller set functions,
both of these methods should be used so that the results may be verify one another. Searl points out that if the
magnetics are weak if may be impossible to find a distance d which will be great enough to make the formula
approximately true and will yet give a sufficient deflection of the needle. In this case the more accurate

formula :
must be used and the corresponding changes made in the calculations. Searl says that it
is obvious that if the two magnets to be compared are of the same length this will not effect the final results in the
second method.
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Thursday 18th 2013, update photo received from SMI San Diego. California. U.S.A: showing preparations for the next
run of tests to be done there. May be we shall be hearing more sooner than later.
Searl will now take a break so you can study this last section before he put some more questions to you which
should not be a problem for you to do. That is if you really have study what he has been instructing you here.
Searl will now try to explain to you everything which his technology involves to be able to reach mass production
lines throughout the globe. Through these documents you can see what has been going on so far. Lot more update
photos will appear. Throughout the whole of the Searl Technology complex involves many different fields of
science without them this technology would had been impossible.
Searl reminds you that this document is being written primarily as a text for a first course in electronics for
electrical engineering students who truly want a post in this complex of operations. Searl quotes that it should
also be of interest to physics majors and to practicing engineers and scientists who want to step into the future to
update their knowledge of semiconductor electronics and, particularly, of integrated circuits. Remember I am that
old fashion valve man, unfortunate the world is in constant change and man is pushing his luck - Why is this
subject stated here because the magnetiser requires it and all units relating to time functions requires this
knowledge base. Searl found it a very interesting subject, even if he was using valves early 1946 – 1969.
Searl understands that some of you may not be able to understand these subjects, not your fault but the fault of
the education system. Here Searl will try hard to help you to understand, he will present things which he did to
learn to understand the subject. Sadly to say there will be many who will never understand no matter how hard I
try to teach, and I understand why they will never understand. That will be another book in the future. Searl will
try to present the following basic approach that he will try to use: each device is introduced by presenting a simple
physical picture of the internal behaviour of the device. Searl says that this discussion should lead to a
characterization of the device in terms of appropriate external variables and allows small signal and large signal
models to be constructed. Well that is Searl intensions, but you know Murphy Law has a habit to change things to
which was actually intended. To many it is very difficult for them to understand Searl. The problem with Searl is that
he thinks different to most people, he see things different as well. He looks at objects years ahead as to what
problems it will create. From where Searl sits he can see no problems with the S.E.G. Except: running out of raw
materials due to market demands from the public for house requirements. Military soak up lots of raw material as
well. Transport also soaks up lots of material. It is clear to Searl some sections will suffer if the S.E.G. are to be mass
produced.
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Saturday 20TH July 2013: Received from SMI-San Diego, California, USA. Jason been busy setting up for the work that
lies ahead to do. We are the Tomorrow people creating that world which is meant to be. That world which we have
forgotten about that had clean air, clean water and great food. I cannot promise to re-create that great food of my
days but I can clean up the water and the air. But that depends upon you to help.
Searl states that it is important to give an analysis of the device as a circuit element in both analogue and digital
applications will then be made. That at least is Searl intensions at this time. Within Searl technology combinations of
devices, particularly in integrated circuit form, are exploited as basic system building blocks. Which Searl operates in
building blocks. Searl give you a reminder of the time factor involved:
Transistor = noun, a semiconductor device with three connections, capable of amplification in addition to
rectification – origin 1940s: from transconductance, on the pattern of words such as varistor. Thus came the
transistor radio; a portable radio using circuits containing transistors rather than valves.
IC = abbreviation = integrated circuit can also refer to internal combustion: the IC engine.
Integrated circuit = noun = an electronic circuit formed on a small piece of semiconducting material, which
performs the same functions as a larger circuit made from discrete components.
Searl says that in summary: you the reader will be taken step-by-step from semiconductor physics to devices,
models, circuits, and systems – well that is what Searl intensions are at this time, which is all related to his world
which is slowly rising out of the ashes of the 1960s. Searl had no doubt that from 1970’s his world of technology
would depend predominantly upon the use of integrated circuits. Hence, Searl states that he feels that the IC
implementation of a device, circuit or system should be introduced into the Searl Technology curriculum as early as
possible.
Searl says, almost every semiconductor device of importance – from DC through the video range – Searl will
considered. Searl states that these include sensistors, the p-n diode, the breakdown diode, the tunnel diode, the
Schottky diode, the photodiode, the varactor diode, light emitting diode, the bipolar junction transistor (BJT), the
photo-transistor, the junction field-effect transistor (JFET), the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET), the silicon controlled rectifier, and integrated resistors and capacitors. Searl states that primary emphasis
is on the bipolar junction transistor in both the analogue and digital mode. Searl says we need to start somehow to
investigate what has happen in the past, and at this present time and the future intensions of the construction of an
international complex dealing with critical problems and their solutions.
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The Searl Technology is a
new window in science
and technology. Its time
was over 5,000 years ago
or more. Then it died. If
the bible reference in the
book of Ezekiel is true,
then it suggests that
nuclear power was in use
for flight and a war was in
operation at that time. Did
man nearly end his
existence on earth? Will
man repeat that situation
again? What do we really
understand about our
past, which is not assumed
but is actual, even then
our interpretations upon
our digs might also be
wrong, even though I hope
they are right? As these
digs are not only time
consuming but costly as
well.
We are lucky today that
the Searl Technology can
be required and made
available to all to see and
understand. Even though:
evil minds tried hard to
destroy this technology;
because they could not
own it.
The S.E.G. is like a day no
one can own it; but all can
use it regardless. The term
FREE ENERGY is incorrect.
As it cost today is shocking
compared to 1946 cost. It
generates energy from
your waste of energy and
all which arrives from
space which would
normally be rejected back
to space. But where does
all that wasted energy go
to once in space? We look
upon it as heat energy.

Saturday 20th July 2013: update photo from SMI-San Diego- California-USA: Jason been busy preparing his unit ready
for the work ahead to do. We are the future which is meant to be – we represent a better world for all humankind
and if you do not want it then jump of it. The options are yours. You either love it or hate it!
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Saturday 20th July 2013, photo update from SMI, San Diego, California, U.S.A. preparing the engineering section of
the Lab, ready for the future development to take place. This small section of the whole may not be impressive but it
still growing as it develops for the future work which is being planned for it to undertake sooner than later.
I have to admit here that during the time I wrote that last book I have forgotten what I had intended to write here.
So let me re-introduce you to a vital section of the subject which I shall now carry on with and hope when I move to
the new place I will recall what I had intend to write which is a massive subject, but to get a license as a flight crew
member on I-G-Vs you sure will have to understand.
Searl states that in this section of his documents, which is no more than equal to college physics have been prepared
at a time when the methods of teaching physics are undergoing scrutiny and revision by many physicists, some
working in groups with distinguished sponsorship. This is the aim of our science division during our conference
yesterday Saturday 3rd of August 2013 to get organised a college students to create a group first to re-design my
website how I want it to be. Agree over many years I have heard this statement but nothing has ever happen so
far – that does not mean that there are no noteworthy in this period is the contribution being made by
outstanding research physicists to the teaching of physics at the introductory level.
Searl remarks how strange it is that at one moment in time you cannot recall what you had intend to write here;
then you start a new part of the subject to be cover and behold the brain kicks in with the missing information
which you have spent hours trying to find it by keep reading what you had written day before. Well thank heaven
that has just happen to me. The question now remains should he get a spanking wasting your time reading about 2
inches of type that was not needed at this time. Well the choice is yours!
What Searl had intended to say here is the principal concern in this document is upon the analysis and design of the
electronic circuits and subsystems relating to both the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse Gravity Vehicle
(I.G.V). His approach is to consider each circuit first on a descriptive basis in order to provide a clear understanding
and intuitive feeling for its behaviour. This is what Searl is hoping is proceeding at SMI from recent conference
meeting upon the design of the magnetiser electronic circuits and subsystems plus the analysis software for
testing these circuits. There is lots of technical work involved including writing the software functions for its
operations. Searl guess that his work is no more complicated to that of NASA, but then they have lot of manpower
which we do not have and lots of funding again something we do not have at this time. But we shall not surrender
but to continue our marching to the marketplace as fast as funds allow us to go. One thing is certain that we shall
never stop until we reach our goal which shall give birth to a new future for all humankind.
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August 2013 from Bradley Lockerman came this photo from LA. USA. A extremely important man for Mexico, in a
high energy position, now supporting the S.E.G concept as the answer to the energy requirements of Mexico. The
other man is our man dealing with the legal side. Who they are not important, but what they do is important to
Mexico. Searl wish them every success with their meetings. If successful then I will be glad to tell you who they are.
Searl says that only after obtaining such a qualitative insight into the operation of the circuit is mathematics –
through simple differential equations – used to express quantitative relationships. Searl will be undertaking a wide
variety of circuits which he will analysed. This is to create his world of reality from which the S.E.G. and the I-G-V can
be given birth in this world of reality. Such as a man stands on the surface of the Moon which proves that the Moon
is in our world of reality and not in the world of illusions.
Searl states that among these are rectifiers – including capacitor filters, - clippers, sampling gates, logic gates AND,
OR, NOT, NAND, DTL, TTL, ETC. – the low frequency BJT CE stage, the emitter follower, the Darlington pair, cascaded
- BJT stages – properly biased, - the low frequency CS and CD field effect transistor stages, digital MOSFET circuits,
the FET at high frequencies, the BJT at high frequencies – both CE and CC configurations. - , frequency response of
multistage RC-coupled BJT and FET stages, feedback amplifiers at low and high frequencies, compensated feedback
amplifiers, oscillators, inverting and noninverting operational amplifiers, differential amplifiers, compensated OP
AMPS, analog computer circuits, active filters, tuned amplifiers, logarithmic amplifiers, sample and held circuits,
comparators, square-wave generators, triangular generators, flip flops, shift registers, multiplexers, decoders, binary
adders, counters, memories – ROM and RAM, digital-to-analog converters, analog-to-digital converters, power
amplifiers, voltage regulators, and SCR power control circuits.
Searl state that he has seen claims on YouTube that some experts claim to have made the S.E.G. it works or it don’t
work. First thing is if they do not understand the details above what they need to understand then they have never
made an S.E.G. and those who understand this knowledge base do not have the funds or space to make that
magnetiser or have no knowledge what is involve in making it.
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August 2013, last photo evidence received from Bradley Keith Lockerman. LA. USA. Two important top men one for
Mexico the other for STI: in respect of electrical supplies by means of the S.E.G in Mexico contract. Once I have been
informed that the deal is completed I will tell you who these important people are. In the past I have stated details
which were agreed upon but they failed to deliver: then I get my arse kicked by you all that I lie to you. So now I see
all and hear all and say nothing until such time the contract has been honoured. Due to this man status in Mexico it
should all go to the agreement which has been signed.
Searl makes it clear to all that if they seek a position in a Flight Crew of an I-G-V they must pass examination and
tests to get a license for the position you seek. All the needed data to pass will be contained in these documents
which are free at this time on the web.
Searl shall explain methods of analysis and features which are common to many different devices and circuits will be
emphasized. Well that is Searl intentions at this time, but Murphy’s Law may poke its nose in to try and disrupt my
effort, but I have some good pointed toe cap boots that should deal with him, if he tries.
Searl gives the follow examples, Kirchhoff’s, Thevenin’s, Norton’s, and Miller’s theorems are utilized throughout the
text. Concepts such as the load line – or load curve, - the large scale piecewise-linear approximations, and the smallscale linear models are used again and again. Pole-zero functions. Bode plots and the dominant pole concept will be
exploited in connection with the study of the frequency response and compensation of multistage amplifiers.
Searl states that all or most of above information do relate to the magnetiser development program, but for Searl
section of this research and development projects everything applies as you will see as the documents are re-done
again; and appear upon the web. These subjects you must understand, from which platforms new products can be
created. From which man/women can have better, healthier life. That is my purpose in life. Searl accepts that
computer aided analysis is resorted to wherever the circuit complexity justifies it. Searl agrees that within the Searl
Technology the computer will play a vital part of its work load. Such software which is needed is being developed at
this date Monday 5th August 2013; and hopefully will be fully tested this year at the lab. I have no doubt that it will
be install on this PC; which is needed to speed up the work underhand.
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Saturday 3rd August 2013: latest photo update from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A. Again proving that people of
rank call in to the lab to check our progress. All is well and they leave with a promise they will try to help us to
succeed.
Searl states that calculations of input and output resistances, as well as current and voltage gains are made for a
wide variety of amplifiers. Searl accepts that for the most part, real – commercially available – devices
characteristics shall be employed. Searl state that in this way the reader I hope may become familiar with the order
of magnitude of device parameters, the variability of these parameters within a given type and with a change of
temperature , the effect of the inevitable shunt capacitances in circuits, and the effect of input and output
resistances and loading on circuit operation. These considerations are of utmost importance to the student in
reference to both SEG or I-G-V or the practicing engineer since the circuits to be designed must function properly
and reliably in the physical world, rather than under hypothetical or ideal circumstanced.
Searl at this stage makes it clear he will deal with maybe over 720 homework problems, which will test the
applicants who seek a post within Searl Technology complex grasp of the fundamental concepts enunciated in this
document and will give him/her experience in the analysis and design of electronic circuits. Searl make it clear that
he will give considerable thought to the pedagogy of presentation, to the explanation of circuit behaviour, to the use
of a consistent system of notation, to the care with diagrams are drawn, to the many illustrative examples which
Searl will work out in detail in the text, at this moment in time Searl hopes to review questions at the end of each
section of this document. Searl hopes that these will facilitate the use of this document in self-study and that the
practicing students will find the text useful in updating himself/ herself for pending examinations and tests to obtain
licenses for flight crews or base crews in this fast moving field.
Searl ISBN 898827 author of these documents adapted and rewrote much of the materials from his early newsletters
to include any new information he has recover over the years, but agree not right up to date yet, in this document.
Searl express his thanks to all his teams wherever they are, for the help of photo and film clips they had on my past
and for those who have/ or helping me setting up for the future tasks which we are determined to undertake. This is
a story that will never have an end, but continue to extends man’s knowledge until the end of time, and it is you that
makes it so that future which is meant to be; you are the ones that has to create it so.
Searl reminds you that the governments are not there to make you a paradise, you must work for that. But if they
see you actually doing something positive about the problems then they will help with funds to solve the work load
problem. You cannot sit back and do nothing and expect government to help. It your choice not theirs.
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Monday 5th August 2013: This photo was receives from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A. of their attempt to create a
layer in brass, for the show pieces of the S.E.G. that is a static section of an S.E.G. segment. I think that it was
machine from a block, but they never smashed up old material and form and pressed it for machining. If I am wrong
then you have to list me on the slate due for a spanking.
The good news is not the spanking but the fact that the house letting agent arrived to hand me the Tenancy
agreement for the house which SMI has obtained for me to have and to sign the final 5 documents to it. So thanks to
SMI the future now looks brighter than ever before it will take some time to move, there is still a major problem we
have to get the owner permission to allow me to do. Therefore I requested Des the husband of my carer Sylvia if he
would number the flight cases to be No: 1 and No 2: which he did and to record the 2 unit’s data and number those
for me as Flight case NO 1. Which now he have done and have number the other as Number two which has only a
heavy unit which is the centre of the 5 unit set up Pioneer and the electronic files I have done on those two units.
Which be ready we hope to move to this new home on Thursday that is if all goes well, then if time permits flight
case Number 3 will be got ready to take up there may be on Sunday at this rate I may be in there for Xmas. Once
ready to assemble the large Rack and selves to load with the equipment I shall ask Morris to arrange to come here
for no less than a month to help to lift the equipment into place for me to wire it up, this sure will be a massive task
to undertake. The wiring system I shall use is very special system: as shall be employed on I-G-Vs constructions. This
gives us proof that the system is safe to use on I-G-Vs operations. It has already done 5 years of testing in the past,
thus any extra years of testing will be worthwhile. May be we shall be hearing more about the progress taking place
in the UK. Why not: it is a living story, called the birth of tomorrow’s energy technology which is meant to be.
Searl states clearly that his technology has nothing to do with any other projects that are being developed; his only
wish is that they will be lucky to achieve their objective – Good luck to them and their future is a blessing to all
humankind. Searl shall continue with his objectives which are many, that market place is at last showing itself it is
now time before the first item the home power generator will be on the mass production lines in a number of
countries. The big event in China takes place this month, and in October we hope will be big one for us in the states
which is already being advertised. I sincerely hope that my state of health will allow me to attend there in person. It
would mean so much to so many who are planning to attend this event termed BEM to see me in person. Agree it is
still many weeks away but time at my age goes very fast. So it will not be that long for me. But Searl feels certain that
the setup to replace me will be equally as good to handle this event. I know that the odds are against me to attend,
but I am a fighter and will try to be there. But I feel certain that you will enjoy the event regardless. Searl thank you
all who are planning to attend that event. And may the power with you always.
Again my sincere thanks to all who have and still are helping me in thie research and development.
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2013: Photo update from SMI-San Diego- California-U.S.A. Morris with the S.E.G. first plate mock up to explain the
functions of the S.E.G. at an event held in the U.S.A.
1

Searl has stated that in this document he shall begin with review of the basic atomic properties of matter
leading to describe electronic energy levels in atoms. Searl will show what he understood back there in 1946 –
1963 as he understood that these energy levels are spread into energy bands in a crystal. This band structure
allows us to distinguish between an insulator, a semiconductor, and a metal. Here Searl points out square three
show this is true.

1.1 Charged particles:
Searl states that the charge, or quantity, of negative electricity and the mass of the electron to my understanding
in August 1946 have be found to be 1.60 x 10-19 C – coulomb – and 9.11 x 10-31Kg, respectively. Searl points out
that this is the way that the scientific world communicates with each other; somewhere in this document Searl
will find time to explain it in long hand form. The values of many important physical constants are given in
Appendix A, and a list of conversion factors and prefixes is given in Appendix B. Which will appear anywhere in
this document. Searl reminds you that some idea of the number of electrons per second that represents current
of the usual order of magnitude is readily possible. Searl says for example, the charge per electron is 1.60 x 10 19
C, the number of electrons per coulomb is the reciprocal of this number, or approximately, 6 x 1018. Further,
since a current of 1 A – Ampere – is the flow of 1 C/s, then a current of only 1 pA – 1 Pico-ampere, or 10-12 A –
represents the motion of approximately 6 million electrons per second. NOTE: Searl states, yet a current in 1946
of 1 pA is so small that considerable difficulty is experience in attempting to measure it.
Searl says just think of how many electrons will have to flow just for 240 volts. The S.E.G. must deliver every second
of its life at 15Kw hour. Bet you have never consider that issue. But as we progress we shall find out how many it
takes.
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Wednesday 7th August 2013: Received update photo from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A. pressing out a layer of the
S.E.G. which will become part of the show case. Who know, you may be hearing more, as you have already seen a
photo of it being machined, I shall leave you to guess the size of diameter and its weight, which gives your brain a
training session on the art of automatic size measurement. By the way that is Morris and not an alien.
Coulomb: abbreviation C – noun – physics – the SI unit of electric charge, equal to the quantity of electricity
conveyed in one second by a current of one ampere. Origin late 19th century: named after Charles Augustin de
Coulomb – 1736 – 1806 I believe that he was a French military engineer. If I am wrong: than you have to put me on
the slate for a jolly good spanking. But I feel certain that I am right.
Coulomb’s Law: - noun – a law stating that like charges repel and opposite charges attract, with a force proportional
to the product of the charges and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. Origin late 18th
century: Named after C-A de Coulomb. If I am wrong you know the rules.
Searl states that the charge of a positive ion is an integral multiple of the charge of the electron, although it is of
opposite sign. Searl reminds you that for the case of singly ionized particles, the charge is equal to that of the
electron. For the case of doubly ionized particles, the ionic charge is twice that of the electron. Remember Searl talks
of his learning period 1946 to 1963, not todays teaching. That comes much later in his life.
Searl understands that the mass of an atom is expressed as a number that is based on the choice of the atomic
weight of Oxygen equal 16. Searl points out that the mass of a hypothetical atom of atomic weight unity is, by this
definition, one-sixteenth that of the mass of monatomic oxygen and has been calculated to be 1.66 x 10-27 Kg. Well
that was 1946, if that is wrong then I am not to be blamed, that is what I was taught and had to assume they were
right. Hence, to calculate the mass to kilograms of any atom, it is necessary only to multiply the atomic weight of the
atom by 1.66 x 10-27 Kg.
The radius of the electron has been estimated as 10-15 m and that of an atom as 10-10 m. Searl points out that these
are so small that all charges are considered as mass points in the following sections.
You can understand that Searl cannot at this time prove if they are right or wrong, thus he has no option but to
accept their claims as correct at this time. For my research and development absolute measurements are vital for
the best results in the S.E.G. or the I-G-V concept Where there is a will there is also a way and we shall find it. What
is hard to day may be soft tomorrow, in other words what is impossible today may be possible tomorrow.
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Thursday 27th June, Bradley Keith Lockerman
collects Debbie to prepare her for filming
China representative on Friday 26th 2013.
Looks like they pop into a café on Glastonbury
for a drink etc. The date may return where
coach loads of visitors will come to attend my
events which I hope that soon will start in the
UK again, where I shall try hard to return Great
Britain back to its past gory – impossible task
only because your mind make its so. I am
hoping that today the first 3 Flight Cases will
transfer from here to my bigger place as the
first step in moving. The village has no idea
what is coming there. It is simply a very quiet
village. All families who live there, act as
individuals. That will change sooner than later.
But the agent states that will be my home and
I can hold parties there if so I wish, Meetings
shows. You will be kept up to date as things
happens. I shall not be able to go to China this
year due to health and in process of moving.
But I understand that Russell is now booked to
cover me, and Jason I understand is moving
likewise and cannot get there, Brad and I
believe Phil and Kirk will cover the trip it will
be a 3 day lecture at the great hall where the
world games were held a few years back. I had
wish I could had gone as they promised me a
nice wife and a home. But the webcam can link
me to people of China at this time. Lots of
communications have been taking place and
still highly active communications between us.

The world is what we the masses make it – if it is hell that is what we choose it to be – not the governments but us
the general public. If you truly want a paradise for your children then it must be earn by hard work. The Searl Effect
Generator is only as good as you are; it cannot be better then you. You clean out the rivers and ditch, it than can
clean the water. You clean away the land rubbish it will help you food to grow better, richer in taste and far more
energy for your body. Replant trees to help clean the air and the S.E.G will assist them to do better. The S.E.G works
with nature, but if you are DETERMINED to continuing to work against nature, then you are also working against the
S.E.G. For nature and the S.E.G. is one of the same, they cannot be separated.
Searl states that in a semiconductor crystal such as silicon Si.14, two electrons are shared by each pair of ionic
neighbours. Such a configuration is called a covalent bond. Searl points out that under certain circumstances an
electron may be missing from this structure, leaving a “hole” in the bond. For those who cannot understand this
statement, let me see if I can translate that in another way which is easy to understand. Get your mate to strip and
bend over; before your eyes are two buttocks they are reverse in design and have a bond strip between them. As
you will notice that it is not complete there is a hole in it. This is the best illustration which I can think have that
clearly give a true picture of what I am saying. Searl says that these vacancies in the covalent bonds may move from
ion to io in the crystal and constitute a current equivalent to that resulting from the motion of free positive charges.
The magnitude of the charge associated with the hole is that of a free electron. Searl says that this very brief
introduction to the concept of a hole as an effective charge carrier is elaborated upon within this document.
Searl states that there are two conditions which are either clockwise or anticlockwise, which is the same state
between sweet and bitter for the same reasons. The S.E.G. is precisely the same but its north and south. To
everything there must be two prime states which the S.E.G. conforms to. The food you eat conforms to likewise.
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Saturday 3 August received update
photo of visitor at SMI-San DiegoCalifornia-U.S.A laboratory. How will
he be able to help, to that question
we shall have to wait and see. Time
always give the truth either way ‘yes’
or ‘no’. I guess you will be hearing
more.
Yes this visitor like so many others
before him are experiencing the field
intensity when copper Cu. 29 is in
motion. That force relations to the
velocity of that rotation. The greater
the velocity the greater is that field
force that is generated.

Note to get the S.E.G to the market
place will call for lots of equipment
for each production line that can be
installed. Cost will be high, compare
to 1946 when things were cheap, but
that is going to be price soon if you
want to live you will have to pay,
That is always the problem when you
refuse to listen to wise men, it sure
cost money.

1.2

Field intensity, potential, energy:

Searl states that by definition, the force f – newton’s - on a unit positive charge in an electric field is the electric field
intensity Є at that point. Searl reminds of Sir Isaac Newton second law determines the motion of a particle of charge
q –coulombs - , mass m – kilograms -, moving with a velocity v – metres per second – in a field Є – volts per metre.
Searl says the mks – meter-kilogram-second – rationalized system of units is
found most convenient for subsequent studies. Unless otherwise stated, this
system of units is employed throughout this section of this document.
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Thursday August 8th. Swallow Command Audio / Vision & Communication unit being 2 parts of Pioneer 5 part unit
has already been moved to my new home to be. We shall get back to action this year. This 2 units + flight Case No.1
cost £3,227.00, this time if anyone try to steal it they wish they had never been born. They will drop it quick from
the shear noise and brightness of light and burns. I shall make certain all future criminals will pay a massive price in
pain if they think they will rob me again. Add those units of the past that was stolen, these have in reality cost me
over £8,000.00 all that taxes I have had to pay for it. All cost has come out of my work and pension savings. But I am
determine to make available DVDs even better than those 4 hours VHS videos which you loved back there in the 60s.
Potential:
Searl states that by definition, the potential V – volts – of point B with respect to point A is the work done against
the field in taking a unit positive charge from A to B. This definition is valid for a three-dimensional field. Searl says
for a one dimensional problem with A at x0 and B an arbitrary distance x, it follows that †
1.2
Where ɛ now represents the X component of the field. Differentiating equation - 1 – 2 gives:

1.3
Searl points out that the minus sign shows that the electric field is directed from the region of higher potential to the
region of lower potential. In three dimensions, the electric field equals the negative gradient of the potential.
Searl states that this symbol † = is used to designate “equal to by definition”.
Searl says that he is sorry if you find this hard to follow, but there are no easy way then this to try to help you to
understand the S.E.G. is not new; its very old, what is new is the different way in which its constructered.
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Thursday August 8th 2013: Swallow Command Audio/Vision & Communications Division UK. A second shot of the first
2 units of 5. Hope this shows that this equipment is real and heavy. This has already been moved to the new house
to be. I mean business as you will soon see from these documents. From me you will get the facts.
Searl states that by definition, the potential energy U – joules – equals the potential multiplied by the charge q
under consideration, or U = qV
1-4
Searl reminds you that if an electron is being considered, q is replaced by –q – where q is the magnitude of the
electronic charge and U has the same shape as V but inverted.
Searl points out that the law of conservation of energy states that the total energy W, which equals the sum of the
potential energy U and the kinetic energy ½mv2, remains constant. Therefore, Searl states at any point in space:
W = U + ½mv2 = constant
1-5
Searl says let me see if I can illustration of this law, consider two parallel electrodes – A and B of - Figure M1.1a.3 –
Separated a distance d, with B at a negative potential Vd with respect to A. Searl states that an electron leaves the
surface of A with a velocity v0 in the direction towards B, which was Searl understanding that within his newsletters
and books make that issue clear. When he hears so call scientific people state that he does not know how to write
scientific papers, then what are these? Are they saying that toilet paper is the only scientific paper they can accept?
Then he cannot help feeling sorry for them, and will continue on with this document based upon the subject of
physics in the band termed energy bands in solids. Searl states how much speed v will it have if it reaches B?
There is no question about it; he sure is ready to tell you. Beware he may try to trap you, so read everything with
care, he has a habit to see if you are actually reading his documents or just looking at photos, which clearly many of
you do. Searl knows this from your emails which he receives ask questions which are clearly defined in the text in
each document. Some interviewers do actually read them, because they can open their show given you full details
without me having to tell them, others do no and have no real idea what to say. Last night, Saturday 10th August
2013 Ivy West did a 2 hour interview, now she sure reads up upon my work. The show started at 2100 Hours ended
2300 Hours on Revolution Radio live, with Justintime, Bradley Lockerman, Amar plus myself.
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Figure M1.1a
Figure M1.1b
Figure M1.1c.
Figure M1.1a = An electron leaves electrode A with an initial peed v0 and moves in a retarding field towards plate
B;
I am watching you
Figure M1.1b represents the potential;
watching me watching
you – Note this is a
Figure M1.1c the potential-energy barrier between electrodes.
scientific paper!
Searl states that if this is not a technical or scientific paper – than what is it? Agree this is a period of 1946 to 1963 a
time period that appears to be gone for good. Only so few now exist who knows about this forgotten time lapse. And
it is possible that even they have also forgotten that world; as it does not exists anymore. I can only teach upon what
I was taught or experienced through experimenting, to observe results. I cannot confirm anything outside of that
knowledge base until sometime in the future I can check it out by experimenting.
Searl says that from the definition, Equation – 1-2 -, it is clear, at least to him that only difference of potential have
meaning, and hence let us arbitrarily ground A, that is, consider it to be at zero potential.
Searl says then the potential at B is V = -Vd and the potential energy is U = -qV = qVd. Searl says that by equating the
total energy at A to that at B gives: W = ½mv02 = ½mv2+gVd –
1.6
WOO what can you say a boy with no formal education understood this – the question is; did you understand it? If
you do, then say if this is physics or science?
Physics:

Noun

The branch of science: to Searl understanding which is concerned with the nature and properties of matter and
energy. The subject matter of physics includes mechanics, heat, light and other radiation, sound, electricity,
magnetism, and the structure of the atoms Searl states that the physics properties and phenomena of something:
the physics of plasmas. Surely that is precisely what Searl has been doing and writing his views since 1946 makes him
a physicist an expert I or student of physics. Origin late 15th century –denoting natural science in general, especially
the - Aristotelian system -: plural of obsolete physic ‘physical – thing’, suggested by Latin physica, Greek phusika
‘natural things’ from phusis ‘nature’
Science:

Noun

The intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment: the world of science and technology; a particular
area of science and technology, which the S.E.G and I-G-V belongs to. A particular area of science.
Scientist:

Noun

A person who is studying or has expert knowledge: of one or more of natural or physical sciences. I sure fit those
conditions without question. In this development being its inventor I have to be well versed in many subjects to be
able to design such a device which happens to be a new window in science and technology.
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Thursday August 8th 2013: Swallow Command Audio/Vision & Communication Division Transfer this third part of five
units to new home to be. Flight Case mark 2: contains the Pioneer mixer unit DJM 2000 Nexus cost £1889.55
obtained from Soundware Ltd. Flight case from Thomann, Germany order 255357 cost £219.44. Therefore the total
cost on this part of that 5 unit set cost me £2,1o8.99. Once I am settled in new place will hunt out the cost of goods
in this section that was stolen to show what the actual is for this unit. So far you have only seen 3 parts of this 5 part
set up of Pioneer. I mean business and determined to create top sound CDs and DVDs to surpass the pass VHS 4 hour
tapes. If you want to understand my world this is the way to do it.
Searl states that this equation indicates that v must be less than v0 which is obviously correct since the electron is
moving in a repelling field. Note: that the final speed v attained by the electron in this conservative system is
independent of the form of the variation of the field distribution between the plates of the S.E.G. and depends only
upon the magnitude of the potential difference Vd. Searl points out that also, if the electron is to reach electrode B,
its initial speed must be large enough so that ½ mv02 > qVd. Otherwise, Searl says that equation – 1.6 – leads to the
impossible result that v is imaginary – Searl has often wonder if this result actually is a gateway to another
dimension, or is it a dead end? Searl wish to elaborate on these considerations now.
The Concept of a Potential-energy Barrier:
Searl points out; for the configuration of Figure M1.1a with electrodes which are large compared with the
separation d, we can draw Figure M1.1b a linear plot of potential V versus distance x – in the inter-electrode space.
Searl says that the corresponding potential energy U versus x is indicated in Figure M1.1c. Searl says since potential
is the potential energy per unit charge, curve c is obtained from curve b by multiplying each ordinate by the on the
electron – a negative number. Searl states that since the total energy W of the electron remains constant, it is
represented as a horizontal line. Searl states that the kinetic energy at any distance x equals the difference between
the total energy W and the potential energy U at this point. Searl understands that this difference is greatest at O,
indicating that the kinetic energy is a maximum when the electron leaves the electrode A. Searl says that at the point
P this difference is zero, which means that no kinetic energy exists, so that the particle is at rest at this point. Searl
states that this distance X0 is the maximum that the electron can travel from A. Just stop and think upon this issue as
to reference of the S.E.G. It gives you a clue as to what is happening that explains no kinetic energy exists.
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Thursday August 8th 2013, Swallow Command Audio/Vision Communication Division – UK: 2 more of the 5 units of
this Pioneer setup shipped today to new home. The centre unit is a Boss Drum Rhythm DR-880 to be able to add
various drum beats to sound tracks. This is Flight Case No: 3. Containing Pioneer multi player CDJ-2000 Nexus. The
cost of flight case was much more and the 2 units and the unit fill a space in the Flight Case as the new mixer was
larger than that size which was made for a smaller cheaper unit. As soon as I can go through thousands of invoices I
will report on what this flight case No 3 plus contents cost later but guess in the £4,000.00 mark.
Searl states at point p – where x = x0 – it comes momentarily to rest, and then reverses its motion and returns to A.
That is what would happen in the S.E.G. if you got your sums wrong, which is just a natural function in magnetism.
Searl suggest that you consider a point such as A which is at a greater distance than x0 from electrode A. Searl says
here the total energy QS less than the potential energy RS, so that the difference, which represents he kinetic
energy, is negative. Searl states that this is an impossible physical condition, however, since negative kinetic energy ½mv2 < 0 implies an imaginary velocity. Searl states we must conclude that the particle can never advance a
distance greater than x0 from electrode A.
Searl says that the foregoing analysis leads to the very important conclusion that the shaded portion on Figure M11c can never be penetrated by the electron: Searl ask; is that why the roller sets never touch the plate surface. Thus,
Searl says, at point P, the particle Acts as if had collided with a solid wall, hill, or barrier and the direction of its flight
has been altered. Searl says that potential-energy barriers of this sort play important role in the analyses of
semiconductor devices.
Searl says it must be emphasized that the words “collides with” or “rebounds from” a potential “hill” are convenient
descriptive phrases and that an actual encounter between two material bodies is not implied. Such terms like those
will turn up in various documents as something unexpected happens yet there appear to be no solid body involved.
Also this is a re-write of my 1946 newsletters, and progress continues since that time, improving on equipment and
understanding of the order of things. In later books you may think that I have made a mistake. No there is no
mistake – it only time and equipment has uncovered much more about nature’s building blocks from which we can
update our knowledge base to keep up to date. As you read these books try to imagine such a situation and see how
would you reacted – would you had done what I did – may be you would had done. Just because you wonder what
would happen if you did it this way.
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Thursday 8th August 2013, Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication division UK: start its move to its new
home to be. These main units of 5 units of Pioneer, represents 4 now moved. These 2 units are Pioneer CDJ-2000
Nexus Multiplayer DJ Deck cost £2,643.22 + VAT = 528.64 total on these 2 units alone = £3,171.86 + Case = £278.00 +
vat =£46.33 ordered 21.05.2013 Received 23rd May 2013. This was the faster goods received from Germany. I mean
to re-create good DVDs and CDs not so much VHS tapes, as it appears to be going out of date. The unit in the middle
is not part of the 5 part Pioneer set. But happens to fill the space for the mixer which is an earlier model to mine
which happens to be a lot bigger.
1.3

The eV unit of energy:

Searl reminds you that the – J – is the unit in the mks system. Searl understands that in some engineering power
problems this unit is very small, and a factor of 103 or 104 is introduced to convert from watts – 1 W = 1 J/s – to
kilowatts or megawatts, respectively.
Searl says that however, in other problems, the Joule is too large a unit, and a factor of 10-7 is introduced to convert
from joules to ergs. Therefore Searl says, for a discussion of the energies involved in electronic devices, even the erg
is much too large a unit. Searl in this statement is not to be construed to mean that only minute’s amounts of energy
can be obtained from electron devices. Searl agrees that it is true that each electron possesses a tiny amount of
energy, but as previously pointed out, an enormous number of electrons are involved even in a small current, so
that considerable power may be represented.
NOTE: Searl reminds you that a unit of work or energy, called the electron volt – eV, is defined as follows:
1 eV ≡ 1.60 x 10-19 J
Searl informs you of course, any type of energy whether it be electric, mechanical, thermal, etc., may be expressed
in electron volts. Searl says if you are wondering why I am writing this it is answer to the experts who demand to
know my education level at that time. And how I intend to protect their investment. And all of you who want to
learn, here is your chance to, and its free.
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Thursday August 8th 2013: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division UK. Flight Case No. 4: small red
Accordion with 19 white keys 24 Bass Brought 9th October 2012 to replace a large black one that got stolen this one
cost £166.66 + vat = £33.33 + Delivery = £4.72. I am banking on forming a band with younger members, this was a
better size for them in weight to handle more so if we are on parade or marching to one. That is a possibility that
will start the campaign for cleaner energy, water and air. A damn good band – and Swallow Command will create
such a band, it will equal the Brownies, Girl Guides and boy scouts, or my name is not John Searl. I will try to match
Glen Miller to put a bounce into you. To rally: the people of the world to invite the push for cleaner air, water and
food. You know that is right, then join us. We are the people who need a better world and we have to be prepared
to win it. Music is just one step towards a happier world. Let’s make it so.
Searl states that the name electron volt arises from the fact that, if an electron falls through a potential of one volt,
its kinetic energy will increase by the decrease in potential energy, or by:
qV = (1.60 X 10-19 C) (1 V) = 1.60 X 10-19 J = 1 eV
However, as Searl mentioned above, the electron-volt unit may be used for any type or energy, and is not restricted
to problems involving electrons.
Searl makes it clear that a potential-energy barrier of E – electron volts – is equivalent to a potential hill of V – volts
– if these quantities are related by:
qV = 1.60 X 10-19 E

1-7

NOTE: Searl states that V and E are numerically identical but dimensionally different,
Searl will continue on the next page with the next step forward up this ladder to understand the S.E.G functions, its
construction, must be correct for results. So we have started simple as Searl had to and we are working up the world
of reality that makes the S.E.G. a bargain in the energy world. But unfortunate it is you who makes is so. Not Searl –
but you, he gives you the knowhow. The rest is up to you to do or die that choice is yours.
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Tuesday 13th August 2013: update photo from SMI-San Diego – California – U-S-A. The Italian Job the visitors to the
lab and prepare to support the work there. You know our time is running out to leave for China, Beijing in the same
hall where the games were played out. My team leaves in 6 days’ time, lets wish them well and that their success of
winning contracts will be 100%. Unfortunate I am not well enough to travel with the team, but my heart will be
there, as if I was there. With luck webcam will be set up so they can see me. A wonderful world: of technology which
we live in.
1.4

Searl says we must understand the nature of the atom – the S.E.G depends upon it:

Searl wish to develop the band structure of a solid, which he hopes will allow us to distinguish between an insulator,
a semiconductor, and a meta, bear in mind that here he talks of his time 1946 – 1963 understanding. Searl will begin
with a review of the basic properties of matter which the S.E.G is based upon, leading to discrete electronic energy
levels In atoms. This is the key issue, which create problems with the experts. In their world you must have a heat
engine – whereby the S.E.G. does not require such a system for its functions. This will always be a problem for them.
Searl states that Sir Ernest Rutherford, 1st Baron Rutherford of Nelson – 1871 – 1937; which means that he died just
5 years after Searl was born which was a shame as they would have made a great pair. New Zealand physicist,
regarded as the founder of nuclear physics, I have been informed. As a result of his experiments on the scattering of
alpha particles, Searl understands that he proposed that the positive charge in an atom, and virtually all its mass, is
concentrated in a central nucleus, which is no different to how Searl conceived it. Searl was informed that he also
performed the first artificial transmutation of matter. Well I cannot confirm that part of the claims but apparent it’s
claimed that in 1908 he won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. He must have worked very hard to get that. Today you
start a war and kill millions then stop and say we shall not declare war again, you get a Nobel Prize for peace. After
you have spent that money, you restart that war again. Ireland is just one example; there are others I could name.
Insanity is without doubt on the increase. I wonder if anyone understands what peace is.
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Monday 12th August 2013: Update photo from SMI – San Diego – California – U.S.A. preparing the component parts
for the new demonstration unit for China. I hope they will complete this demo in time for China event. Russell
Anderson has been selected to carry the gear there and back again to set it up and give live demonstration of the
S.E.G. Bradley Lockerman is still booked to film this event, which I am hoping there will be no cock ups made. I
understand that Phil and Kirk will travel with them; who will be responsible for the legal agreements of any contracts
being on offer there.
Searl states if Rutherford, in 1911, that is 21 years before Searl was born, when he found that the atom consists of a
nucleus of positive charge that contains nearly all the mass of the atom. Searl has good reason to accept that the
surrounding this central positive core is negatively charged electrons. That is Searl understanding in 1946. Searl
states: that as a specific illustration of this atomic model, consider the hydrogen atom.
This atom consists of a positively charged nucleus a –
proton – and a single electron. The charge on the proton is
positive and is equal in magnitude to the charge on the
electron. Searl therefore accepts the atom as a whole is
electrically neutral. Searl accepts that because the proton
appears to carries practically all the mass of the atom, to
Searl mind it will remain substantially immobile, whereas
the electron will move about it in a closed orbit. To Searl
mind that make sense. Searl states that the force of
attraction between the electron and the proton follows
Coulomb’s law. Searl is not a dumb fool after all.
Searl states that it can be shown from classical mechanics that the resultant closed path will be circle or an ellipse
under the action of such a force. Just think about it Searl had to.
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Thursday 15TH August 2013: received update photo of the new S.E.G. demo for China, from SMI-San Diego-CaliforniaU.S.A. When it’s finished we have no time to run test it; so we are travelling there on shear faith that all will function
as expected, it has cost enough to create it, in an extremely short time gap. Today the 16th of August 2013 my best
wishes go out to the team who will represent me there and may it be a great time for them and my Chinese team to
meet again, only this time in their home country – China. My team flies out in 4 days’ time to actually see China. I
shall be watching China as I have been doing all this month 24 hour air quality record which has been doggy on 4
different days this month.
Searl states that this motion is exactly analogous to that of the planets about the Sun, because in both cases the
force varies inversely as the square of the distance between the particles. Searl at the age of 14 years understood
that issue as his dreams told him so, as a child. He has always stated that the roller sets of the S.E.G cannot fly off as
scientists stated they would. So far to date none have ever flown off the plate. So why should any roller sets fly off
the plate now after all these years?
Searl states let us assume, therefore, that the orbit of the electron in this planetary model, of the atom is a circle,
which of course the S.E.G. is, the nucleus being supposed fixed in space, as likewise the Plate of the S.E.G is. Searl
states that it is a simple matter to calculate its radius in terms of the total energy W of the electron. Searl quotes,
that the force of attraction between the nucleus and the electron of the Hydrogen H.1. Atom is q2/4ε0r2, where the
electronic charge q is in coulombs, the separation r between the particles is in meters, the force is in Newtons, and
ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The numerical value of ε0 will be given in Appendix A. Let say that at this time
that is his intention to do, but he is extremely busy at this time, and extremely ill. So if it slips his mind later on, he
never intended to miss it out. Let us all pray that he will not kick the bucket until he has given us that information.
Searl reminds you that by Newton’s second law of motion, this must be set equal to the product of the electronic
mass m in kilograms and the acceleration v2/r towards the nucleus, where v is the speed of the electron in its
circular path, in meters per second. Precisely: the same condition in the S.E.G. Then:

1-8.

From Searl point of observation on the function of the S.E.G. the
electron can accelerate as the load increase. It must also pull in more
magnets into the material as the field increases. Eddy currents increases

Searl will continue this statement upon the next page – funny that a boy could understand this, and experts fail to
understand it. If it had teeth it would bite them, pity they don’t have teeth. Yet in a way the S.E.G. do have teeth, but
they are magnetic ones. But they do bite well.
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Thursday 15th August 2013: received progress photo of new S.E.G demo for China event from SMI-San DiegoCalifornia-U.S.A. Morris, Jason and Tom have been working hard to create this new unit for the big China event, with
3 more days to go before it and my team departs on China airline flight, we wish them well. At mid night their time I
talk to Carla; who is naturally excited for my team to meet her team in China. This will be a great time for Carla team,
not forgetting my team; for they all will meet in one of China top places, which the games made famous.
Searl states that furthermore, the potential energy of the electron at a distance r from the nucleus is – q2/4ε0r, and
its kinetic energy is ½mv2. Searl states then, according to the conservation of energy:
When Searl talks about the S.E.G. he speaks of the whole.
Here we are discussing the atom itself, which like everything
else in the universe is made of. Well we at this time accept
that the experts are right upon that issue.

1-9
Searl remind you where the energy is in joules. Combining this expression with – 1-8 – produces:

Yes, I am still watching you watching me
watching you, and if you make a cock up
you sure are going to get 6 of the best.
1-10
Searl says that this gives the desired relationship between the radius and the energy of the electron. NOTE: that this
equation shows that the total energy of the electron is always negative. Searl states that the negative sign arises
because the potential energy has been chosen to be zero when r is infinite. Searl points out that this expression also
shows that the energy of the electron becomes smaller – i.e., more negative – as it approaches closer to the
nucleus. Searl has been telling you this since 1946 that the faster the roller sets rotate around the plate the
electrons are forces inwards becoming closer to the nucleus, therefore must be more negative. Thus voltage
output increases, but is negative and not positive. Searl knows that you know that is true, then why claim Searl
talks crap. That the S.E.G. is real; not imagination as these experts claims. But everyone must prove it: in other words
they don’t trust anything which they are taught at school or read in technical books. Why do they bother going to
school in the first place?
Can you inform Searl why you went to school as from the emails he receives they sure do not teach you anything of
worth, or you are just dumb and do not wish to learn. Then comes that question again WHY DID YOU GO TO
SCHOOL?
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Wednesday 14th August 2013: another update photo received from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A. proving visitors
stall coming to the lab and promise to help which most do immediately. When in production we shall name all who
made it possible. For without them the S.E.G. would be impossible to make; because of the shear cost today. Friday
16th August Bradley Lockerman informed me that the S.E.G has been shipped to China. And Saturday 17th at 02:10
am Morris confirms that the new S.E.G. has been shipped to China. All we can do now is wait and hope it arrives safe
there. And in 3 days’ time my team will be on its way to join up with my Chinese team and the new S.E.G.
Demonstrator. I shall be keeping my fingers and legs cross that all will go well. I have not seen this unit in person,
just the photos which have been sent me for the records.
Searl states that the foregoing discussion of the planetary atom has been considered only from the point of view of
classical mechanics. Yes, indeed, Searl is aware of classical mechanics plus many other subjects. However, Searl
understands that an accelerated charge must radiate energy, in accordance with the classical laws – assumptions –
of electromagnetism. Searl points out that if the charge is performing oscillations of a frequency f, the radiated
energy will also be of this frequency. Hence, to Searl mind, classically, it must be concluded that the frequency of the
emitted radiation equals the frequency with which the electron is rotating in its circular orbit.
Searl agrees that there appear to be a problem here. Searl points out that there is one feature of this picture that
cannot be reconciled with experiment. Have you spotted it? I shall tell you what it is – if the electron is radiating
energy, its total energy must decrease by the amount of this emitted energy. Searl says that it is natural to assume
as a result that the radius r of the orbit must decrease, in accordance with equation – 1-10. Page M154. Searl
accepts that consequently, as the atom radiates energy, the electron must move in smaller and smaller orbits,
eventually falling into the nucleus. You have no doubt have heard or read what Searl state; that the faster the roller
sets rotate around the plate; that the atoms get more and more compact: tighter together. Interesting point, as it is
easy to assume that the electrons are taking up smaller orbits. Searl points out that since the frequency of oscillation
depends upon the size of the circular orbit, the energy radiated would be of a gradually changing frequency, which
matches what Searl keeps saying. The Law of the squares makes it clear that every level has its own frequency band
as a cruising velocity, which relates to now energy drain is taking place except for each electron energy radiation
which keeps the roller sets function. Once demand takes place, it increase its energy radiation level to be able to
attract negative ions into itself by becoming positive ion state. Searl understand that such a conclusion, however, is
incompatible with the sharply defined frequencies of spectral lines.
Searl accepts and understand that we are brainwashed in such a way that it is so difficult to accept or understand
any other solution to that we observe, we must make what we are taught fit what we see, never to question it.
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Friday 16 August 2013 at 12:05
AM Beijing time: received from
Carla in China, this advert of the
event which my team and hers
will attend there in the large
Olympic Games was held. Yes,
indeed it is an exciting time for my
team to stand in the same hall as
the world games was held.
Something which I would have
loved to see. That is my new China
Company. The S.E.G. co. Ltd for
short.
Now it’s only 3 days away when
my team flies out to China and
meet our new team in China.
From my side there will be just
one person missing and that will
be me thanks to two different
infections of the legs and feet
have grounded me. I understand
that they were all praying that I
would make it there. Sadly, that
cannot be so on this special
occasion.
But no one knows what the future
will bring. We can only do our best
and hope that all will go well, as
this is vital for China future, as it is
for the rest of the world.
Agree, we are banking on webcam
to be set up so that I can talk to
the people of China, as if I was
there in person. I shall report after
the event what conclusions we
arrived at if the road is clear for
full speed ahead with the S.E.G.
technology, which should had
happen in 1968 and again in 2003,
except for greedy minds and
ignorance block it. I understand
that people do not trust the
Chinese, but China has to
understand now that it has to
change their concept of
operations to win, as their
problems are growing fast as it is
in all parts of the world. But I
cannot make people take of this
technology; they must decide for
themselves.
I can only hope that China will lead the world in clean energy concepts, so all may benefit from their efforts.
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Tuesday 2nd July 2013: photo taken in Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division UK: of Carlo from
China visiting Searl; who is explaining how the roller segment is form; of the S.E.G. and how it functions. Carlo is my
head team member of the China team contract, which in a few days’ time will be finally signed by both parties. Make
no mistake she is a spitfire in business. I have agreed that she be accepted on the board of Directors of SMI. By the
way the flowers were presented to Searl by Carlo on arrival there. All of which was filmed by Bradley Keith
Lockerman and so far to this date Saturday 17th August 2013, I have not seen any copy of it – have you?
The Bohr Atom:
Searl quotes: The difficulty mentioned above was resolved by Niels Hendrik David Bohr 1885 – 1962 that means he
died 30 years after I was born. A Danish physicist and pioneer in quantum physics. Bohr’s theory of the structure of
the atom incorporated quantum theory for the first time, and is the basis for present day quantum mechanical
models. Searl understands that Bohr helped to develop the atom bomb in Britain and then in the US. Nobel Prize: for
physics – 1922 – that was 10 years before I was born.
Aage Niels Bohr: his son, born 1922 – I guess that his parents over did their celebrations of winning the Nobel Prize.
Shared the 1975 prize for his studies of the physics of the atomic nucleus. Now you know what Searl knows.
Remember Searl stated that Bohr postulated the following three fundamental laws:
1. Not all energies as given by classical mechanics are possible, but the atom can possess only certain
discrete energies. While in states corresponding to these discrete energies, the electron does not emit
radiation, and the electron is said to be in a stationary, or nonradiating:
2. In a transition from stationary state corresponding to a definite energy W2 to another stationary state,
with an associated energy W1, radiation will be emitted. This is precisely how Searl understood his dream
1. Searl states that the frequency of the radiant energy is given by:

1-11

We shall extend this on the next page.
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Friday 28th June 2013: Photo No: 3415 update taken at Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division UK.
Carla from China CEO visit Searl to get his approval for information to be release at the big event to be held in
Beijing, China late August 2013, in the Olympic Games hall was held. Bradley Lockerman was present to film this
meeting which was a great success. Carla is a hard worker a spitfire in every way. Today, Sunday 18th August 2013,
with the new S.E.G. Demo: already on its way to China from San Diego, California, U.S.A. And Russell Anderson: now
in LA to join up with Bradley Lockerman China Flight on the 20th with our two legal boys. They will meet Carla and her
team for the first time, which without doubt will be an exciting time for all. Guess you shall be hearing more sooner
than later.
Searl continue from page M157: where h is Planck’s constant in joule-seconds, the W’s are expressed in joules, and f
is in cycles per second, or hertz.
3.

A stationary state is determined by the conditions that the angular momentum of the electron in this state
is quantized and must be an integral multiple of h/2. Thus

1-12

where n is an integer.

Searl points out that combining equation 1-8 and 1-12, we obtain the radii of the stationary states problem 1-13, and
from equation 1-10 the energy level in joules of each state is found to be:

1-13
Searl states upon making use of equation 1-11, the exact frequencies found in the hydrogen H. 1. Spectrum is
obtained – a remarkable achievement. The radius of the lowest state is found to be 0.5 Å. Take NOTE that Searl is
not teaching you grammar or spelling; he is only teaching you physics, which means the S.E.G.
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Monday 12th August 2013: Update photo from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A. The press used in the construction of
the plate of the new S.E.G. demo for China. Why do I keep on about China? Because there are expert fools around
who think its bullshit. Searl states that it’s reality at its best; because China, Asia and the Middle East are just target
points for the S.E.G. Mass production systems.

1-5

atomic energy levels:

Searl states that the law of the squares operate in levels. Therefore, the atom must operate in a similar
manner. Searl says that for each integral value of n in equation – 1-13 – a horizontal line is drawn. Searl
explains that these lines are arranged vertically in accordance with the numerical values calculated from
Equation – 1-13 -. Searl points out that such a convenient pictorial representation is called an energy-level
diagram and is indicated in Figure – 1-2 – for hydrogen H.1. Searl explains that the number to the left of
each line gives the energy of this level in electron volts. Searl points out that the number immediately to the
right is the value of n. Searl wish to make it clear that theoretically, an infinite number of levels exist for
each atom, but only the first five and the level for n =  are indicated in Figure 1-2. Which I shall present on
the next page: so all can read it. When I try to place it here it turns out too small for some to read.
Searl informs you that the horizontal axis has no significance here, but in extending such energy-level
diagrams to solids, the4 X axis will be used to represent the separation of atoms within a crystal – Figure 1-3
– or the distance within a solid. Searl says that in such cases the energy levels are not constant, but rather are
functions of .
Searl points out that it is customary to express the energy value of the stationary states in electron volts E
rather than in Joules W. Searl states also, it is more common to specify the emitted radiation by its
wavelength  in angstroms rather than by its frequency f in hertz. Searl states that in these units, Figure – 111 – may be rewritten in the form:

1-14.
Searl through his documents hope that he can sort out
your education problem that relates to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). While others model the
mathematics engineering programs out.
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Figure M1-2 1949 London – UK. Searl advance
further education training. The lowest five
energy levels and ionization level of
Hydrogen H.1. The spectral lines are in
angstrom units. Angstrom unit abbreviated 
- noun a unit of length equal to one hundred
–millionth of a centimetre, 10-10 metre, used
mainly to express wavelengths.

Anders Jonas Ångström 1814 – 1874. Swedish physicist. He proposed a
relationship between the emission and absorption spectra of chemical
elements, and measured optical wave lengths in the unit later named in his
honour. And inter-atomic distances. ORIGIN late 19th century.

We are the future that is meant to be,
pollution, flooding should never be in an
educated and technical world, we claim to be.

The world we create, or destroy, the future is ours to make, or likewise destroy it. That choice is always ours
to make. We who are members of Searl Technology throughout the world are trying to create it for the
betterment of Planet Earth so all may enjoy the fruits of our labour. How is it possible for the Searl
Technology to save this planet if you are bent on destroying it? You are in millions we are just a few, and
today Monday 19th August 2013 who are trying to do our part in creating that better world for all humankind
regardless whether you are bent on destroying it or not., are preparing to travel tomorrow to China to help
them to solve their pollution problem, which many of you as yet have never experience such a condition.
But that time may come sooner than later, are you prepared for it, clearly China wasn’t. Now the price has to
be paid. How many more people must die before we get the message that our turn to die may be next, due to
greed and ignorance. It is time that we should be made responsible for our long term actions, and not our
children have to pay that bill.
Searl states that since only differences of energy enter into the expression, the zero state may be chosen at
will. Searl has always considered that it is convenient and customary to choose the lowest energy state as the
zero level. Searl has shown such a normalized scale as indicated to the extreme right in Figure M1-2 above.
Searl reminds you that the lowest energy state is called the normal, or ground, level, and in the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) the cruising speed – (CS) – and the other stationary states of the atom and the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) are called excited, radiating, critical or resonance, levels.
Searl understanding that as the electron is given more and more energy, it moves into stationary states which
are further and farther away from the nucleus. How Searl see it, that when its energy is large enough to
move it completely out of the field of influence of the ion, it becomes ‘detached’ from it. Searl says that
when the energy required for this process to occur is called the ionization potential and is represented as the
highest state in the energy level diagram; 13.16 eV for Hydrogen H.1. NOTE: Searl states that for
Neodymium Nd 60 its 5.53 eV that is why Searl uses Neodymium Nd 60 instead of Hydrogen H.1, which
would require an outside source of power to kick start it for generation of electrical power.
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Monday 12th August 2013:
Received this update
photo from SMI-San
Diego-California-U.S.A. A
new demo to show the
lifting power of Copper
Cu. 29 whose first
ionization potential =
7.726 eV will lift that roller
weight and spin it at
speed, but only if that
Copper Cu. 29 is in
motion. But if it is
stationary no force will
act, thus that roller will
not lift or spin. Thus the
Law of the Squares again
hold true there are two
states which are opposite
which are active and nonactive. Or one positive
and one negative.
As we progress with Searl
education we shall be able
to understand his thinking
and why he questions so
many of physics
statements.
Searl states that the Searl
Effect Generator opens up
questions that need a new
approach in the way we
think, which will present a
very difficult task as we
have been heavily
brainwashed into
yesterday thinking. But
Searl has started that task
as to where we went
wrong, the question that
remains is will anyone
ever be right on how this
universe was created, if it
ever was. Clear to Searl
mind no intelligent
creation created as it is a
chaos of a structure that
went wrong, the question
is WHY

Searl states that to everything there has to be an answer, otherwise it doesn’t exist. Maybe one day; at SMI INC,. We
shall find that missing answer – WHY – then and only then, will the question WHY will not be missing. Another
question is: today’s man was it a result of some research work that sure went bloody wrong. If so, who was
responsible?
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I believe that this could be Beijing, China, received yesterday Sunday 18th August 2013 from SMI. U.S.A. So today,
Monday 19th been talking with Bradley; trying to tune up his nervous system ready for tomorrow trip there. But still
the trip will be exciting; will the aircraft land at the right place, not everyone does, as you know from news reports.
But I assure Brad, that not all pilots are drunk while they are flying, just completely black out and quite happy about
where they land. Strange in this photo there appear just to be one child only; that is because there is a food shortage
there, and being young they are very tasty. But told Brad not to worry the reason is that there is only one child in this
photo is because there is only one female to every million males. So they have to queue up for one. So that relaxed
his nerves, until tomorrow on take-off an engine falls off. Well that is all Hollywood stuff; or is it? We shall know if
Brad returns to the States.
Collisions of Electrons with Atoms:
Searl says that the foregoing discussion shows that energy must be supplied to an atom in order to excite or ionize
the atom. Searl says that one of the most important ways to supply this energy is by electron impact. WHY NOT?
After all planets and moons are getting hit with rocks from space. So, why not Atoms follow a similar root of action?
Searl says; STOP; THINK. ACT just supposes that an electron is accelerated by the potential applied to a discharge
tube. Searl explains that the energy gained from the field may then be transferred to an atom when the electron
collides with the atom. Searl claims that if the bombarding electron has gained more than the requisite energy from
the discharge to raise the atom from its normal state to a particular resonance level, the amount of energy in excess
of that required for excitation will be retained by the incident electron as kinetic energy after the collision.
Searl understands that if an impinging electron possesses an amount of energy at least equal to the ionization
potential of the gas, it may deliver this energy to an electron of the atom and completely remove it from the parent
atom. Let me put it in another way. You are sleeping with your wife who breaks wind that quickly removes you from
the bed to get outside for fresh air. This is a similar reaction to that of the atom above. I do try my best to explain
things as simple as possible. But things will unfortunate get complicated as we progress. So Searl has given you
warning what to expect.
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In 2012 this house was presented to me to live in, unfortunate my legs and feet are extremely bad and medication
very costly. So other members of the workforce are using it which is great; and they love the place. I wish to thank
that owner who donated this building for my use, my sincere thanks and may you be bless with good health and
many years of happiness. Looks like that my house here could be placed inside of that garage.
Searl reminds you that three charged particles result from such an ionising collision: two electrons and a positive ion.
The proof of that hopscotch game; square 3 shall create 3 parts of which 2 which I am standing in; shall be electrons
and one positive ion that I never stand in, because that is a stationary part. This is 1946 period.
The Photon Nature of Light:
Searl says let me assume that an atom has been raised from the ground state to an excited level by electron
bombardment. Searl reminds you that the mean life of an excited state ranges from 10-7 to 10-10 s, the excited
electron returning to its previous state after the lapse of this time. Searl points out that in this transition, the atom
must lose an amount of energy equal to the difference in energy between the two states that it has successively
occupied, this energy appearing in the form of radiation. Searl accepts that according to the postulates of Bohr, this
energy is emitted in the form of a photon of light, the frequency of this radiation being given by Equation 1.11, or
the wavelength by equation 1-14. Searl reminds you that the term photon denotes an amount of radiant energy to
the constant h times the frequency. Searl says that this quantized nature of an electromagnetic wave was first to
Searl understanding introduced by Planck, in 1901, that is about 31 years before Searl was landed upon the face of
the Earth, so he has to assume that is correct, in order to verify theoretically the black body radiation formula
obtained experimentally.
PHOTON: noun physics a particle representing a quantum of light or other electromagnetic radiation. A photon
carries energy proportional to the radiation frequency but has zero rest mass. – Derivatives – photonic adjective.
ORIGIN early 20th century: from Greek phös, phöt ‘light’, on the pattern of electron. Sorry I am not an expert on
Greek, in fact; I am not an expert in anything, just a person who has a mass of interest in many subjects; just because
Searl has got a brain who wants to know, always poking his nose in places that others want go. Like the loo where
you go to poo while he only wants to know what’s in it; that tells him all about you. You and that poo are just you. It
can tell me what you have been doing during the last 24 hours. Thinking that flashing away that poo gets rid of your
secrets is a false impression that is not true. There are or will eventually be those who will check you poo for all kinds
of bacteria which you have been successful to create that could harm others besides yourself. To them you should
thank us people who spend time examining your poo for future space exploration success depends on your poo!
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Periodic table of the elements:

1946 August this was Searl understanding the elements NOTE: that the number to the right of the symbol for the
elements gives the atomic number. The number below the symbol for the element gives the atomic weight.
Without these elements there would be no materials, and if there was no materials, then there would be no S.E.Gs
because you would not be here or this universe which is dear to us. So thank heaven for little atoms for storing little
electrons that are glad to work for us; as long as we respect them they will not complain about the workload which
they do for us. They will not go on strike unless you create a sort circuit within their operational program, they will
not demand higher wages if you demand more work from them. So dear human’s workers; beware that you are
replaceable if you think that you are cleaver by going on strike. You will find to your amazement your employment
cards arriving through your letter box at express speed and wishing you all the best with getting another job.
Searl agrees without question that no electronic circuit is going to be of much use to Searl Technology Inc., unless it
has some way of exchanging signals or information with the outside world. Searl knows only too well that one of the
ways to get signals into or out of a circuit is to use light – as many people witness on TV through the 60s, how Searl
used lights for machine communications to humans. Searl is certain that this year 2013, he will again be using
machine language by light as in the past. Yes, Searl is talking about devices that can use light either as an input or an
output are known as optoelectric devices.
Searl will try to explain optoelectric devices that were used - and shall be used again, sooner than later for output
signal conditions within a circuit. For input purposes, a photosensor is used. Searl states that a photosensor is a
photoelectric device that varies some electrical parameter in response to the light shining on it.
Searl understands that your first glance, optoelectric devices might seem rather trivial, with only limited practical
applications; Searl makes it clear to all that this is not the case at all. In fact, Searl states that optoelectrics have
countless potential applications. Searl will within this document show you how you can use optoelectric components
in a variety of ways for many different purposes, and Searl hopes that you will find several circuits you can use in this
document. Searl states that by now you should appreciate that the S.E.G. uses many languages to be able to
function; or for the sake of creating one. Searl will try to tech some of them to you. The S.E.G. is a subject completely
based on information technology, which commences with an elementary mathematical system of a simple matrix to
physic, mathematics, science, materials, without such bases there would be no S.E.Gs.
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Saturday 29TH June 2013, update photo Number 3433 taken at Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication
Division UK. Of the Chinese’s members: name Farzam; seen here with Searl; who came to discuss the pending event
in Beijing China in August this year. Searl have today Tuesday 20th August 2013 been inform that this Farzam is
already in China waiting for the arrival of my team who are flying out of LA airport today Tuesday 20th of August 2013
for China, our demo equipment has arrived there ready. And the great news is that we have been now placed in
Number one position of this event and the media is set up to cover our effort. Russell Anderson will cover for Searl,
sadly to say that his legs and feet are too bad to travel that distance at this stage. Searl wish them every success. It
will be the greatest number of Searl staff which has ever been available at such events. I am waiting for the signal
from LA that the team is ready to fly out upon this exciting adventure. Sadly Searl will be the missing one on this
event.
Searl accepts that the photon concept of radiation may be difficult to comprehend at first. Searl like many others
were taught the classically, as it was believed that atoms were systems that emitted radiation continuously in all
directions. Searl states that according to the foregoing theory, however, this is not true, Searl understanding is that
the emission of light by an atom being a discontinuous process. Searl states in other words, that is the atom radiates
only when it makes a transition from one energy level to a lower energy state. Searl says, is that not precisely what
he has been saying since 1946, that the roller sets only radiate negative ions when it is in transition from a higher to
lower energy level. Why then are experts so slow on the uptake of an elementary function. Searl also points out that
in this transition; it emits a definite amount of energy of one particular frequency, namely, one photon hf of light.
Searl also stated that the magnetic field is just one frequency band in relation to that colour band frequency. Of
course, when a luminous discharge is observed, the discontinuous nature of radiation is not suspected because of
the enormous number of atoms that are radiating energy and correspondingly, because of the immense number of
photons that are emitted in unit time.
Searl says that surely that this is an elementary statement to understand; if a boy of 14 years with no former
education fined no problem in understanding that statement. Surely all you with all this former education would
have no problems. Yet all these insane communications shows clearly something is wrong with our great education
system, and starts at infant school and works its way upwards. WHY? I wonder if you even know why.
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Friday 28th June 2013 at Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Division UK: update photo No: 3607; Carla
from China pay a visit to Prof. Searl to discuss the big event being held in Beijing China in the hall where the
international games were done. Searl understand this event will take place late August 1913. Our new China team
headed by Carla is growing. Our first company is placed in Hong Kong and therefore will follow British law of
operation.
Spectrol Lines:
Searl points out that the arrow in Figure M1-2 represents six possible transitions between stationary states. Searl
adds, that the attached number gives the wavelength of the emitted radiation. Searl says that for an example, the
ultraviolet line 1,215 Å is radiated when the Hydrogen H.1. Atom drops from the first excited state, n = 2 to its
normal state, n = 1.
Searl informs us that there is another important method, called photo excitation, by which an atom may be elevated
into an excited state, is to have radiation fall on the gas. An atom may absorb a photon of frequency f and thereby
move from the level of energy W1 to the high energy level W2, where W2 = W1 + hf. Searl states that an extremely
important feature of excitation by photon capture is that the photon will not be absorbed unless its energy
corresponds exactly to the energy difference between the stationary levels of the atom with which it collides.
Searl gives for example, if a normal hydrogen H.1. is to be raised to its first excited state by means of radiation, the
wavelength of the light must be 1,216 Å which is in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
The way Searl understand it: that when a photon is absorbed by an atom, the excited atom may return to its normal
state in one jump, or it may do so in several steps. Searl says that if the atom falls into one or more excitation levels
before finally reaching the normal state, it will emit several photons. Searl agrees that these will correspond to
energy differences between the successive excited levels into which the atom falls. Searl states none of the emitted
photons will have the frequency of the absorbed radiation. Searl quotes that this fluorescence cannot be explained
by classical theory at this date 1946, but is readily understood once Bohr’s postulates are accepted. Please Note that
writers have a tendency to have a favourite person they support. Searl only gives you their feelings which may not
be his feelings, which also applies to free energy devices claims.
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Tuesday 20th August
2013: Russell Anderson
arrives at LAX airport on
his way to China, to
represent Searl at the
Beijing conference. At
LAX airport he should
have meet up with
Bradley, Kirk and Phil, as I
understand it for that
flight and event. They will
meet up with our Chinese
team. Of course it is now
the 21st of August in
Beijing and clocking 13:19
that puts us in the
afternoon there and only
06.15 am in the UK. So far
there has been no
communication with the
team. Time flies fast the
older you get. It is also
true that each year the
costs to live or die
increases. In my case I am
stuck here until blinds are
up in the new home to
be, before I can start to
move, strange how things
will go wrong, when you
do not need such
problems. So it will now
be Thursday before we
see if the company finds
me to measure for
electric operated blinds.
If this time we are lucky it
may still take 2 weeks or
more before the blinds
are ready to be fitted.
What else can go wrong
during the next month?
That will delay my move
and future plans. Today
Wednesday 21st August
received news that Kirk
did not go to China but
Grieg went instead as he
is not a press man; that is
to my understanding. It is
a waiting game.

Time 20:17 this day Wednesday 21st August 2013: still no communication from China upon my team movements.
Maybe they are having a rest, or not landed there yet. Remember: that this event starts on Friday 23rd, I believe at
1400 hours and all day Saturday it is our window for the day. I understand Press are all set up ready. We have been
promoted to Number one position. I trust that we shall make full use of that position to our advantage.
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Wednesday 21st August 2013: This image was sent to me by Amar, as the place we understand that the Searl
Energy Group event will be held. You know that it is in Beijing, China, that it was term the Bird’s Nest for the
Olympic Games. I understand that we have been promoted to Number one position in this 3 day event being held
there. To me it’s like plate number one of Star ship Explorer in size. One thing is certain that China do not do world
events in a half measure fashion. They sure go all the way, with their heart and soul to make these events great.
To the Government of China and its citizens bless you all and may this event be one of many yet to come.
Photoionization:
Searl says that if the frequency of the impinging photon is sufficiently high, it may have enough energy to ionize the
atom. Searl states that the photon vanishes with the appearance of an electron and a positive ion. Interesting, but
Searl continues that unlike the case of photo excitation, the photon need not possess an energy corresponding
exactly to the ionization energy of the atom. Searl points out that it need merely possess at least this much energy.
Searl states that if it possesses more than ionizing energy the excess will appear as the kinetic energy of the emitted
electron and positive ion. Searl quotes that it is found by experiment, however, that the maximum probability of
photoionization occurs when the energy of the photon is equal to the ionization potential, the probability decreasing
rapidly for higher photon energies.
Wave Mechanics:
Searl has always told you that this technology was not simple; so far he is still at extremely elementary level in his
discussions, but that will change.
To Searl understanding that since a photon is absorbed by only one atom, the photon acts as if it were concentrated
in a very small volume of space, in contradiction to the concept of a wave associated with radiation. Searl points out
that De Broglie, in 1924, which is 8 years before he was born. Interesting point that 8 spacer keeps popping up. Who
was he, at this moment in time I damn if I know why his name shot up in my mind, must have something to do with
wave mechanics, as you can understand that I was not around in 1924, which is clearly one major problem here, but
I feel certain that his name will re-appear in my mind, so I get a better picture of what it was that he did, which
somehow helps my work. Let me recount on the past time, yes he postulated that the concept of a wave associated
with radiation which to Searl understanding postulated that the dual character of wave and particle is not limited to
radiation, but is also exhibited by particles such as electrons, atoms, or macroscopic masses. That is it – thanks brain.
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Tuesday, 20th August
2013 received this copy
from SMI-San DiegoCalifornia-U.S.A. of their
latest posters now
received for use at
shows in the future. Well
I guess it says that we
are still moving forwards
and that is also true here
in the UK, my carer and
her man Des drove me
up to the my future
home for the blind
company to measure up
for electric blinds around
about 1130 hours they
actually found me, when
a week ago they failed to
find me. They measure
the 3 windows of the
main room selected type
and colour blue, paid
deposit, the order came
to 3,000.00 odd.
Please to say that here in
the UK this day Friday
23rd August made first
webcam connection to
my team in Beijing China
between 01:00 to 02:56
am BST. They are in
Great Spirit for today’s
opening session of China
event being held at the
Bird Nest that was
special designed for the
Olympic Games. This is a
great honour for us and
elected to be number
one in the set up, to my
understanding that
means maximum press
cover. This is a massive
big door for us to enter
and I wish my team
every success there,
remember that we are
completing against other
companies who will be
present.

We did not have much time to prepare for this event, as we have for the BEM being held in the U.S.A. in October. I
feel that China event will increase the number of visitors to the BEM show if the Western World is able to see this
weekend show. To my China team; my sincere thanks for making this dream come true.
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Another photo from SMI-San Diego-California-U.S.A., here we see the early days of the lab taking on life, then it was
just a single factory, which has grown today to three factory units plus a 5 bedroom house. It is amazing that the
people have achieved all this without government help. Strange: how many people thing that the government would
help – I understand why they will not help. Agree our queen did try, that is true, also Present John Kennedy tried
hard to help. So do not think that government will not help you; it depends on their objectives and interest lies.
Searl do remember that De Broglie stated he postulated that a particle of momentum p = mv has a wavelength Å
associated with it given by:
Behold that day will come where you will see us everywhere in
the effort to clean up that mess we have created in ignorance
and greed. I cannot give back the loss years to Earth but can try.

1-15.
Searl accepts that we can make use of the wave properties of a moving electron to establish Bohr’s postulate that a
stationary state is determined by the condition that the angular momentum must be an integral multiple of h/2.
Searl says to his mind that it seems reasonable to assume that an orbit of radius r will correspond to a stationary
state if it contains a standing wave pattern. Searl simple says that in other words, a stable orbit is one whose
circumference is exactly equal to the electronic wavelength, or to n, where n is an integer – but not zero. Thus

Searl states:
1-16 Searl says this is clearly; Equation 1-16 is identical with the
Bohr condition equation 1-12. Or am I wrong to think so.
Searl just recall another name Schrödinger who claimed to carry the implication of the wave nature of matter further
and developed a wave equation to describe electron behaviour is a potential field U(x, y, z). Again Searl got a
problem who on earth was this Schrödinger, his name just pop up yet there appear to be no FACTS about him so
far in Searl thinking, let him carry on thinking maybe he will discover something in that box of grey matter of his.
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Wednesday 21ST August 2013. Photo: update from SMI-San Diego. California. U.S.A: of the Swedish visitors. Slowly
the world is getting to know about this technology. Today, Friday 23rd August will be the big part of the event in
Beijing, China which sits on top of one of China’s ancient cities. Let’s face the facts how could we had known that this
year we would be in Beijing to discuss this technology to the citizens of China. But to be number one at this event
you must be tops, you cannot afford any errors. I understand that the first day has gone absolutely perfect That
Russell presented our development at a very high standard. My sincere thanks: to Russell and not forgetting Carlo
who has carried this work to such a high standard, a living symbol of her concern for China and this technology. Well
done Carlo.
Searl understanding that the solution of the differential equation is called the wave function and it determines the
probability density at each point in space of finding the electron with total energy W. Searl states if the potential
energy, U = -q2/4ɛ0r, for the electron in the hydrogen H. 1. Atom is substituted into the Schrödinger equation, it is
found that a meaningful physical solution is possible only if W is given by precisely the energy levels in equation – 113, which were obtained from the simpler Bohr picture of the atom.
1-6

Electronic structure of the elements:

Searl is still trying to conceive this image of the solution of the Schrödringer equation for Hydrogen H. 1. Or any
multielectron atom requires three quantum numbers. Searl wonder if you understand this – that these are
designated by n, l, and ml and are restricted to the following integral values:
n = 1, 2,3,. . .
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . (n – 1)
ml = 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., ±l
Searl states that to specify a wave function completely it is found necessary to introduce a fourth quantum number.
Searl says that this spin quantum number m, may assume only two values, + ½ or - ½ - corresponding to the same
energy.
Searl understand if you are wondering if he knows what he is taking about. In physics complicated data often sound
strange to those who are not educated within that language. That is not unusual.
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Friday 23rd August 2013, received this update photo from SMI San Diego – California – U.S.A. Which by now you
know what this image relates to?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Exclusion Principle:
Searl points out that the periodic table of the chemical elements – given in table M1-1 page M164. May be
explained by invoking a law enunciated by Wolfgang Pauli 1900 – 1958 so he was born 32 years before I was born yet
he died in 1958 when I was 26 years old; Austrian born American Physicist. He made a major contribution to
quantum theory with his exclusion Principle in 1925. In 1931, just a year away from Searl Birth he postulated the
existence of the neutrino, later discovered by Enrico Fermi Nobel prize for physics 1945. Searl states that to his
knowledge base Pauli who stated that no two electrons in an electronic system can have the same set of four
quantum numbers, n, l, ml, and m3. Searl ask you – is this the same statement which Searl has stated since 1946
that no two objects can share the same space frame at the same time frame? Searl states are Time frames the
opposite of Space Frames? If so, the law of the squares are absolute correct. Again Searl reminds you this statement
that no two electrons may occupy the same quantum state is known as the Pauli Exclusion Principle.
Electronic Shells:
Searl reminds you that all the electrons in an atom which have the same value of n are said to belong to the same
electron shell. Searl accepts that these shells are identified by the letters K, L, M, N, . . . corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3,
4, . . . respectively. Searl continuous that a shell is divided into subshells corresponding to different values of l and
identified as s, p, d, f, . . ., corresponding to l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . respectively. Searl states that taking account of the
exclusion principle, the distribution of electrons in the atom among the shells and subshells is indicated in Table
M1.2 on the next page.
Searl states that his dream one makes it clear that actually, seven shells are required to account for all the chemical
elements, but Seal is showing only the first four are indicated in the table M1-2 on the next page. Searl states that
the law of the squares make clear that there are two states for n = 1 corresponding to l = 0, ml = 0, and m3 = ±½.
Searl informs you that these are called the 1s states.
UPDATE China – Bird Nest event: long webcam session with full team clearly the event has been a great success
there – today Sunday 25th August 2013 ends this event, now waiting for their photos to add in these documents.
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Electron shells and subshells:

Searl states that there are two states corresponding to n = 2, l = 0, and m3 = ±½. Searl understands that these
constitute the 28 subshell. Searl dream one suggests that there are, in addition, six energy levels corresponding to n
= 2, l = 1, ml = - 1, 0, or +1, and m8 = ±±. Searl says that these are designated as the 2p subshell. Hence, Searl has
indicated in Table M1-2, the total number of electrons in the L shell to his knowledge base in 1946 is 2 + 6 = 8 Searl
is always standing in square 2 leaving only 6 more squares available to use. The atom is absolute clear is what
Searl shall be dealing with in the energy domain. Searl states that in a similar manner he can verify that a d subshell
contains a maximum of 10 electrons an f subshell a maximum of 14 electrons, etc.
In 1946 through to 1963 this is the way Searl wrote and presented his lectures, until in 1968 The press after a 10
hours lecture came up to the stage and stated “Searl you are only one, we are many, it is impossible for us to come
up to you, you must come down to us.” From that date I stopped the scientific data and talk kids talk to the masses,
now in 2012, I have return to the past and now talk and write as I did in those days, regardless of your complaints
that you do not understand me – read and learn – it’s FREE.
Searl say that it might surprise you that the atomic number Z gives the number of electrons orbiting about the
nucleus. Searl says just for fun let us use superscripts to designate the number of electrons in a particular subshell.
For example, Searl suggest Sodium Na. 11, for which Z = 11, has an electronic configuration by 1822822p6381. Searl
state please take notes that Na has a single electron in the outermost unfilled subshell, and hence is said to be
monovalent. NOTE: Searl says this same property is possessed by all the alkali metals: - Li Lithium 3, Na Sodium 11, K
Potassium 19, Rb Rubidium 37, and Cs Cesium 55, Searl points out that is accounts for the fact that these elements
in the same group in the periodic table – Table M1-1 have similar chemical properties.
Searl understand that the inner-shell electrons are very strongly bound to an atom, and cannot be easily removed.
Searl states in plain language that is, the electrons closest to the nucleus are the most tightly bound, and so have the
lowest energy. Searl says also, atoms for which the electrons exist in closed shells form very stable configurations.
Again Searl points out that for example, the inert gasses He Helium 2, Ne Neon 10, Ar Argon 18, Kr Krypton 36, and
Xe Xenon 54, all have either completely filled shells or, at least, completely filled subshells.
Searl states, Carbon C 6, Silicon Si 14, Germanium Ge 32, and Tin Sn 50 have the electronic configuration indicated
in Table M1-3 on next page. NOTE: Searl says that each of these elements has completely filled subshells except for
the outermost p shell, which contains only two of the six possible electrons. Searl remarks how strange these results
are despite this similarity: Carbon C 6 in crystalline form – diamond – is an insulator, Silicon Si 14 and Germanium
Ge 32 solids are semiconductors, and Tin Sn 50 is a metal. This apparent anomaly is explained in later section. Now
you may begin to understand the problems Searl had to solve to create the S.E.G. The whole key to success was in
the dreams that he had and the blessing that he was deaf; clinician deaf and no one ever cared why he could not
learn. So he taught himself the things he knew to the point that he could understand them.

